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OIT Annual Satisfaction Survey 
Results for 2021 

 

OIT used questions developed for The Higher Education TechQual+ Project 

(https://www.techqual.org)  to measure satisfaction. The TechQual+ survey instrument consists 

of 13 items that are designed to measure the performance of three core commitments:   

• Connectivity and Access (not included) 

• Technology and Collaboration Services  

• Support and Training 

 

Due to the majority of the year being remote, the Connectivity and Access questions were not 

included this year. In addition to the core items, 8 additional services that are specific to the 

campus were included on the survey. 

 

• Official University Email - Office365, Gmail 

• Online@UT (Canvas) 

• Student Information Systems and Online Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, 

Gradesfirst) 

• Zoom 

• Customized help with developing course materials and lectures for online teaching 

• UT System Services - ANDI 

• UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424 

• UT System Services - IRIS 

 

 

The survey asked the respondents to rate each item on three factors: minimum service level 

expectation, desired service level expectation and perceived service performance.  

One of the main goals of TechQual+ is to measure how well OIT is meeting the technology 

needs of campus by calculating an Adequacy Gap score which is the difference between 

minimum service level expectation and the perceived service performance. When the Adequacy 

Gap is positive, perceived (or actual) service performance exceeds minimum expectations.  

There were 1561 people who responded to the 2021 OIT Satisfaction Survey. The sample 

consisted of 36.3% students, 19.2% faculty, 44.3% staff and 0.1% who did not indicate their 

status.  The results are presented for the campus overall, as well as each campus affiliation: 

students, faculty and staff.  
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Adequacy Gaps – Overall 
 

 

 

 

Technology and Collaboration - Overall Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Online services that are easy to use. 6.43 7.40 .99 1544 

Online services that enhance the teaching and 
learning experience. 

6.45 7.18 .70 1472 

Online services that allow me to collaborate 
effectively with others 

6.66 7.50 .83 1543 

Systems that provide timely access to data that 
informs decision-making. 

6.72 7.32 .58 1490 

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that 
enhances teaching/learning experience 

6.55 7.09 .48 1372 
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Support and Training Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Timely resolution of technology problems that I 
am experiencing 

6.91 7.73 .81 1546 

Technology support staff who have the knowledge 
to answer my questions. 

7.11 7.92 .80 1542 

Receiving communications regarding technology 
services that I can understand 

6.63 7.54 .91 1533 

Access to training (self-help information) that 
increases my effectiveness with technology. 

6.44 7.25 .79 1531 
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Additional OIT Services  Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail 7.31 7.94 .62 1539 

Online@UT (Canvas) 6.95 7.41 .45 902 

Student Information Systems and Online Class 
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst) 

6.87 7.12 .25 918 

Zoom 7.06 7.76 .71 1523 

Customized help with developing course materials 
and lectures for online teaching 

6.76 7.86 1.10 137 
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Additional UT Systems Services  Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

UT System Services - ANDI 7.13 6.58 -.55 31 

UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424 6.92 6.92 .00 757 

UT System Services - IRIS 6.95 7.08 .14 140 
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Adequacy Gaps – Students 
 

 

 

 

Technology and Collaboration Services - 
Students Minimum Actual 

Adequacy 
Gap N 

Online services that are easy to use. 6.07 7.14 1.07 565 

Online services that enhance the teaching and 
learning experience. 

6.27 6.92 .65 563 

Online services that allow me to collaborate 
effectively with others 

6.20 7.05 .84 563 

Systems that provide timely access to data that 
informs decision-making. 

6.53 7.18 .65 550 

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that 
enhances teaching/learning experience 

6.45 6.97 .51 550 
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Support and Training - Students Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am 
experiencing 

6.59 7.38 .79 561 

Technology support staff who have the knowledge 
to answer my questions. 

6.78 7.65 .86 558 

Receiving communications regarding technology 
services that I can understand 

6.33 7.31 .99 559 

Access to training (self-help information) that 
increases my effectiveness with technology. 

5.99 6.90 .91 556 
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Additional OIT Services - Students Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail 7.04 7.91 .88 560 

Online@UT (Canvas) 6.91 7.42 .50 534 

Student Information Systems and Online Class 
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst) 

6.77 7.17 .39 531 

Zoom 6.56 7.21 .65 559 

Customized help with developing course materials 
and lectures for online teaching 

6.84 7.62 .78 58 
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Adequacy Gaps – Faculty 
 

 

 

 

Technology and Collaboration Services - Faculty Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Online services that are easy to use. 6.59 7.40 .81 292 

Online services that enhance the teaching and 
learning experience. 

6.70 7.28 .58 287 

Online services that allow me to collaborate 
effectively with others 

6.69 7.43 .74 290 

Systems that provide timely access to data that 
informs decision-making. 

6.58 6.98 .41 264 

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that 
enhances teaching/learning experience 

6.87 6.95 .08 265 
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Support and Training - Faculty Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am 
experiencing 

7.17 7.82 .65 293 

Technology support staff who have the knowledge to 
answer my questions. 

7.34 7.93 .60 292 

Receiving communications regarding technology 
services that I can understand 

6.70 7.51 .81 289 

Access to training (self-help information) that 
increases my effectiveness with technology. 

6.44 7.15 .71 284 
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Additional OIT Services - Faculty Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail 7.50 7.63 .13 287 

Online@UT (Canvas) 7.12 7.25 .12 225 

Student Information Systems and Online Class 
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst) 

6.85 6.73 -.12 208 

Zoom 7.37 7.94 .57 289 

Customized help with developing course materials 
and lectures for online teaching 

6.76 8.02 1.25 59 
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Additional UT Systems Services - Faculty Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

UT System Services - ANDI 6.00 5.25 -.75 4 

UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424 6.65 6.61 -.04 82 

UT System Services - IRIS 6.68 6.32 -.37 206 
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Adequacy Gaps – Staff 
 

 

 

 

Technology and Collaboration Services - Staff Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Online services that are easy to use. 6.65 7.62 .97 681 

Online services that enhance the teaching and 
learning experience. 

6.53 7.39 .86 608 

Online services that allow me to collaborate 
effectively with others 

7.03 7.89 .86 681 

Systems that provide timely access to data that 
informs decision-making. 

6.95 7.57 .62 668 

Classrooms/meeting spaces w/ technology that 
enhances teaching/learning experience 

6.51 7.28 .77 542 
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Support and Training - Staff Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Timely resolution of technology problems that I am 
experiencing 

7.07 7.98 .90 686 

Technology support staff who have the knowledge to 
answer my questions. 

7.29 8.14 .85 686 

Receiving communications regarding technology 
services that I can understand 

6.86 7.75 .89 679 

Access to training (self-help information) that 
increases my effectiveness with technology. 

6.81 7.59 .78 680 
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Additional OIT Services - Staff Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

Official University Email - Office365, Gmail 7.64 8.09 .64 686 

Online@UT (Canvas) 6.96 7.67 .82 141 

Student Information Systems and Online Class 
Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst) 

7.23 7.45 .23 177 

Zoom 7.34 8.15 .80 669 

Customized help with developing course materials 
and lectures for online teaching. 

6.42 8.21 1.79 19 
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Additional UT Systems Services - Staff Minimum Actual 
Adequacy 

Gap N 

UT System Services - ANDI 6.85 6.78 -.52 27 

UT System Services - Cayuse SP/424 6.78 7.36 .05 58 

UT System Services - IRIS 7.36 7.37 .32 550 
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Demographics 
 

 

 

 

 

What is your primary affiliation with the university? 

  Frequency Percent 

UG 334 22.4 

Grad 232 14.9 

Faculty 299 19.2 

Staff 69 4.4 

Staff 623 39.9 

Unknown  4 0.1 

Total  1561 100 
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College/Area:  

 Frequency Percent 

Herbert College of Agriculture 32 2.1% 

Architecture and Design 16 1.0% 

Arts and Sciences 259 16.7% 

Haslam College of Business 79 5.1% 

Communication and Information 46 3.0% 

Education, Health, and Human Sciences 72 4.6% 

Tickle College of Engineering 128 8.3% 

Law 18 1.2% 

Nursing 33 2.1% 

Social Work 46 3.0% 

Veterinary Medicine 16 1.0% 

Other 202 13.0% 

Provost 22 1.4% 

Student Life 52 3.4% 

Finance and Administration 96 6.2% 

Research 122 7.9% 

Athletics 25 1.6% 

Alumni/Development 10 0.6% 

Communications and Marketing 26 1.7% 

IPS 31 2.0% 

UT Foundation 10 0.6% 

UTIA 109 7.0% 

UTSA 42 2.7% 

OIT 59 3.8% 

Total 2250 100 
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Comments 

 
TC1a-How can OIT improve the ease of use of online services? 
240 Responses 

 

I'm a newer employee. It is helpful to understand which are the most heavily used 
applications so I know how to focus my training efforts. 

Faculty 

Google is the issue, not OIT. Faculty 

Make sure the teachers or professors that are using this service can actually use the online 

services. 
UG 

In general, the university's website is very hard to navigate. It is hard to know where to go 

to find online services, and the menu systems are not user-friendly. So it would be easier to 

use online services if they were more easily accessible through the university website. 

Faculty 

Make it easier for students/faculty to host a website Grad 

Continue to offer workshops for faculty, Grad instructors, etc., on how to use Zoom, Canvas 

(including Canvas Studio), and other tech-related platforms during the summer. I was able 

to attend the Virtual Vols Bootcamp for instructors last summer and it was incredibly 

helpful for me going into the academic year with online teaching. 

Grad 

You guys are fine UG 

Easier to search for topics Staff 

I cannot think of anything; my biggest issue now is getting bombarded by emails and often 

not reading clearly to see what you all are offering in the way of support. 
Faculty 

If by online services you mean the services that OIT provides, then I would say you need 

more personnel to respond in a timely manner to requests for support. 
Faculty 

Sometimes the websites are difficult to navigate Faculty 

Make chat and link more easily available Staff 

I like talking to real people about my problems so I like that you can call them. Online. 

services must be easy to navigate and find as well. 
UG 

By requesting for users feedback Grad 

Make two-factor authentication optional UG 

Better connectivity between my computer at work and my laptop at home. Staff 

Dashboards so I can find where they are, perhaps? Faculty 
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I think it is very easy and handy to have the online services we are offered. Perhaps more 

info on how to successfully download apps needed. An online booklet of where to go to 

download or troubleshoot. 

Staff 

too many login points (with token or DuoMobile) - every program and not all programs 

allow you to save the login for 7 days. I use A LOT of different programs every day. 
Staff 

change webpage layouts to make them more organized Grad 

Have more experienced individuals UG 

Maybe provide trainings to navigate how to use online services. Grad 

It would be beneficial to have a person in payroll, accounts payable, and IRIS be available to 
answer a call. It is time-consuming and sometimes problematic to not have someone to 
speak with from payroll and IRIS. Sometimes you need to actually speak with someone to 
resolve an issue or get a quick answer. These departments are foundational to UTK and 
should have someone available other than just emailing and waiting for a reply. OIT help 
and CEHHS /ELPS OIT team has someone to speak with which is a time efficient, so helpful, 
and a necessary service 

Staff 

Some of the webpages I use to find either portals or other information just lead to dead 

ends and are just information pages. 
UG 

Needs more simplicity UG 

There are a lot of pop-ups when using services like iModules and IRIS that get held up by 

my computer systems. 
Staff 

Purchase more wireless wifi routers and place them around campus to strengthen wifi 
signals. 

UG 

Every time I have called OIT I have received excellent support!! I call OIT a lot. Keep doing 

what you are doing. I would say hire some night time and weekend employees please. 

Sometimes we need critical assistance after hours. 

Staff 

Easier navigation UG 

I am not aware of all the online services. This is my own fault being so busy I don't get a 

chance to explore the options you provide in your newsletter or go to any OIT classes. 
Faculty 

Make Archibus more user friendly. Staff 

increase OIT help desk hours UG 

I'm not sure what the definition of online services includes. Faculty 

Internet speed is slow due office locale Staff 

I work off campus in a rural area so any issues are not associated with IT at UTK Staff 
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better support for zoom and integrating resources for my wordpress teaching website Faculty 

Put everything in one website that can connect you to all resources in one place UG 

Some of the UT Web interfaces are confusing, not intuitive and thus waste time. Faculty 

I think something that would benefit some students is making sure the teachers are also 
just as informed as students are especially since COVID-19. 

UG 

It is difficult to find information on the University websites. The pages that are related do 

not link to each other, and information is often out of date because it is written as an 

article at a certain date rather than routinely updated. 

Grad 

Respond faster to students concerns/problems. UG 

The apps download pages have instructions for downloading software that is unclear to 

use, and if there could be links to download the software that take one directly to the 

download page or that had images and arrows showing us what to click, that would be 

great. 

UG 

Making sure whatever bandwidth and other technical issues related to keeping Canvas and 
Zoom running. being available for calls when things go wrong during class or exams. 

Faculty 

make services easier to find online Grad 

They are diligently working to provide a few items which will make online services much 
easier. 

Staff 

Give us more written instructions and cut the lame video instructions. Videos take much 

longer to watch than it does to read, and it is a pain to have to stop and back-up to review. 
Faculty 

Easier layout, quicker access UG 

Qualtrics needs an easier way to log-in. We need a Common Directory for all of UT. Staff 

make web interface easier to use for non-students and people technically inadvanced. UG 

Still some things that aren't easily found with searching OIT website. Also 5 or 6 links to get 

to a leave request form is pretty disappointing. 
Staff 

make more clear links & less clutter UG 

The persistence of the duo logon for 7 days does not seem to apply to all UT services -- 

some services seem to require separate logins. 
Staff 

move the phone system to an online provider, such as Zoom to where all the 

communication is centralized 
Staff 

often the lines are busy, too many calls and we cannot go through Faculty 

The website feels very difficult to navigate sometimes. I know its extremely difficult to do 

but somehow making the website more navigable would be nice. 
UG 
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have instructional videos or information readily available UG 

Top the dual log in process unnecessary and frustrating UG 

Faster update of software (plus instructions) provided by OIT. Providing additional service 

subscription like Overleaf premium membership for UT students and staff. Providing better 

Linux based services. 

Staff 

More outreach to students UG 

zoom/webinar Trainings or Short training videos in Kate Staff 

Make the website easier to navigate UG 

Accessing zoom through canvas is clunky. I have to go to online.utk.edu then click on 

live@online then create or edit account (which seems worded weirdly) to see my list of 

meetings. 

Faculty 

For some reason, the wifi will not work on my phone, but it works on my computer just 

fine. 
Grad 

It is a solid system that has been consistent throughout my time at U.T. UG 

Not sure; (there are too many softwares and it could be good and also daunting) Faculty 

IRIS is so confusing, even after using it for years. And a lot of services only integrate with 

Microsoft, not with other platforms (e.g. meeting scheduling, which only works to set up 

on a PC integrated with Outlook). 

Staff 

Forms, calendars, etc. are very difficult to find. Web pages contain insuffientor non-existing 

links to benefit information, forms, etc. just a quagmire of stuff 
Staff 

Use less platforms UG 

More clearly listed software availability- for purchase, what's the process to get it, etc? Faculty 

TRAINING Faculty 

Online service is out frequently. Staff 

more operators for phone questions Staff 

making sure all areas receive Wi-Fi connections equally around campus Staff 

Have contact links at both top and bottom of website. UG 

easier to locate; simplify language Staff 

easier to navigate website UG 
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Quit rearranging the MyUTK homepage. Staff 

Check in on teachers routinely. My professor is certainly trying to make her online lectures 

work, but something is always malfunctioning. It is frustrating, we never know what to 

expect. 

UG 

OIT needs data storage for important research data (not google drive or one drive) Faculty 

Keep in mind that users have different skill levels. Give users options of choosing the level 

of challenge they want to take on. In that way users can choose to use, for example, 

menus that may be slower or short hand key strokes that control more quickly. 

Faculty 

In 2FA, the 'Remember em for 7 days' check box doesn't always work. Not sure what to say 
about it. 

Staff 

Provide periodic staff workshops specialized to area of work (Advising, instruction, student 

life, etc) and/or possibly some kind of weekly/monthly digest of online services and tools 

that are useful in WFH settings -maybe do a short interview with someone who is using 

that service or tool and have them describe how it works for them. Maybe this could be a 

video blog of some sort? We can learn from each other! I recently attend a workshop 

hosted by FAU's Appreciative Advising Institute and came away with at least 2-3 useful 

platforms to explore. It's hard to know WHAT tool to use first and then HOW to use it after. 

Staff 

It's sometimes hard to find the information you're looking for. Sometimes you have to do 
several Google searches and keep getting sent to the same page with minimal information. 

UG 

Canvas: more cheat sheets! How can I add Cavnas' false math columns for students grades 

(they are always wrong)? Cheat sheets to remind us how to hide grades as we are working 

on grading? More cheat sheets for our common issues! 

Faculty 

Every single page links to a million other pages with other links, why cant a link simply 
take you to the place you need to go??? 

UG 

Make searching for information on where to find things easier to understand. UG 

It's good to have info pages with links and FAQs that are easy to find. I think sometimes OIT 

has these, but they aren't always easy to find or the locations change from time to time so 

you have to search where it has moved to. 

Grad 

It can still be quite difficult to find things. The search function is not very good. Staff 

some improvements to Zoom software would be helpful, but that is probably a 
responsibility for the vendor, not OIT 

Faculty 

Too many multiple logins to navigate the different systems we use at UT. With dual 

authentication and other protective measures, surely we could access our systems with a 

single login and one-time dual authentication. 

Staff 

The GET App is my biggest complaint UG 
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Implementing a really user-friendly and secure Mac+PC compatible remote desk-topping 
tool (e.g. TeamViewer) would be super helpful to enable seamless on-campus, off-campus 
access. This is particularly handy for research labs as it allows us to check in on 
instrumentation, analyses, experiments running over nights and weekends with making the 
trek to campus (> 1 hour round trip in my case). This would save me >5 hours per week. 
Also, please re-enable faculty to alias faculty emails from Gmail accounts. Currently, I 
forward mail to my personal inbox, draft responses in Gmail, close the draft. Open the draft 
on my iPhone (where I can still alias UTK mail), change my email send address and click 
send. I understand UTK is concerned about security, but nothing about my current set up is 
improving security. It really doesn't matter is mail is reaching/leaving my inbox via GMail, 
Outlook, or iPhone Mail. I manage 7 different email boxes across multiple universities and 
organizations and so it's critical that I have a central place to collect and respond to 
incoming messages. Outlook is horrendous and doesn't meet my email needs -- it's far to 
difficult to search and find old messages/organize content/etc, and I prefer a web-based 
client so I can access my mail from any PC I happen to be working from the day. 

Faculty 

The OIT Webpage use to be efficient, but in the middle of the last term was changed. To 

contact OIT was impossible. While having a heavy teaching load, it is best to have OIT 

Webpages that are useful to communicate with OIT. The phone or zoom are useless, 

because they are time consuming 

Faculty 

Bring the SLATE admissions software into OIT's purview. The consultants for SLATE, 
although helpful, got completely swamped. 

Faculty 

This already pretty good, my concern is just information about some of them. As new 

products are rolled out, it would be nice to have a single spot (that I can remember) to find 

info about them. For example the Outlook add-in Doodle replacement from Microsoft was 

announced in an OIT email but it took an email to the help desk to find out about it. (even 

Microsoft's site wasn't much help, actually). I find that finding information from scratch can 

be challenging. If I have the email of the announcement it is easy, but if I don't it is easy to 

spend too much time looking for information, especially when not in the knowledge base. 

Faculty 

I honestly can not think of any improvements except maybe quicker response time. I have 
experienced where I was in the chat feature in position one and it took slightly longer than 5 
minutes to get a technician. 

Staff 

stop changing Canvas as frequently as you do. A re-learning process every semester. Faculty 

Is there a way to reduce the number of times that I have to log in during the day? I tell the 

2FA system to remember me, but I still have to enter username/password several times a 

day. 

Faculty 

Make wifi not kick you off driving on campus. UG 

There has been a constant problem with the wifi on campus in that it forgets my phone 

every semester when I come back. In order to fix this, you have to go and re-register your 

device again. I have had the same phone for all three years I have been in college, and this 

is a bit excessive to just use the campus wifi. 

UG 

2 factor login should recognize our device for longer than week Faculty 
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Useful to have applications to track down older emails for ease of reference Faculty 

The wifi sometimes doesn't work very well in certain areas of campus which makes it hard 

to get on zoom or submit assignments 
UG 

I think you're doing a great job; sometimes there are just limitations of the platform that 

you can't help. 
Faculty 

Provide clearer instructions for pulse secure and how to use it from off-campus. It's a bit 

confusing. 
Staff 

First, the current setup for Duo is annoying. Why should I need to re-
authenticate with my second factor once a week. I preferred just having a long 
password, as at least that was seamless with my password manager. It really is 
an annoyance. Second, for my research, I have too little control of actual 
services. I need to be able to create temporary email accounts, control my DNS 
records, etc. While all possible through OIT, this process is slow and cumbersome 
and doesn't really work well with computer science research. 

Faculty 

Having people actually capable of solving problems instead of just offering solutions that I 

can find on Google. 
Grad 

EOC spent a great deal of time putting our paper form into electronic form for signatures 

back at the beginning of COVID and then the account got pulled from the University. We 

need a format that is user friendly for very low tech savvy users and wish we could use 

DocuSign. 

Staff 

Make it easier to find websites. Search tool isn't 100% user friendly. Staff 

Have people physically to aid UG 

The OIT website has improved but it can still be hard to find what you are looking for. Many 

times it entails figuring what is the right word to use to search for. 
Staff 

The VPN and remote connection to my computer are troublesome because the connection 
will randomly freeze. Sometimes for a few seconds, sometimes I have to log out of my 
remote connection and log in again. OIT was unsuccessful in making any difference even 
when it was escalated. After working from home for about 1 year, nothing has changed in 
this regard. Perhaps new software needs to be used or more training for personnel is 
needed. I am not sure how this should be improved. 

Staff 

Most systems do work well. SLATE is horrible but that's for Grad admissions. I don't believe 

OIT works with that system. The IRB proposal system (iMedris) is horrible but again, I don't 

think that's an OIT managed program. I'm learning Teams (not my favorite) and Zoom has 

worked very well. 

Faculty 

Improve Ring Central app - ease of use mostly Staff 

Rent out computers for longer UG 

Better written instructions, with less presumption of technical/technological terminology 

and knowledge/experience. 
Staff 
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Online modules of introduction training for students/faculty/staff Staff 

The website needs a redesign because it's ridiculous to try to navigate Staff 

Pulse secure need not ask for password continuously (on a mac) Faculty 

Ensure all systems work with firefox, chrome and edge. Staff 

Make things more accessible and known to students so that they know they are available. UG 

Quicker response to tickets would be helpful. Staff 

Have had issues with Remote Desktop freezing or dropping Staff 

More on-demand trainings or FAQs available, rather than scheduled sessions Faculty 

I don't think it's so much UT's fault, but Canvas has a number of features that are just 
problematic. Two things that have caused me trouble are unexpected automatic emails 
from the zoom integration to Canvas, and Canvas's inability to handle grading assignments 
that have multiple attempts and point reduction due to late submission. 

Faculty 

Some items I needed from the library I never was able to get. I'm a distance learner and it 
took too long. 

UG 

Not sure what you are referring to here - everything Canvas, SLATE, IRIS, all of that? Faculty 

Make the things I need to find easy to find. Any chance of having a personalizable interface 

so that vital-tome OIT services come up when I visit the homepage? 
Staff 

Communicate by email without hacking to call to identify my entity Grad 

Speed up wait times at the beginning of the year when many students need help. Shorten 

the call wait time, or have the waitee give a call back number so they do not have to waste 

their time being put on hold. 

UG 

If you can have any influence over K@te , Punt. It's not user friendly and I won't ask my 

clients to use it. I just send them to an admin person who can register them. 
Staff 

Too many "new" things all the times. I have to teach, I cannot every semester have to learn 
new technologies or changes to Canvas (often unannounced) 

Faculty 

Orientation for new employees would be useful. I began as a new hire adjunct faculty this 

January and felt like I was learning things by bumping into walls in the dark. [Once I figured 

out that I needed to register my computer, I was able to use some of the online services. I 

started exploring Canvas to set up my class - a design studio - but it wasn't all that useful 

for the way a studio class is set up, so I opted to run my class through Sharepoint and other 

apps like Mural instead...] 

Faculty 

Zoom can be problematic. I had several issues with microphones and audio not working 
correctly. I could not troubleshoot such problems. It may be worthwhile to have dedicated 
experts who can troubleshoot for Zoom, Teams, and other teleconferencing systems 

Faculty 
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what does "online services" mean? I am assuming it means requesting help from OIT over 

the internet. I had a little confusion with starting a ticket online this year because I got a 

call in response to my email, and I didn't recognize the caller to answer them on their first 

try 

Grad 

1-Replace ARCHIBUS with a less clunky and more user friendly app. 2-Do away with the 

Child Protection Report in SUPER which is a SUPER waste of our time, and incorporate it 

into IRIS where it belongs with all the other personnel-related transactions. 3-Create a less 

clunky app for room reservations. 

Staff 

Microsoft suite is just not that functional Faculty 

Drop in Canvas assistance for faculty does not work well at all. Much prefer typing in 

request which is usually addressed quickly. 
Faculty 

Everything works well, it is more so about consistency amongst how professors use the 

services. Perhaps being sure everyone meets a certain standard within their online service. 
UG 

Let faculty and staff use Gmail. Outlook is unintuitive for many people. Further, some 

services (notably IRIS) are not compatible with the latest MacOS. I did not get any warning 

about this and only figured it out after it was too late. 

Faculty 

offering a virtual chat option instead of always having to call a phone number UG 

It's not really clear what you mean by online services. O365? Zoom? Canvas? Panapto? 

Apps@UT? Teams? myUTK? Are they easy to use? is that the question? 
Staff 

Offer services for more types of computers such as Windows repair service UG 

PLEASE FIX WEBSITE! I've never used a website that was so hard to find anything on. If the 

UTK website wasn't so bad it might be easier to access some nline services ans see if they 

even work. 

UG 

It was hard to get in contact with people working with Question Pro and follow-up was not 

received. 
Grad 

More video trainings on how to use software programs Grad 

Improve wifi across campus UG 

I don't know that OIT can help at all but sometimes there are issues with Zoom loading or 

running while other things are open on computers and some zoom calls can be very lagging 

when there are a lot of attendees 

Staff 

2 factor is a pain to work with. UG 

Maybe have easy-to-access tutorial videos or resources for those that don't have time for 

workshops or to call OIT for help. 
Staff 
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I would train teachers in order to have them help as well or make it easy for us to 

understand the online services step by step. 
UG 

ARGOS reporting is canned reports only. Need access to run reports needed with having to 

ask Data Central all the time. 
Staff 

There are lots of pages that "cannot be found". It could be cleaner and updated. UG 

Make the UTK website easier to navigate. As a Nashville student, I cannot drive down to 

Knoxville whenever I need to talk to someone about an issue. There were multiple points in 

this year where I needed to talk to registrar and no one was available. Problems that could 

have been solved in a day in-person, took weeks do to difficulty navigating UTK official site, 

lack individuals answering phone calls/emails, and receiving conflicting information from 

different sources. 

Grad 

Make it easier for professors to get help with they are struggling with technology. Grad 

It's hard to log in to phone apps because it won't accept the access key for more than one 
day. I should only have to log in once on my phone. 

Faculty 

make things less confusing UG 

Provide the use of Slack. Allow faculty to use google apps for education (especially 

gmail!!!). If not, at least open up the SMTP server so that we can send email from our UTK 

address using our personal gmail. 

Faculty 

they can't, need more bandwidth. Staff 

The chat room is phenomenal, being able to chat with a true IT person who understands, 

and having sufficient expertise that if one person's knowledge starts to get exceeded 

another is there to automatically pick up the slack. 

Faculty 

Ensuring that there aren't needless hoops and redirects when logging onto a website that 

"requires" DuoMobile authentication 
Grad 

The SecurePulse VPN wants an extension in the middle of a project. I need to remember to 

extend before I start my workday. I have a similar problem with Windows updates. 
Staff 

Have where all UT owned computers have the same software packages, with the exception 

of those used in specific fields or professions. 
Staff 

One way OIT can improve the ease of use of online services is to increase WiFi capabilities 

on campus, in all areas around campus. 
UG 

Notify student at the beginning of the semester with all of the services they have access to 

and their applicable use 
Grad 

It is impossible to call in, so we have to use the chat. I have had good experiences with the 
chat, but don't necessarily prefer it, because it can take a while to elevate my concern past 
the chat is more expertise is needed. 

Faculty 

My issues have more to do with internet availability. Staff 
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Make the OIT site less-wordy and more concise, especially for what/how to change NetID. 

Also, make the resources we can use like LinkedIn and Microsoft Office more evident that it 

is free/included as a student 

UG 

Online services is too broad of a category to meaningfully answer. Depends on what 

services you are referring to. 
Faculty 

wider range of assistance UG 

on-line tutorials for zoom and MS teams Faculty 

more support transitioning to canvas Faculty 

The lack of ease comes from the way professors use the online services like canvas. No one 

uses them the intended way and it makes everything unnecessarily difficult. 
UG 

There should be walk-in help desks at Hodges Library. I needed to do some video editing, 

but there were no staff in Hodges to help me. Someone gave me the cell number of a 

remote OIT worker, who said he could recommend YouTube videos that would help me. 

That is not a high level of service. 

Faculty 

The few times I needed help from OIT, they were "not accepting tickets" and had to find a 

professor who was able to help me with my issues. 
UG 

Offer more hours for technical support, particularly on weekends and nights. Faculty 

Generally having communications on updates and changes would help make things easy Staff 

Ensure that all professors are trained on the use of the services UG 

CPRS at the vet school is absolutely awful. The software for CPRS was cutting edge when I 

was an infant in 1995. It's laughably outdated, difficult to use, not intuitive, and a gigantic 

pain in the butt to use. Using CRPS is like using a technological artifact that belongs in the 

equivalent of an archeological museum. It's embarrassing that this is the system that a 

renowned institution uses. UTCVM needs to do better. 

Grad 

Need password management options/instruction - this is one of the most frustrating 
components of using online services. 

Staff 

The network is very slow some days. Faster connection and better wi-fi in the buildings 

would help. 
Staff 

From home we cannot access the I drive also known as T storage which is where a lot of my 

job is located. Also the VPN speed sometimes makes it hard to use IRIS 
Staff 

I hate duomobile. Also I had to install my own remote restart for a work computer with the 

help of a coworker, and I think that should be standard across all office computers. 
Grad 

It is not really about OIT but it is about the time needed to learn online services yet still 

trying to get all the work done. 
Staff 
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Slack is a great tool for collaboration in classes and for research. University should get 

licenses and make this available at the institutional level. 
Faculty 

support gmail for faculty, outlook365 does not work on non-windows platforms 2FA is a 
pain. Can it last longer than a week and extend to all things that use the common login 
service? 

Faculty 

Access to library services for research and things that are automatic for access on campus 
(like Pivot) is clunky and often fails. Faculty 

Websites are typically very difficult to use, and resources often so hard to find that I usually 

Google them to get to them. 
Grad 

Offer feedback, improve customer interaction, follow up after the issue has been resolved Staff 

On my iPhone, the wifi completely stopped working for me so I have been unable to use 

wifi on mobile. 
UG 

Have online meetings about how to use certain technologies - both hardware and 

software. 
Faculty 

Keep apps up todate Staff 

Standardization of online services to create a better user experience Staff 

more software options for stats and data collection (keep qualtrics!) Faculty 

Some classes do not allow their assignments to show up on the dashboard, therefore 

making the assignments hard to find and to where us students do not now about the 

assignments. 

UG 

We need a universal single patient system for UTCVM, not three systems that constantly 

need updating.There is also a slower performance of internet speed here at work than at 

home. 
Staff 

Information guiding individuals to what services are actually available Staff 

Some websites are broken. Some links lead you in circles. Some links do not lead to where 

they intuitively should go. Whenever I can I try to find information on sites other than UT 

websites because they are poorly made. Fix all that and they would be fine. 

UG 

Library link is Difficult to get to. Grad 

Share Point can be really confusing and hard to find things Staff 

Faculty should have better internet access from home Faculty 

Have a Suday help desk Faculty 

SPECIFIED TUTORIALS FOR DIFFERENT COLLEGES Faculty 
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Some students still have issues connecting to zoom. Faculty 

Better search options UG 

Maybe a chat system to communicate with guests rather than email/calling. Faculty 

Better support staff and training Faculty 

More bandwidth and wifi speed in sorority village if possible! UG 

Make everything easier to find, better organized. UG 

Having increased availability to online chat. Most Grad and adult learners do school work at 

night and OIT is offline during these times and have to wait for usual business hours. 
Grad 

The use of the my utk website is hard to navigate, I think it would work better if it was 
better organized into tabs on a banner above the website. 

UG 

Make student log-in to Zoom easier. IT IS NOT. I know this by the fact that in a large class, 

10% will not be able to get into a Zoom class. For some it takes 2 or 3 sessions and 1 on 1 

help with t OIT to make is happen. The process is too opaque. 

Faculty 

Banner INB and DARS are sometimes slow! I also wish that MyUTK would not time out so 
quickly. I am anadvisor and I have to sign back in a lot! 

Faculty 

More interactive online forms for services that submit. I know many have been updated 

but many have not. 
Staff 

More training Staff 

Two Factor authentication is intrusive to my work day. That said, the VPN has been mostly 

stable and I have been able to get work done. 
Staff 

Terrible staffing, what times are 15-30 mins- even with critical issues, all issues require a 
referral that can actually take days not minutes to resolve- VERY, VERY different from the 
old days. I truly believe IT was an essential job and should have maintained a safe, yet in 
person staffing- The custodial service was still in person- as was much of Facility services- 
but NOT OIT- Spread out and come to work. 

Faculty 

I've noticed an increase in HelpDesk requests this year for questions that can be answered 

easily from the OIT site and/or HelpDesk KB. When I help someone with the answer to 

their question and they see that they could have found it, they often mention feeling silly 

for not trying to find it. Let's promote these resources as much as possible. 

Staff 

In some cases, it is not OIT's problem. Certain things do not work properly on Canvas. 
Sometimes some students cannot access Google forms from Canvas, while others have no 
problems at all. 

Faculty 

Wish we had more weekend, outside of normal business support! Faculty 

Do away with dual authentication. This is annoying and I still get emails to update my 

password. 
UG 
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everyone I work with finds the @utk vs @tennessee issue with Adobe licensing and some 

other platforms very confusing. if that could be eliminated somehow, it would help. 
Staff 

as a low-tech student, I am somewhat overwhelmed by occasional quick explanations and 

urgency to terminate the conversation when speaking with certain tech reps. A solution to 

this could be to escalate a student who requires more attention to a different rep. 

Grad 

Teach freshmen more clearly what the different wifi networks are and should be used for. UG 

I'm not sure if this fits here, but Teams is terrible. I use it only when I have to. I'm not even 

sure this is in the purview of OIT, but if it is, there has got to be a better platform. 

Minimally, training for both faculty and students would be great. 

Grad 

When making changes to Canvas please communicate with faculty. Faculty 

Just so much to sort through I can't keep it all straight. I wish there was a really smart AI on 

the home that was a simple search bar that I could type what I wanted and get the idea. 

Next best, check out the Libraries home, easy to know where to start. OIT's homepage 

needs some help. 

Faculty 

Better canvas instruction for professors. I feel like many professors don't truly understand 

how canvas works, and often times quizzes are very buggy and mess up because of it. 
UG 

Have a simpler website that has stuff that students actually need. UG 

Make it easier to find and access UG 

More text, fewer videos and training courses: I want to read something quickly rather than 

commit a longer time. 
Faculty 

fewer zoom problems, maybe better internet connection or wifi UG 

Remove/replace Duo or at the very least eliminate the need for doing it ALL THE TIME. 
Drives me nuts. 

Faculty 

Improve consistency of website across different colleges, departments, etc. Many of the 
websites and apps at UT are hard to use and unintuitive. Make videos to show how to do 
certain common tasks 

UG 

Help desk is not very helpful unless I escalate to contacting a higher level person. Frequent 

changes in accessing services (e.g., H drive) without notice of changes is very frustrating. 
N/A 

Zoom classes. With hybrid classes, teachers are in the classroom with some students in the 

room and other students online back at their dorms or apartments. Half the time, the 

teachers are not well trained enough to operate the cameras in the classroom or 

microphone, so it seems like each class period, teachers struggle with using the operating 

system of the pc computer in the classroom. Teachers need to know how to use this so 

class time is not wasted. 

UG 

Put a closed caption on all Zoom and video. Grad 
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Less wait time for the chat function. Most I've waited is about 20 minutes for help. Grad 

More updates on online services. More links/ availability to links to make it easier to access 

services 
UG 
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TC1b - What is OIT doing well with the ease of use of online services? 
292 Responses 

 

OIT provides a lot of help on the website. And I appreciate the tutorials and other training 
opportunities linked there. 

Faculty 

OIT does a fantastic job! Staff 

quick response and helpful Staff 

They are very responsive when either called or emailed and the website is easy to read and 

navigate for help. 

UG 

making video tutorials & learning opportunities available both self-guided & instructor led; 

love the live Zoom option for Canvas help 

Faculty 

Offering multiple solutions provides flexibility WRT collaboration. Staff 

Answering my questions quickly Staff 

Consistent availability of Canvas/Zoom workshops. Grad 

The OIT Help Desk & the OIT Help Knowledge Base Staff 

No automated voice calls UG 

help desk is a great resource Grad 

Keeping all software changes up-to-date, and as an employee working from home the last 

thing we need to deal with trying to do our job is no access, limited access or not enough 

bandwidth. All of the things that will raise stress levels. 

Staff 

answers all questions promptly with follow up Thank you Staff 

I think it varies from application to application. I think the Duo Authentication for example 

is easy to use and not too intrusive. 

Staff 

Looks like it would be easy to navigate. UG 

The option of having hotspots has been integral and easy Faculty 

There are persons working at the university who are well trained and when they do 

respond they are very helpful. Sometimes I have a Canvas question. I go online and try and 

get the answer first but I need OIT to be able to answer questions when i get stuck. 

Faculty 

I was on the website the other day and clicked a link and it took me to where I was 

already... 

Faculty 

Responding timely and accurately Staff 
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I like that you can talk to people! UG 

Immediate response Grad 

Very patient and knowledgeable consultants Staff 

There are many and they are well supported - I am just overwhelmed and sometimes it is 

hard to locate what tools I need, so I don't use what would serve me best 

Faculty 

When I call in with questions, and get a real person, they are ALWAY spot on with answers. Staff 

Doing a great job offering IRIS through an online version. Staff 

OIT personnel are awesome; friendly and willing to help. Thanks!!! Staff 

great communication and super easy to reach Grad This thing caught everyone off guard. I 
believe the management of this situation, as well as it was, to be a great feat! Thanks for 
the effort and support! 

Staff 

If I have a problem OIT is very helpful in correcting the situation. Staff 

Polite UG 

he ability for us to work at home has been appreciated Staff 

Being adaptable and responding quickly to questions. Grad 

OIT is so helpful and thorough. They have helped develop online forms since UT Systems 

have lost Adobe Sign. 

Staff 

quick and easy to get in touch with and quick to help Staff 

Support/help desk is splendid Faculty 

Single sign on through DUO Mobile is a great asset. Staff 

Very attentive staff! UG 

Answering calls and getting problems fixed in record time!! You all are doing a great job. 

April is awesome!! I like the emails that record what has been done and that it is shared 

with our regional UT IT Extension staff. 

Staff 

Always figures out the problems UG 

OIT takes great efforts in explaining the online services they support. Faculty 

The help desk is always the best! Faculty 

We get communications and instructions when necessary and OIT is responsive. Staff 
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I see it as all good Staff 

Quickly solve problems when called about them. Staff 

able to answer questions promptly UG 

using the Help service line for problems Faculty 

OIT has been great! When you need something, they are there! Responding is a timely 

manner. 

Staff 

Consistent updates/upgrades, hosting and giving essential info on programs and services, 

and always able to call and speak with someone if needed! 

Staff 

Love the drop-in zoom/Canvas help hours online. So much better than help-tickets. Please 

keep this service permanently. 

Faculty 

Helping me understand and communicate with my internet provider for more efficient 

service. 

Staff 

extremely helpful customer service for solving any issues and answering questions Grad 

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, collaboration 

and teaching. 

Faculty 

often on target a few time useless Faculty 

They’re super helpful and do everything they can to help with whatever the issue is. UG 

Some UT Web systems are designed well and easier to use. Faculty 

I like how the website allows you to actively call someone for assistance. UG 

Consistently having ZOOM meetings allowing questions to be answered  Staff 

Figuring out how to best serve students. UG 

So far, everything has been smooth running. Grad 

The apps at UTk link has apps listed in a list format all on one page, which is helpful. UG 

Easy organized links that can be found with a Google search UG 

I have been really impressed with support!!!!!! The Canvas Zoom room is an incredible 

idea. 

Faculty 

Quick response time on the phone and through email! Grad 

As said above, they are diligently working on what we need. When we ask OIT for 

assistance, for the most part they reply and help immediately. 

Staff 
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I have not had any issues accessing online services Staff 

Being able to remote in and "fix" problems virtually. Staff 

Most questions can be answered by searching OIT's website. Staff 

Outstanding support from OIT. Really saved me, more than once. I'd never have been able 
to do my job this year without the people in that office who graciously, patiently led me to 
the solution every time I needed help 

Faculty 

they are very helpful Faculty 

I feel that our OIT offers more online services than what I actually need which is great! 

They provide a wide variety of online services that caters to a wide variety of people. 

Staff 

The websites always work UG 

Great tutorials for most services Faculty 

Offering phone support and a Zoom room to help work with online services Staff 

most of utk’s websites are easy to navigate UG 

Having the center in the library UG 

The service you all have provided to the university community has been so incredibly 

impressive. 

Staff 

Access to what you need to access. Staff 

Providing wifi connection to all students Grad 

Permanent Passwords, Responsive Help Desk UG 

One stop place to sign in to all services Faculty 

Providing Zoom Pro to instructors and staff. Staff 

Good enough wifi on campus UG 

No issues, keep doing what you are doing! Staff 

Already easy to use was able to get help a lot since moving to online work. Fast response 

and tickets to keep track of past inquiries 

Staff 

Access responsiveness Faculty 

Assistance & problem-solving with setting up new equipment. Staff 

Easy to resolve issues quickly Staff 
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OIT does a great job with the services, i have zero complaints! UG 

support when needed Staff 

Website is organized. UG 

Quick response time to issues. Staff 

Being readily accessible if students have issues. UG 

I'm glad that help.utk.edu redirects to the TDX client portal! Staff 

booking repairs UG 

Services are always available. Faculty 

support is extremely important and OIT provides this service! Staff 

Everything Staff 

Easy resources and directions online, easy to contact OIT for help Staff 

When I call 4-9900 they normally understand the problem and can fix it. Staff 

OIT customer support makes everything easy. Plus, the online help documentation covers 

everything stepby-step, so there's not much else to wonder about! 

Grad 

It is an option! I am thankful they were able to make this all happen the way they did. I 

thought it was a real feather in the UT hat. I know people attending other institutions that 

struggled so much more to maintain access during the pandemic. 

UG 

Most websites and links are up-to-date. Staff 

Providing FAQs available Grad 

Making them easy to find and download! Staff 

You guys do really well with forcing everyone to use SSO and managing the 5 billion 

different services that different departments use 

UG 

Generally I think it is in the mid-range compared with other websites. Faculty 

Good responses to registration, canvas, zoom problems for teaching. Please keep it up! Faculty 

all questions answered quickly Staff 

Having everything available most of the time. Staff 

The subscription to Teams/O365 has been invaluable. Staff 
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Access to software and online support has been easy and fast! Grad 

You guys are killing it - keep up the good work! Super easy to find a way to communicate 

with you guys and figure things out. Love having OIT around - It's been a lifesaver! 

UG 

it works well. ticket system for questions VPN access is key for me when working from 
home and has been consistently good. It hasn't once been an issue from my work laptop. 
Remote desktops are sloooow and there's a lot of risk of losing data (lost connection, 
power outage), so the VPN/drive is KEY to me having the data support I need. On another 
note, moving to Navigate has been pivotal for advising, though we're still lacking really 
usable online Staff advising tools (e.g. Catalog is difficult to maneuver unless you know 
what you're looking for and how to search it, Add/Drop Classes is glitchy and unreliable, 
sometimes Navigate/EAB goes down or search functionality goes out which makes it very 
tough to make my remote appointments work). 

Faculty 

All the info is out there, it’s pretty easy to use. Supplying video instructions UG 

It is already easy to use online services UG 

OIT is great - it's the home WiFi that's the problem. Faculty 

great responsiveness when problems arise Faculty 

When I have had Canvas issues, Kourtney or some other team member has been very 

helpful 

Faculty 

they have a lot of help manuals UG 

Keep up the good work. Much, with on-demand support foremost Faculty 

I believe OIT is doing a great job with the ease of online services. Staff 

Supporting the Zoom Pro features; Duo login for safety; access, access, access Faculty 

I think OIT does a great job with making things available remotely. I have no complaints. Grad 

Having support via the help desk telephone number as well as FAQs and easy to follow 

instructions are always really helpful! 

Grad 

They are helpful. Faculty 

providing many options Staff 

the secure login is helpful Faculty 

integration of outlook and zoom is a good example Staff 

Great, easy to follow tutorials Staff 

Easy to use troubleshooting but slower responses than I would like Faculty 
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Adding Zoom and cameras/audio to all classrooms is essential and awesome since it allows 

students to connect remotely and makes it easy to regularly invite in guest lecturers from 

around the world. Students really enjoy hearing from world reknown experts talking about 

whatever topic we happen to be discussing that day. 

Faculty 

At this moment not much. It is very hard to reach and get OIT service when one truly needs 

it! 

Faculty 

Making Zoom pro version available to faculty Faculty 

Access to library resources and remote desktop access from home have been key!! (ie 

access via VPN) 

Faculty 

It is responsive. Faculty 

Response time and directions to support user needs. Faculty 

Always willing to listen and help Faculty 

I havent had any issues with online services. Minimal time with programs being down. Staff 

Outside of a few gaps, the information that is provided, once found, is helpful. Faculty 

Quick response times and staying engaged through the solution  Staff 

I find OIT online services to be easy to use and understand. Staff 

I love the chat feature and so much better than sitting on the phone waiting to get help. Staff 

OIT support is great. Wish Canvas support was available in the evenings. Faculty 

Online trainings for specific platforms, educating users on different options for their needs. Staff 

Always available for helping over the phone. UG 

Answer questions and solve problem areas unique to a specific situation Staff 

They are always so helpful and friendly Staff 

Outlook mail client works nearly flawlessly. Faculty 

Compared to my previous experience at another school with Blackboard, I must say that 

Canvas and related tools within Canvas are exceptional! 

Grad 

The online services that have been most helpful to me as staff are Outlook and Zoom. I 

have had no true problems. I did have to contact OIT to learn some new options which was 

very helpful. 

Staff 

Instant zoom is very useful tool Faculty 
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Logging in to your computer to fix it is very easy Faculty 

Your technical support is outstanding, the Help Desk is very responsive, and the specific 

individual experts (e.g., Cary Springer for Qualtrics, Jason Brown and Adam Brimer for 

Panopto) are magnificent. Thank you for all you do. 

Faculty 

Shifting to the DUO push log ins has been helpful so I can quickly and easily get into 
different apps and programs. 

Staff 

The help desk works quite well when I run into issues. Faculty 

Easy to sign in  Grad 

OIT has always been very supportive and responsive anytime I have had an issue with my 

laptop or online services. Updates are conducted during off hours and James Remington 

and his crew keep us up to date on scams, zoom bomb prevention strategies, etc. I feel 

very supported by OIT with my job. 

Staff 

How to instructions UG 

The helpdesk is responsive and resolves my issues. Staff 

Issues are corrected rapidly and notification is sent out when there are widespread issues Grad 

Great tutorials and easy-to-follow instructions for the software that I need. Staff 

support Grad 

Call in support is fantastic. I have always received useful help and phone consultations have 

always answered my questions. 

Faculty 

Sites are navigable and help staff are readily available to help out and support when 

necessary 

Grad 

Swift transition of in-person classes to online, providing alternative (LinkedIn Learning, etc.) 

online modules for students/faculty/staff to understand online services. 

Staff 

I think it is easy to find things on the website, e.g., zoom link with SSO.   Faculty 

single sign on, OIT help desk is awesome, if you call with a problem, they will find a 
solution. It may take a day or two, but you will have a solution, work around, or 
explanation 

Staff 

Their availability to assist in questions and walk through. I have not experienced any delays 

in response time and each issue was handled and completed as needed. 

Staff 

Most systems work well with multiple browsers. Staff 

Communications about services available and training to make best use of them. Faculty 
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Fast response time. Techs are patient and thorough. They have always been able to resolve 

my issues quickly and efficiently. 

Staff 

always extremely helpful when I have issues Staff 

Very easy to use Staff 

There are a lot of OIT pages that help explain the options online. Staff 

Everything is pretty easy to utilize Grad 

Help desk has been responsive and accommodating Staff 

OIT has been great to help me with any issues I may have with online services. They resolve 

these issues quickly and effectively. 

Staff 

OIT is always helpful, accessible, and timely. Faculty 

Everything works a majority of the time. Staff 

We were provided training on using Technology. It was very helpful. Staff 

Very responsive staff, great services Faculty 

I think all the trainings are great! Faculty 

I do not really have any issues with the ease of use of online services and when I do, OIT 

either has an explanation web page, other resources page, or I can directly contact them. 

Grad 

They are helping students solve tech issues without them having to leave campus. They are 

very friendly and willing to help. 

UG 

Great service! Faculty 

Lots of workshops, but I do not have the time for them after a while. My job is to teach my 

discipline, which requires my time to be devoted to that 

Faculty 

What was very helpful to me were the virtual office hours held by OIT for Canvas Faculty 

I have worked at many institutions, and OIT here ranks at the very top in every way. I'm 

especially happy about the variety of downloadable software 

Faculty 

Everything for this faculty Faculty 

most FAQs are online, and the people who physically work for them are knowledgeable. UG 

Website is very easy to follow to get to what you need. UG 

Providing lots of information on the website UG 
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Great tech support - caring and knowledgeable staff at every turn Faculty 

OTI is very helpful if I call and have them walk me through the steps to even get access. UG 

OIT IS DOING A GREAT JOB Faculty 

Ease of communication to OIT when help is needed. Everyone I interact with is very helpful 

and prompt is helping resolve issues. 

Staff 

Choosing/giving access to common/popular services. Staff 

Giving us the availability to call and ask for help. UG 

training support staffing the phone line. you are doing a good job of providing training and 

assistance 

Staff 

Providing technical support for online services especially when software is not working 

correctly. 

Staff 

Good and fast and approachable services UG 

I have had much success using zoom for my classes and group projects. Thank you! Grad 

I like that all the UT services respond to the same SSO, so once I've signed on, I don't 

usually have to do it again for a few days. Zoom is an exception that seems to run on its 

own schedule. 

Faculty 

things are straightforward and easy to find UG 

help when I call Staff 

UT OIT is always available to provide timely assitance Faculty 

being available to help when needed...thank you! Staff 

I can access all my resources with O365, OneDrive, and SharePoint. Staff 

OIT does well with answering questions about navigating through online services through 

calls 

UG 

Having good strong wifi connectivity. Staff 

The website is easy to navigate as well with canvas. They are always quick to respond. UG 

Fixing issues as they arise Grad 

The chat is almost automatic. Faculty 

Providing hotspots has been invaluable to my ability to work remotely. Staff 
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Having Microsoft and Adobe products easily available for my WFH setup is the only way I 

could have successfully managed WFH. 

Staff 

Site looks pretty good and the call center is very helpful UG 

online chat Grad 

providing useful info UG 

Providing information in the OIT search box that explains how certain services are used Staff 

response to my needs. Faculty 

people are always friendly and professional Faculty 

Good support trouble-shooting problems with common programs like MS Word, Excel, 

PowerPoint, and Outlook. Jeanine Williamson, who works for UT libraries, was extremely 

helpful in helping me get a new version of EndNote reference manager downloaded, and 

installing the plug-ins to make it work with MS Word. 

Faculty 

They are wonderful! Helped me in a crunch during the Covid stuff. Cant ask for better 
peeps  

Grad 

Excellent service responding to technical questions. Faculty 

the programs we are using are generally user friendly Staff 

The actually services are good UG 

Each person that I have worked with has been very understanding and patience. My 

problems were resolved very quickly. Thank you for doing an excellent job of rendering aid. 

Staff 

Supporting Canvas and Zoom that is reliable and efficient. Addressing concerns, 
communicating fixes, improvements in a timely manner. Assisting me with any questions 
in a timely and effective manner 

Faculty 

Providing staff with the necessary tools to stay connected with campus, even while 

working from home. The only thing that changed was the location of our office, the work 

was consistant, and any time we needed OIT it was easy to reach someone, and they 

always took care of what I needed help with. They performed well above my expectations. 

Staff 

Everything else outside of the vet hospital - Zoom, canvas, examsoft - is great. UTK adapted 
well to the pandemic and the shift to online. 

Grad 

Received some good information/links/tutorials on using zoom and help upgrading 

accounts etc. 

Staff 

I feel OIT is doing a fine job. OIT is at the mercy of the equipment and speed of current 

connection. 

Staff 

Great employees who communicate clearly and will get more help as needed Staff 
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Announcements in Canvas that keep me up-to-date on the offerings in OIT. Faculty 

Response rate is super fast. Personnel are awesome. Grad 

Just continue to offer easy to use online tools. Outlook, Zoom, Bomgar Staff 

Your always there to help Staff 

Training sessions and resources are great. Staff 

Overall, things work as expected. Faculty 

Zoom implementation and roll-out has been impressive. Faculty 

The UIs are all very clean and nice. I also appreciate, though have not used, the tutorial 

videos. 

Grad 

Everything is good. UG 

good wyfi Staff 

decent selection of software, storage, etc. Faculty 

Everything has been working great like at work in the office Staff 

More robust FAQ pages. Staff 

Always responsive. Answers questions thoroughly and in a timely fashion. Online services 

are great and work well. 

Staff 

I appreciate the straight-forward directions, user friendliness even though I'm not the most 

tech-savvy person, ease of navigation, and the option to search with keywords on the OIT 

website when I don't know where to find help. 

UG 

The have a consistent look to the websites. UG 
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TC2a - How can OIT improve the support of online services that enhance the 

teaching and learning experience? 
169 Responses 

 

This is not a tool that I use Staff 

Not something that OIT can resolve internally, but bringing Panopto online during the 

pandemic presented challenges for faculty. The issues I saw were primarily from persons 

who eschew technology, or ESL who weren't able to fully comprehend the training that was 

offered. 

Staff 

Can't speak to this question as a staff member. Staff 

Continuing to communicate training and learning opportunities and making self-paced and 

recorded options easily findable, especially for newer tools like Panopto and Materia. It can 

be difficult to add the sychronous sessions at the start of the semester particularly. 

Faculty 

Teach professors how to organize their Canvas courses! So many are disorganized and thus 

it is difficult to find materials. Also, show them how to integrate with Google so we dont 

get 10 word versions of the syllabus 

Grad 

Make sure that all instructors have the chance to take an "Canvas Basics" or "Assessment in 

Canvas" workshop throughout the school year. 

Grad 

Good UG 

It all seems good enough. Canvas is OK. Could be better.... Faculty 

It took a while to get cameras in classrooms to work as well as they needed Faculty 

More support for Canvas would be helpful given it's high degree of complexity--not user 

friendliness 

Faculty 

As I said above the challenge is to respond in a timely manner. For instance, I said I needed 

a Mac bootcamp but there was really no one there to respond. A lot of times when I send 

out a request for support I don't have time to follow up but must move on if no one 

responds. 

Faculty 

By giving day by day briefing about the network Grad 

Provide easier access to large webinar hosting capabilities (i.e., easier access to larg 

capacity Zoom licensing that can be maintained for an entire year). 

Faculty 

Make sure tests are easy to turn in, I have had difficulties through esubmissions Grad 

Sometimes too much choices can be overwhelming. Limit the number of online tools. Staff 

access to tablets to rent from OIT or library services would be very beneficial for teaching Grad 
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Make sure the courses taken will be beneficial to the specific job. Staff 

Provide more IT tools and programs UG 

Sending out emails to provide training Grad 

Get everyone on a universal platform/ website. I did have to fix an issue on my phone but 

OIT eventually stopped responding. 

UG 

Have a set schedule per month of classes offered so that we can choose what to attend. It 

does not matter if they repeat because many cannot set in on classes at a certain time. 

Staff 

Sometimes they might not know a certain program or maybe questions answer right then 

or are not able to answer 

UG 

training seminars for teachers and students for new software UG 

In our county is the internet service, and lack there of is the rural areas Staff 

Provide instant mini-grants to instructors who want to buy access to teaching tools (e.g. 

padlet) for the advanced features or larger classroom use. 

Faculty 

better integration of platforms or clear advice Faculty 

Eduroam does not work on my phone or tablet sometimes, and UT Open is an unsecured 

network, so I can't use it on my iPhone, which will refuse to connect to it. We have to log in 

to UT Open anyway, so I would like it to be a secured network. Also, if we could use Dragon 

Dictation on our laptops, that would be not only productive but fun. If there was a way for 

us to download that onto our laptops, then we could practice dictating information, as is 

common in some work environments. 

UG 

I think the amount of training on different platforms is good. I'd like to be informed more 
about new tips and tools... for instance Canvas Studio is great but I tripped over it in a 
conversation. WHat other online tools are available? 

Faculty 

Get rid of Canvas. It's boring. Bring back Blackboard. Faculty 

The only on-line teaching service I use is Zoom and it works well for me. I am NOT a fan of 

the Teams video conferencing service, it is not as easy to use as Zoom and I don't like the 

layout of the screen. 

Staff 

Stop prohibiting us from using features by turning them off at the admin level. Like 

allowing co-hosts to have the same abilities as the host in Zoom. 

Faculty 
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I am not sure that OIT is capable of doing this, but it would be very helpful if certain 

changes were made to Canvas. It has limited capabilities for courses that have a lab 

component by separating from the lecture section as needed. It also has poor functionality 

for courses that have different grading schemes (i.e. bonus points, assignments that have 

grade point values as is such as 103/105 points being assigned as 103 points and not 

actually computing it as 103 divided by 105 equals 98.1, courses that have a lab section 

that has multiple assignments that equal up to 100 but are only a certain percentage of the 

entire course grade). 

Grad 

have most teachers use just canvas UG 

Getting back to emails a little sooner! UG 

Stop use of dull PowerPoint UG 

Have more outreach to students UG 

Teach instructors how to use these online services. There is nothing more frustrating than 

my instructor not being able to properly do their job because they don't know how to use 

a laptop or something. Like. They need to take the initiative to get help or not use the tech 

if they don't know how to use it. 

UG 

provide more guidance on apps and tools that are recommended Faculty 

Provide professors with better training on how to actually work the programs. Grad 

More training for new students UG 

A lot of trainings are geared towards students and/or faculty, but fewer toward staff. It 

would be nice to be more staff-inclusive. 

Staff 

I think having more instructional guidance on certain app uses for professors would make 

it easier on students. Sometimes when my teacher has trouble using technology it creates 

stress for me. 

UG 

Teachers need to use less platforms, stop using so many at the same time as using zoom UG 

I do not teach, but expect that the highest service for online instruction would be available. 
There's no support for those of us in Extension who are training over 100+ agents 
throughout TN each day. 

Staff 

It's VERY difficult to reach the public with online programming. We've had to create entire 
platforms and processes by ourselves this year. Teaching students is well attended to, but 
Extension has been completely forgotten 

Faculty 

more tools available, examples include Osmosis.org, Reel Dx, Adobe stock photos Faculty 

easier to connect Staff 

Possibly be more readily available for phone assistance. UG 
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Zoom learning is too passive to sit and listen to lectures. Other options for a more dynamic 

and interactive learning experience should be utilized to minimize zoom burnout and 

engage students and professors. 

UG 

Expand team and have multiple staff dedicated to each college to help with building canvas 

and lectures. The team is small & efficient, but having experts in our pedagogy or content 

area that aren't already busy with their internal workload like the current situation is with 

faculty reps...would be beneficial. 

Faculty 

“Enhance” is a very subjective word. I don’t know how to answer this question. Staff 

For me, it comes down to some professors not having the skills to adequately utilize the 
tools provided by OIT. This results in some classes, for example, having almost unnavigable 
Canvas sites, and others with perfect  ones. 

Grad 

Make sure all the needed equipment available in the lecture room are working together. 
My professor regularly has trouble getting switched between her lecture slides and the 
projector. Seems like the connections just shut down when she does it. (This is Micr 420, 
with Dr. Elizabeth Fozo) 

UG 

Again, more training and guidance in what to use. I learned about Nearpod from a 
colleague pre-pandemic, but had not idea how to use it before. I learned how to use Zoom 
polls and some of the more engagement centric things in Zoom from a colleague as well. 
Having some kind of understanding how to host videos and places where we can house lots 
of resources/links (Padlet and Loom are good examples) would be helpful, too. I think we 
need to focus on universal design as well to be sure we're including differently abled 
students -- Knowing how to caption and make a transcript of a video text is really important 
to making our communication inclusive. Knowing to make things that can work well with a 
screen reader and to make a link more easily sharable is another thing that comes to mind 
(e.g. no random links with long streams of numbers/letters, turning things into Tiny URLs to 
make them easier to navigate and remember). 

Staff 

A lot of the programs are out of OITs hands but they aren’t horrible UG 

stop requiring students to use a million different online services. canvas should be the only 

service that students take quizzes/exams on. not EFL or cengage or anything that requires 

students to not only pay an extra fee (on top of the technology fee we pay for) but its also 

confusing and those services don’t even work half the time 

UG 

More frequent online workshops, or workshop viewable on demand. Faculty 

See Canvas issues. The "cheat sheets" to hook up Cynap, Zoom, and the Doc cams are 
insufficient. I had that printout, notes from my personal training session, and another set of 
tips from a friend to get class running. The printouts--while can fit on 1 page--lack the Doc 
Cam and details on microphone versus laptop audio. 

Faculty 

Zoom support is tedious and hybrid teaching can be difficult Faculty 

honestly nobody uses this stuff so dont waste your time UG 

Provide more subscription software to all students. Bring back Adobe Acrobat! Grad 
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Continue to explore new ways to engage through the LMS; explore new options without 

removing old (frequent changes are difficult to deal with as an instructor); stay on the 

cutting edge; support students with their online access (many seem to struggle with that 

basic issue) 

Faculty 

Just continuing to share what you all have because everyone is so busy it can be difficult to 
know or remember what is available through OIT at any given time. 

Grad 

This issues I have are not with OIT typically. It is usual the software itself. (e.g., pre-assigned 

breakout groups in zoom.) 

Faculty 

We could have access to Prezi and CANVA as part of standard OIT offerings for teaching Faculty 

communication between in person and online students in the hybrid classroom is still too 

problematic. Go away Covid-19! 

Faculty 

More internet boosts for students to give them stable internet for courses Faculty 

The biggest gap is in my professors' proficiency in the online format- the quality of 

education is heavily varied based on who is teaching. Maybe better training and 

standardization? 

UG 

When trying to study or find answers to technology in the classroom, or methods to use 
the podium tools, the information on line, is messy, disordered, scattered. One has to 
spend time to find what one needs. I case of urgency the system is totally obsolete. 

Faculty 

We were told that one of our classrooms in EPS would have a camera hard wired to 

facilitate hybrid learning. Although the base of the unit was installed, the camera was on 

back order. I do not know its current status, which is the real problem. Equipment delays 

are the norm (in the pandemic), but lack of communication compound the problem. 

Faculty 

Suggest more training (synch or asynch) on collaborative/ social learning tools for remote 
learning (eg jamboard, questionpro live polling). And training not just on how it works, but 
how instructors have successfully used these in an online course. 

Faculty 

More training on online platforms. Faculty 

Keep training and continue to make online videos available. I am often pressed to make a 
class, but at 11pm at night, that is when I can watch a video that has been recorded from a 
training session 

Faculty 

I think OIT does a fantastic job for the academic side of things. However, at a departmental 

level for compliance training, it would nice to have a system that could generate 

certificates, collect/report departmental information about users (such as their Principal 

Investigator, Department, and Campus), and allow them to self-enroll. 

Staff 

see previous [stop changing Canvas as frequently as you do. Are-learning process every 
semester.] 

Faculty 

Teach the teachers how to use canvas better. UG 
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I believe this is less of OIT's fault than the department's of my classes, but some classes 

have not been userfriendly with the way that tests are displayed on the calendars and 

some teachers make the use of canvass more cumbersome than helpful. 

UG 

Provide an easy to find complete reference index on programs, apps, set up services for 

individuals. 

Staff 

I am expected to teach using my own computer at home; however, my computer is 
dated and does not adequately allow me to teach synchronous online courses. 
Instructors should be given devices to teach virtually. Furthermore, my personal 
internet cost has more than doubled in an attempt to have enough streaming power 
to be able to teach synchronous online classes. Instructors should have their internet 
provided through the university so there are limited connection problems. 
Instructors should not be expected to pay out of pocket for internet services they use 
to teach 

Grad 

Get a license for TopHat. Faculty 

Make sure that we are aware of the services offered such as question pro, etc. Faculty 

Canvas Studio works, but isn't great. Still, it is the best we have. It would be nice to have 

better software for creating recorded lectures, especially as departments begin 

investigating long-term distance learning. 

Faculty 

Having classes held on campus to be effectively streamed to Zoom. Last semester a 
professor tried this and gave up after a few weeks and one room change. 

Grad 

Making audio a better experience - there have been improvements in the physical 
classrooms but there are still issues with remote students hearing in-person students which 
causes instructional delays due to repeating questions and answers. 

Grad 

My program is not a good fit for online teaching. The work is very applied. Zoom has 
allowed us to keep teaching and has helped us keep the students moving through the 
curriculum. However, we prefer in person teaching 

Faculty 

It seems some professors may have problems understanding how to use CANVAS resources 

- I don't know if this means it's changed too regularly and they're too busy to keep up, or 

what the issue underplaying this is, it's just something I've noticed 

Grad 

Provide more training modules for faculty, GTA, and tutors to learn how to use new 
teaching and learning tools; especially for grading exams/quizzes, study halls, etc. 

Staff 

Easier access when things go wrong. Faculty 

every semester, have mandatory training updates to offer tips about new updates to 

existing programs. Mandatory training for new instructors for the programs that they are 

expected to use. 

Staff 
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I would like to better understand how to use Canvas apps. This is not an OIT issue, it's an 

issue with having time to learn. 

Faculty 

more classes on the basic use of canvas. Too many of the classes focus on advanced use. 

We need help getting exams into canvas. I want to be able to submit an exam I wrote 10 

years ago into canvas and have it parse out the questions - I don't have time to type in each 

individual question. 

Faculty 

I'd really like to have a university subscription to Slack Faculty 

I think one way OIT could improve support is through tutorials or webinars about how to 
utilize taped lectures, programs that work well with minimum set up, and editing software 
so those that teach asynchronously can still put out a good product. 

Grad 

Adopt tools that make it easy to integrate third-party tools into software like Zoom. I can't 

remember the number of times I tried to add an integration only to find that it was blocked 

by OIT. When you block enhancements, I can't think of anything positive. 

Staff 

It would be great to be able to create a zoom webinar with the same ease that I can setup a 
zoom meeting for teaching purposes. 

Faculty 

Make sure professors are well trained on softwares being used UG 

Avoid pre-made replies. Listen to our questions - I know they may be stupid at times, but 

we are no tech expert. Support us in what WE need. 

Faculty 

Keep training courses going! Faculty 

I worry that proctoring software allows professors a convenient way to continue their same 

strategy of testing students while online, but significantly increases student discomfort and 

harms mental health. I've heard from my students about the anxieties they feel in other 

classes when they have to take proctored exams online. 

Grad 

The canvas support is sometimes great, sometimes meh... Faculty 

Again accessibility for quick resolution of Canvas issues since all online teaching at present 

is critical. 

Faculty 

Add interactive features, or promote the use of them. With things online I would like as 

real of an experience as possible. 

UG 

Make it easier to navigate UG 

I never got training on how to use the in-class streaming technology and this made 

teaching online simultaneously as teaching in person very difficult and the quality of my 

teaching dropped dramatically. 

Grad 

a number to call and easy to find on canvas Grad 
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again, improve the wifi UG 

For instance, providing software to make lectures (text to speech-natural) ready to be used 

by all students 

Grad 

OIT isn't the issue on this. Staff 

Work with instructors to explain how the online services work, and ensure that they know 

how to use these services. 

UG 

Dedicated team available for faculty to get assistance with design and implementation of 
online courses. I believe something like this exists, but I am not sure faculty are as aware of 
it as they should be. Perhaps I also should have some sort of training associated with it so I 
can direct them correctly when it comes up. 

Staff 

Doing away with recorded tests and 360 views since they are an invasion of privacy. UG 

1. Please let's have a license for the Class for Zoom add-on! It is built for educational 

environments! (or at least can we have a pilot? and I would love to participate in that 

pilot!) 2. More support for LTI add-ons in Canvas, at least free ones. 

Staff 

We need to make online services more interactive UG 

Some things are beyond internal control - if there is a service provider failure, that isn't 

your fault 

Staff 

I would like every class to be consistent with the online services we use, so that I can pay 

one fee, instead of 2 different fees for 2 services. 

UG 

Canvas is a mess, but I believe that is due to Canvas as a company and my professor's using 

it in different ways. I would benefit from teachers using Canvas in a more uniformed 

manner so I do not have to go searching for all my class materials because different 

professors put assignments, zoom log-on, syllabus info, etc. in different areas. 

Grad 

I'd like a better scheduling app. Faculty 

Describe the most highly useful technologies, e.g., Jamboard, and how they fill the gaps or 
complement existing Canvas and Zoom technologies. Focus on the ones that are easiest to 
use and actually work. 

Faculty 

Several LinkedIn Learning course are no longer available, e.g. Data Analytics. Staff 

Have more tips for professors to utilize canvas more efficiently. For example putting 

assignments in and allowing it to show on the to do list 

UG 

Make sure K@TE is synced appropriately with external sources that accept UT Extension 

courses as proof of training. 

Staff 

I don't really use this much, as I have been teaching online for many years. Faculty 
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Make the online services that are available to us more evident, especially on y'all's website 

and freshman orientation. I had to find and do a lot of research on my own to figure out 

y'all provide Microsoft Office, Matlab, Fusion 360, LinkedIn, and WSJ for students 

UG 

easier access to software needed for classes especially for those who need windows but 

own macs 

UG 

Continue the Zoom platform for faculty Faculty 

there are various issues that pop up like sound/voice quality that are difficult to fix when 
remote 

Faculty 

More workshops on how to produce high-quality videos so that professors can produce 

professional quality video content that merges PowerPoint, videos of themselves lecturing, 

and video content (from internet or DVD). In addition, the ability of student who are 

remoting in to in-person classes is hindered by the fact that they cannot hear the other 

student's questions and discussion; they can only hear the professor wearing a lavalier 

microphone. 

Faculty 

OIT or UT could provide more training for the professors. A lot of professors are still 
struggling with the online platform 

UG 

Tech appears to work well. Some profs and ta's are better than others at using Grad 

Offer more robust training opportunities (and offer multiple sessions). Faculty 

All Professors do not know how to use the services efficiently UG 

Continue with the zoom link for real-time assistance for Canvas throughout the academic 

year. I saw it as the help desk for Canvas. Since I teach in an online Grad program that 

students are paying well for, I have high expectations of myself and OIT support to do all 

we can in a timely manner to create the best/highest quality experience on Canvas, zoom, 

etc for them. 

Faculty 

OIT could post on the new OIT webpage the team leaders for training teams i.e. Zoom, 

Teams, OneNote, etc. This way if we have more of a user or software issue we can schedule 

the OIT ticket directly with them. 

Staff 

I am still struggling with how best to get my own materials to students online. Many are 
copied items that I don't have digitally so it is a matter about scanning them but do not 
have a good scanner at home 

Staff 

Classroom technology, specifically the Cynap systems, tends to be way too cumbersome. 

One day video works, but not audio. Another day audio is fine, but not video. Getting 

everything to work together is a pain. Easier to record and broadcast from a laptop using 

Zoom and tools only on the laptop. Better integration so the recorded/broadcast lecture 

more fully leverages classroom space would be great. 

Faculty 
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speakers in classrooms do not work so when there is a hybrid zoom/in class set up those in 
zoom have a hard time hearing others and are left out of the discussions 

Grad 

exceed expectations with effortless customer service Staff 

I think there are great tools available; however, knowing how to use the tools and being 
incentivized/rewarded to take the time to learn the tools is more of the issue 

Grad 

Possibly make the wifi load a bit faster. UG 

Switch from canvas to a different server. Sometimes it can be difficult. UG 

CANVAS is better, but I would like to see more integration with 3rd party vendors. For 

example, Perusall. Students have to get their own account when it could be integrated into 

CANVAS. 

Faculty 

This is not as applicable as I am staff and not faculty. Some of the IRIS training I would like 

is hard to find. 

Staff 

these questions may be framed in a way that makes the most sense to OIT, but they need 

to make sense to your respondents for there to be any meaning to the data you get. What 

are these "online services"? 

Faculty 

Sometimes it is hard to get through or get to someone to help with Zoom. A problem may 

arise just as class starts and if I cannot get through that is a problem 

Faculty 

I've found the online services at UT to be excellent. Grad 

Canvas can be problematic, but it is so much improved. It is much better than Blackboard. Staff 

Better internet access Faculty 

sometimes Canvas is a bit difficult to navigate Faculty 

Quicker response times UG 

As we move online, there are quite a few software that could be leveraged to engage 

students, which may be promoted and provided by OIT 

Faculty 

Don't change tech without input from faculty! Insisting a new system is better without 

looping us in creates confusion and added difficulty for students and faculty 

Faculty 

The internet is spotty quite often. It's hard to focus on classwork if you're constantly having 

to deal with connectivity issues. 

UG 

The help desk students often can't solve basic problems. Late/weekend/holiday hours 

would be great as faculty do not stop working during these times. 

Faculty 

My area doesn't utilize teaching services. The knowledge base could have more info for IT 
support staff dealing with email issues, windows issues, office issues 

Staff 
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Again- when thinks work- it is smooth- but currently I must use multiple programs to 

manage a class- MS Office, Outlook, Zoom, Canvas, PackBack- All of this is challenging and 

difficult to merge and only PAckBack provides real-time service- but they are not under 

OIT! 

Faculty 

From a HelpDesk viewpoint, we need more access to Canvas so we can resolve more of 
those requests on the first call. We are losing about 10% off the top on first-call resolution 
due to Canvas administrator escalations. Last year, we were given more access to Zoom so 
we can upgrade accounts to Pro/Licensed and do some troubleshooting, and that helped a 
lot with resolving requests efficiently. Faculty members often express disappointment that 
we can't do more to help them with Canvas. 

Staff 

sometimes the training (panopto) is just not clear. i would like to understand more about 

how google and one drive work. 

Faculty 

Work closely with the various departments (Mostly Chemistry) to ensure their online tools 
for various courses are very streamlined. 

UG 

have a team of tech reps available for appointment times for particular students requiring 
additional assistance. 

Grad 

Dear god, teach the professors how to use Zoom. Please. UG 

Based on reports from students, some faculty seem not to be taking advantage of training 

and support options in building and delivering courses in canvas. I think the resources from 

OIT are there, so this isn't a poor reflection on OIT but I do wonder if more targeted 

outreach to faculty developing courses online would help? 

Grad 

Again, hard to find what I need when I need. Faculty 

Teach teachers and profs how to use online learning better such as Canvas training UG 

None of what we have enhances the teaching and learning experience. Most tools are 

obstacles that get in the way of the teaching and learning experience. 

Faculty 

Audio with hybrid classes is very poor when instructor is teaching from classroom and 

some students are Zooming. 

N/A 

Add a closed caption Grad 

If there isn't already, the teachers and staff using canvas, should participate in a class on 
how to use the platform. I have found that this directly effects the flow of the course and if 
the course is set up poorly in canvas. It directly effects my attitude towards the course. 

UG 

Between Google, Teams, Panopto and Zoom; I believe OIT is offering a fairly 
comprehensive suite of teaching and learning tools. But, as with everything, you can lead a 
horse to water... 

Staff 

Same as previous. Staff 
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teaching: n/a. Learning - excellent online learning tools for staff are available online. 
Mandatory training programs are easy to use and well presented. 

Staff 

Good UG 

Making it available on all levels so that every staff member and student alike can access it 
for whatever the need may be. 

Staff 

Support seems fine over all. Faculty 

Persons are very knowledgeable. It's just getting to OIT support that is hard. Faculty 

Quick response when in during instructional time Grad 

Everything is well organized and easy to find UG 

Providing the professional zoom license. Faculty 

Purchasing licenses and making sure we have access to online tools we need such as 
ZOOM. 

Staff 

great communication Grad 

I like if I take a class from a reputable sight I can still get credit for the class. Staff 

Providing helpful links on the website Grad 

From everyone I have talked too it seems OIT does a very good job at resolving issues and 
getting their devices working again. 

UG 

They provide an abundance of online educational tools/resources UG 

OIT has offered classes online and I appreciate that! Great Job! Staff 

being responsive and giving information in a timely manner and being available Staff 

providing a variety of options to pick from UG 

24 hr services Faculty 

Great service with Canvas. Faculty 

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, collaboration 
and teaching. 

Faculty 

ok, not doing well Faculty 

There are good resources and events to enhance teaching and learning Grad 

Having the eduroam option for internet is good for my computer. Zoom is fairly reliable, 
and being able to use the Google Drive with unlimited space has been invaluable. 

UG 

Again, support is available and timely! Faculty 
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online Zoom training was outstanding Faculty 

canvas is a good working site UG 

provided paid zoom accounts to TAs Grad 
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TC2b - Optional: What is OIT doing well with the support of online services that 

enhance the teaching and learning experience? 
159 Responses 

 

great self-paced & instructor led tutorials for software Faculty 

Download of documents if allowed UG 

Ease of access in library or remotely UG 

I enjoy attending all the bootcamps and brown bags to learn how to continually enhance 

my teaching and learning online. Brown bags, boot camp, OIT and TLI partnering for 

workshops. 

Faculty 

Trying their best to be available to help everyone. Grad 

Self Serving software downloads and available tech support for students that need help UG 

They readily and efficiently help students when things aren’t working. UG 

everything is good from OIT UG 

Offering the ability for students and instructors both to have the best technology and 

services available to uphold the quality of the University's education. 

Staff 

online continuing education Faculty 

Zoom pro Grad 

OIT does a great job with responding to requests in regard to canvas issues, laptop 

malfunctions, etc.. 

UG 

Making sure the help desk is available Staff 

Informing students of resources. UG 

Having the OIT help desk to help with technology problems when needed. UG 

Canvas works pretty well for students and faculty. Faculty 

Providing lots of options for support. I don't utilize many of the options available in the 

class I teach, but it is nice to know there are so many different tools and platforms 

available. 

Staff 

Making it clear that they're there to help everyone! Grad 

I have had other classes where the teachers really had it all down pat and very few issues 

with working the technology, so I've seen how good it can be. 

UG 
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Love the meeting they have set up for professors to join for Canvas and Zoom assistance 

during business hours. 

Grad 

Computer Help Desk and providing the Zoom help services M-F during the day. Faculty 

Turning Point clicker response technology has been very useful (especially in hybrid classes) 

and well supported by OIT. Canvas is a great LMS and training sessions on Canvas have 

been helpful. 

Faculty 

I was pleased to hear about the new OIT webcasting service for online events, although we 

have not yet had a chance to try it out. 

Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

Providing training on the technology available to facilitate online classes. Faculty 

[I am grateful for the continued updates of services offered. I always appreciate links to 
training opportunities. I do read emails, so I welcome newsletters and regular blurbs 
mentioned from the Graduate School. ] When we went home last fall, I reached out for 
an increased Zoom account to be able to support students and classes. Stressed that it 
may take a few days, as I'm sure there were many of us, I received my information, a bit 
of guideance and a wish for a good day within 2 hours. I was floored with this level of 
support! 

Grad 

When I had problems with my class programming (GIS) the tech was able to remotely 
take over and figure out why my computer just wasn't having it AND she was really nice 
about having to answer all of my dumb questions. OMG you guys rock... 

UG 

The OIT staff is absolutely great. I can't say enough positives about the staff over the years. 

I use the ticket system for any question, and I get great assistance from rosie Sasso, Fred 

Kelly, Steve Chastain, and many others I cant remember. Ticket system that routes to the 

right person, or chat. room, or follow up. Not. everyone seems to know that. 

Faculty 

Zoom Pro accounts are key. I don't know that I would know how to safely do a remote 
advising appointment without it. 

Staff 

Using canvas as a home base program that links to all other extensions UG 

Online workshops, when offered, are strong and helpful. Faculty 

They came fast when there were in-class problems. Faculty 

it exists, thats enough UG 

Supporting zoom instruction Faculty 

I have had everything I need for my teaching. I think some of the software, etc. available 

through OIT is beyond what I need but it seems to be of big help to others. 

Grad 
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Everyone really knows what they are doing and are very helpful. Faculty 

maintaining access and reliability of the network Faculty 

Helping faculty develop courses and learning new tools to support students Staff 

They are excellent so far. OIT has handled the current situation masterfully. I have worked 
at both large state and Ivy League institutions and I have never found somewhere with a 
better IT program than UTK. It's phenomenal. 

Faculty 

during induction of new Faculty they provide very good information, about where and how 

to find information. But most regular Faculty do not have easy access to those links, phone 

numbers, Youtube videos, etc., one has to dedicate hours to put together the information. 

It is really time consuming when it should take just 15 min. if all the information were 

systematically stored, and provided in the OIT UTK Webpage. It is not. 

Faculty 

Panopto has been a great tool for me this semester! Faculty 

The required online training seems well thought out and easy to use. Staff 

All zoom questions have been answered specifically and on time. Faculty 

OIT is doing well with what is available Faculty 

I think professors are being offered multiple tools for online engagement which allows 

them to tailor what works best for their material and class structure. 

UG 

I have been able to access and use all the platform that I need to deliver information to 

students 

Staff 

I think the delivery and support is very helpful, I would a nice library of these videos 
available, captured after the initial course is provided. 

Faculty 

As a graduate student, I appreciate the integration of Google Drive and Microsoft One 

Drive with Canvas. I do not find Canvas hard to use and if built well by the professor the 

courses are really great and add to the learning experience. 

Staff 

Being available for teachers who need help. UG 

Provide training through Kate and Linkedin Staff 

OIT’s call-in help line is very beneficial when dealing with challenges that arise from remote 

learning. 

Grad 

Happy about teaching related information popping up on course canvas, instant zoom to 

solve technical issues and new video features for posting lecture online 

Faculty 

Ease of logging on and allowing them to be recorded so I can reference Grad 

Providing alternative training modules (LinkedIn Learning, etc.) to assist in new teaching 

and learning tools. 

Staff 
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Canvas and zoom support sessions prior to semester start were very useful for me Faculty 

Resource tools and self help options have been great with the option to have OIT live 

support as a final resolution. 

Staff 

Everything is going well for me Grad 

The university google drive is great Faculty 

I really like the explanation pages concerning Canvas and Zoom. They are my go to resource 
when I am trying to figure out a technical question. 

Grad 

Online access to library materials is much better now than ~2 years ago, now that the 'UT-

substriction-tokenbrowser-button' (it's called something different...) is working well again 

Faculty 

Webinars, trainings, troubleshooting, help desk Faculty 

The training, and help through the helpdesk, is invaluable. Faculty 

Trainings I participated in during the summer were very helpful to allow be to be 
comfortable teaching my synchronous online class and to explore the range of options that 
were available for me to structure the class meetings 

Grad 

I've had several issues with missing functionality in Canvas (e.g., lack of ability to "keep X 

highest scores") and the response has been just to post it to the canvas website (which I 

did 5 years ago, still missing functionality). 

Faculty 

Can always find a solution once available. Faculty 

Ready to fix problems quickly UG 

great support staff, good websites and helpful guides Faculty 

please maintain Zoom Pro license for students! UG 

Very helpful over the phone UG 

The online apps that we have access to are phenomenal! Grad 

Trainings provided Faculty 

Good workshops with good topics. I'd like to see more asynchronous intros/videos to 

helpful teaching and learning technologies, however, like Materia. 

Staff 

Maximizing zoom attendance. UG 

support services Staff 

Not sure of the role OIT plays in this, but that probably means its because you are doing a 
good job and I don't typically run into problems where I have to contact OTI in this area. 

Grad 
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I'm thrilled that on Canvas, the html view now has line numbers. It's much easier to edit. Faculty 

let me use a Zoom Pro Account Staff 

chat group, any of Jerry Riehls staff. Videos and other information are somewhat helpful. 

Hotspots to students have been very helpful. 

Faculty 

I love the ability to record Zoom sessions and replay. Staff 

It provides great wifi band strength. Staff 

The ease of use with canvas is ideal. OIT is quick to answer all questions. UG 

Having more seminars about best online teaching practices. Grad 

Y'all seem to have a diverse portfolio of online learning services that I appreciate and find 

useful 

UG 

provides free software downloads UG 

Providing Zoom learning sessions that have explained how some of these services can be 

utilized. 

Staff 

excellent service. very good system for canvas - I like it a lot - very easy to use and intuitive Faculty 

Can usually resolve the issues Faculty 

I know that the HyFlex teaching seems to be going fairly well, and the quick installation of 

the ceiling cameras and microphones in the classrooms made that possible. 

Faculty 

Excellent support for technical questions. Faculty 

Showing and explaining the procedure. Staff 

Last fall the zoom link with people available to help with "real-time" Canvas questions. 

When one is working through an issue - having access to people to assist right away is key 

to being responsive to students and creating high quality online teaching experiences. 

Faculty 

OIT quickly took charge in getting everything set up for faculty, students and staff to be 
able to do the work, teach, learn and still be 100% present online rather than in person. 
The switch from in classroom teaching and learning to at home and online services were 
outstanding. I was impressed with how well things worked, and the faculty and students 
jumped right into the new routine. OIT was very beneficial to getting things secure and 
ready for us to use. 

Staff 

OIT does a great job! Staff 

OIT offers more help than I seem to able to reach. I have taken everything I have time for, 

in addition to other help, such as LinkedIn Learning and Teaching & Professor Conference. 

OIT does a great job of putting together offerings for faculty. 

Faculty 
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All the classroom services and zoom set ups have been great. OIT was wonderful in the fall 

setting up nontraditional classroom spaces as classrooms for us. 

Staff 

Things work well enough when 100% online. Tools like Zoom have worked fine. After a year 

of this, I'm not sure we're ready for any truly hybrid approach to teaching though. 

Faculty 

usually very quick to respond to issues in the classroom Grad 

I realize there are classes and workshops available; however, it's more about being 

overworked already and not having the time/energy to learn new tools, even if they would 

improve productivity/efficacy eventually 

Grad 

also, who came up with the minimum, desired, actual stuff? How do you know that people 

actually think this way, and the questions you derive based on these distinctions are 

sensible? 

Faculty 

They are great at answering my questions Faculty 

Communication Staff 

Advertise services towards faculty. Staff 

I appreciate the closed-captioning as well as option to increase/lower speed on recorded 

lecture videos (Cloud, Panopto, etc.). This has greatly helped for situations when 

professors move through material quicker than I can comprehend/write down. 

UG 

Zoom is a good product and well supported. Good communications about how best to use 
Zoom. 

Staff 

Zoom!!! Grad 

Rosie is great with Canvas help. Faculty 

Solid wifi around campus UG 

The Haslam DART team (I assume part of OIT) has been amazing in terms of providing 

technology to support learning. 

Faculty 

The live Zoom help session is very helpful Faculty 

Zoom linked to Canvas is very helpful Faculty 

Any questions I might have related to online learning tech are covered in self-service FAQs 

and modules. I so appreciate being able to look up information (rather than wait in a phone 

que). 

Grad 

Fairly responsive help Faculty 

Lots of online resources that are easily accessible! UG 
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Again, the support OIT provides is good. UG 

Help desk is very responsive. Faculty 

I think you have done an exceptional job--training sessions are very helpful. Just need more 

practice. 

Faculty 

Online classes through lydia - great. Staff 

online classes has actually been helpful because the lectures are recorded. Instead of 

missing a class or misunderstanding something I can re-visit the lecture, even all of it if 

needed. 

IT Staff 

I'm pleased with the unlimited use of zoom. Staff 

We're doing great with Zoom and I always appreciate Mary Lee Stewart's friendly 
demeanor and willingness to share her expertise. She is a gem. 

Staff 

excellent array of training. Canvas support is EXCEPTIONAL. We had a multi section exam 

and the OIT/Canvas team populated to deal with student questions. I was in this room 3x 

and saw how wonderful these people (Jerry, Fred and Rosie) were with students in tech 

distress. 

Faculty 

Canvas and zoom work very well. UG 

The zoom support line is just fantastic. We can get quality help any time. Faculty 

overall impressive Grad 

Allowing phone clickers was an awesome move UG 

When faculty and student TAs, as well as students have reached out for support, OIT has 
been prompt and helpful in responding. 

Grad 

Some of the Canvas support folks are absolutely fantastic. I want to give a special shoutout 
to Fred and Rosie. They are knowledgeable, friendly, and helpful, even when I have a last-
minute question or when something has gone terribly wrong. I can't imagine teaching 
without their support. 

Faculty 

Upgrade of Zoom accounts is very helpful. Please keep it that way! N/A 

introduction of and training related to new software/services Faculty 

Helping fix errors on canvas. UG 
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TC3a - Optional: How can OIT improve the support of online services that allow me 

to collaborate effectively with others? 
134 Responses 

 

I don't think this is directly an OIT issue, but many faculty in my dept either won't use or 
don't know how to use many collaborative applications. This is frustrating for those of us 
who utilize (or would like to utilize) these applications. Maybe if OIT could do a better job 
marketing useful collaborative services. 

Faculty 

I have had some issues with logging into zoom using a link from the UT website Staff 

I think they are doing good Staff 

The challenge is more about having to rely on my home-based network for online 

communication. It is less reliable that the university network. 

Faculty 

The only tool that would have been useful is Bomgar. I realize this is available to other 

units, but with a surcharge. Use would not be sufficient to justify the additional cost. 

Staff 

Canvas does not foster collaboration; Slack does. Oit should support and offer Slack traning Grad 

Make it more straightforward to share with collaborators outside of UT. Faculty 

So far, Zoom has worked well and I appreciate that all instructors automatically have 

professional-level accounts (with all the features, such as polling, etc.). 

Grad 

I occasionally have issues with Zoom. Video is fine, but while my microphone is working 

folks in the Zoom meeting cannot hear me. It's usually fixed by me leaving the meeting and 

rejoining. 

Staff 

3rd party email client support (pop3 with OAuth); I want my work off the servers all the 

time. 

Faculty 

I have found collaborating with Zoom and Google apps excellent; I have not found 

Microsoft Teams as helpful. 

Faculty 

By organizing seminars periodically Grad 

Perhaps reminders to update Canvas and Zoom (and other programs) weekly and 
information about the updates/changes 

Faculty 

Could Teams be expanded to allow non-Office at Hand subscribers to make/receive 

telephone calls from the client? As a staff member who is expected to provide a high level 

of customer service in staying connected, I hate that there's not a better solution one year 

into telework than using my personal Google Voice number to connect with staff and 

faculty when I'm WFH. I know this is on my department, and they intend for us to return to 

campus full time by fall, but there has to be a better answer than "there's no money in the 

budget, so use your own personal Google account." 

Staff 
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Show others the different collaboration platforms. Grad 

Zoom is a very rudimentary and difficult system to use. There are better systems out there 

like discord. 

UG 

Some platforms just seem a bit confusing UG 

I don't know if this is an OIT issue as much as a learning curve for my colleagues. Staff 

Personally, I don't have any experience with online services that allow me to collaborate 

with others that the campus has provided 

UG 

Providing opportunities for staff who are in non-teaching roles to learn better ways to 

collaborate with others. 

Staff 

I mostly depend on computer use of email for collaborating with others. A few times we 
have worked through things with them or myself using our phones meaning we were not 
sitting at a laptop. No matter which way it was, it was always successful. 

Staff 

Teams is just not that user friendly. I don't like the way I have to edit documents and 
spreadsheets in a crippled version of Word and Excel. It is not intuitive. I don't like the 
video conferencing features as much as I like Zoom. I only use Teams because it is the only 
thing I have to collaborate with others. 

Staff 

Create a common UT Directory and Authentication. Provide UT System training on TEAMS, 

SharePoint, HIVE. 

Staff 

I am not a member of any Teams - that would be helpful, but isn't something OIT has direct 
control over. It's more a matter of educating the school that this is a good way to 
collaborate/communicate. 

Faculty 

We need more options. Microsoft Teams is fine but I don't see other options on the OIT 

website that are offered and paid for by UTK. Trello or other project management tools 

being available to us through OIT in a professional paid for version would be great 

additions. 

Staff 

This is more about what particular unit is doing. I know that if we would follow the advice 
of OIT, we would be able to collaborate much more effectively. 

Staff 

Continue to develop a concentrated platform to implement across the system. For 

example, select and emphasize a single communication platform, such as Zoom, Teams, 

etc.. Having everyone on the same dedicated platform would help develop and streamline 

continuity. 

Staff 

Not sure if/how exactly this would relate to OIT at the current moment, but having a 
shared customer relationship management system across all departments/units could be 
very helpful. 

Staff 

Add collaboration app UG 
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Zoom isn't set up to work the same across the board. Some people allow different email 

addresses to be used... @utk.edu or @tennessee.edu for example... It would be great if it 

was one or the other. 

Staff 

Have more forms online UG 

Informational training on programs available to us Grad 

More training for students UG 

OIT should support Gmail for everyone at UT. Outlook is a huge pain and very clunky for 

keeping track of messages, etc. 

Staff 

just stick to zoom, don't use teams or anything UG 

Promote adoption and use of a particular platform- Teams, Basecamp, Slack, OneDrive, 

Google... there's too many options used by too many collaborators. Work with Microsoft to 

improve the connections between Teams and OneDrive folders. Create an advisory council 

with faculty to advise about their collaboration needs. 

Faculty 

all good mostly due to the local connectivity Faculty 

I use a UT issued hotspot. Is there a better one available? Staff 

Microsoft Teams outside of university is difficult; QuestionPro doesn't work well outside of 

university-licenses 

Faculty 

More instruction on the use of online services that we are not familiar with and didn't use 

before we started working from home. 

Staff 

ensuring the pulse is secure and updated to ensure access is easy Staff 

OneDrive requires that you download PDF files to make changes. Don’t know if you can fix 
that, but that one thing made life difficult for me during WFH. 

Staff 

I'm not sure OIT can help with this, but it would be really helpful if more staff members 
utilized Microsoft Teams. It just isn't as effective when only a few utilize it. 

Staff 

For what I've needed so far, everything has worked just fine. UG 

Support Slack at the institutional level. Communities of practice that I belong to are all in 

Slack and not in Teams. Teams has a horrible interface and integrations with Github, etc. 

are lacking. The pandemic has made this need clear. 

Faculty 

Pipe dream... but force everyone to a single platform rather than having everyone split 

between 365 and Google 

UG 

Support for shared document work across institutions is lacking. Neither Sharepoint nor 

Google Drive can be used to collaborate on a document between two institutions, unless 

the person uses their personal google account. 

Faculty 
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Sometimes calls are dropped from Ring Central. Not sure if users understand how to use 

the 'extension' to get through. 

IT Staff 

OUTLOOK CALENDARS ARE A DISASTER. could you. give sessions / support about synching 

Apple Calendars, Outlook, and zoom calendars. I have no idea where to look for my 

meetings. 

Faculty 

Not much. We have plenty of platforms to use and they're fairly intuitive. Staff 

Project management software like Trello or Slack is a must. MS Teams is just not a useful or 

user-friendly app. 

Faculty 

tools to enhance home WiFi Faculty 

I wish adobe acrobat was standard issue for faculty, staff and graduate students. We use 
PDFs so much now that having acrobat feels necessary 

Faculty 

GraphPad Prism needs to be standard--stop the "licensing' number limitations for 

researchers. Zoom: cheat sheets with the updates that are done. There are now automatic 

passwords on Zoom recordings. Didn't know that until students complained that they could 

not watch lecture videos when they missed class. I could not figure out the password, and 

had to disable the feature. Updates like this need to be made front and center on Canvas 

pages and Zoom home pages with link out to the settings and how to modify them. 

Faculty 

I am not sure Teams is necessary, but some people may like it. Explore Slack? Faculty 

More group learning/interaction software in CANVAS, like Discord Faculty 

I wish my professors would encourage collaboration. Zoom breakout rooms isn't effective 
at encouraging collaboration. Discussion posts on canvas aren't very collaborative either. 
Mural has been my best experience. 

UG 

I do not collaborate with others. The mathematics department uses tools (google 

documents, discussion sites, email groups) that help me. I cannot see anything like that at 

the OIT UTK Webpage. The Canvas group, is same disorganized and multi-headed. When 

you need information about Canvas, OIT does not have it at your finger tips. The best is to 

go to the Canvas websites. It is a big waste of time. Online services are M-F 8:00 a.m. -5 

p.m., when you are teaching most of the day in that schedule, you do not have ANY access 

to this services. It is really frustrating. Many times, I ended up talking on the phone with 

somebody who was going home, trying to help me with something I needed done for the 

next day. 

Faculty 

More training. I am not a fan of Microsoft Teams. Faculty 

Hard to share work with others UG 
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I love Teams. I use it all the time and think others should, too. It's easier than Zoom or 
Skype. That being said, I think there should be classes to help train and transition 
departments to use it. I am also doing a usability study on Teams in my INSC 588 class and 
noticed that some individuals in our department do not have accessibility functions like live 
captions and translate. These types of features should be made available to everyone and 
not restricted. 

Staff 

This is more on the individuals, but staff need to take the time to learn about these 

platforms. OIT does a great job with trainings and videos but many staff fail to utilize these 

tools to make them successful in this environment. 

Staff 

My research collaborators at other university use Dropbox, so I pay for it out of pocket to 
sync research files with the faculty at other schools. 

Faculty 

My personal internet cost has more than doubled in an attempt to have enough streaming 

power to be able to teach synchronous online classes. Instructors should have their 

internet provided through the university so there are limited connection problems. 

Instructors should not be expected to pay out of pocket for internet services they use to 

teach. 

Grad 

BioRender, DNAStar, Prism Grad 

I would probably find it more helpful to get assistance from you about Zoom than to be 

referred to their videos. There are some UT-specific settings that are also relevant. 

Faculty 

Outlook and Zoom work well. We never use Teams. I wish we had a Slack subscription for 
my research group and classes. 

Faculty 

I have been having issues allowing access to collaborators from other institutions to Teams 

or Vault. This is very frustrating. Our collaborators are leaders in the field, who don't have 

the time to "try an access" a website/document/deposited document more than once. I do 

not know if this has to do with enhanced security protocols, or limitations of the platforms. 

Staff 

I think OIT should promote Skype much better. Staff 

Maybe having some type of Zoom service that allows us to extend meeting time (I think 

free accounts are only 40mins which is a good timeline but sometimes that's not enough) 

Grad 

merge UTK and UTC microsoft office platforms. We use Teams for both colleges and there 

is not an effective way to share files and calendars. 

Staff 

Keep Skype Staff 

zoom issues, but has nothing to do with your service, just my not understanding technology 
well 

Staff 
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I'm still not used to Google docs. When people send me Google docs to work on I can rarely 

keep track of where their link is. I often needs to search for the link in piles of email. I guess 

I need to make myself a special mark to keep track of this. [Mostly there are just too many 

different systems, teams and slack and basecamp and whatever - I don't use these often 

enough to get used to them, because my main job is in the real world. ] 

Faculty 

I'm not sure you can. I've adopted tools that work for me and my teams. Staff 

Move to Google Faculty 

This is so necessary! Again, perhaps more interactive ways other than just text. Maybe the 
use of emoticonsor GIFs 

UG 

Microsoft teams is difficult to use. I wish microsoft tools were not a default option for UTK. 
We need institute access to things like Overleaf, Slack, GitHub 

Faculty 

Invest in a "All" staff and faculty wide use of Yammer to reduce the exclusion of people 
from collaborative email, meetings, initiatives, projects, and groups. Something like Krisp AI 
Audio processing for meetings would be helpful to provide to people. I think online 
communication is an extremely high priority right now. I would welcome other kinds of 
online collaboration platforms and meeting spaces as well: https://remo.co/ 
https://toasty.ai/ https://spatial.chat/ https://www.rally.video/ https://gamerjibe.com/ 

Staff 

Have a service with whiteboard like features accessible to a group UG 

I don't see any platform that OIT has to allow peers to connect. If there is, it should work 

and be accessible and known to students. 

UG 

can UT students have a Teams account? Grad 

Many students use Overleaf to collaborate on research papers, this has been the most 

requested service for years yet untouched. Many other universities also use this service as 

well. 

UG 

Not everyone can be heard on zoom calls Faculty 

Everyone uses google family apps, so maybe incorporating those into canvas better would 

be nice. 

UG 

Maybe more info about how groups/instructors can use Teams for projects, personal 

learning communities, departmental communication outside of email. 

Staff 

proactive in anticipating needs Staff 

This year is the first time in my 25 year UT career (staff) that I was asked to use Zoom and 

Microsoft Teams. It has opened up the ability to meet with more people, more often 

Staff 

Working with my professors and classmates in this area has been great! The only trouble I 

experience is when I need to contact offices at the school that are not my professors 

(registrar, student finances, etc.) 

Grad 

https://remo.co/
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I'd like a better app to schedule appointments. I'd like more emphasis given to MS Teams. Faculty 

Allow us to use Slack. Faculty 

Training for Microsoft Teams and demonstration videos Faculty 

I would love to see Zoom forced to look for updates on a regular basis. Staff 

I could not create a google drive that was shared with people outside of the university Faculty 

I am not sure if there’s a way to make google doc invitations not go to spam UG 

With entities that utilize UT Extension courses as certification for training, allow those 

agencies to receive the certificates. 

Staff 

I think they’re should be easier use of access to contact all students. It’s often hard to find 

people’s emails, when a lot of the time their name is not their email. 

UG 

I'd say it is going well. But I have a bit of a problem with all these share drives everyone is 
using (OneDrive, Google Drive, etc.) It always seem that I need to stumble around for 10 
minutes trying to find the folder that I'm looking for. Things are just not organized well, like 
they are on your hard drive. 

Faculty 

encouraging professors to ask for feedback. there is nothing that OIT can really do in 

regards to helping with better collaboration between students 

UG 

Collaboration, especially now, is critical but a challenge because of the varied levels of 
knowledge. As an example, no one in my cohort uses Teams which could make 
collaboration easier. 

Grad 

I think having a more secure video conferencing program than zoom would be an 

improvement. 

Staff 

I would like the ability to set up group video chats in Canvas, and maybe I can and don't 
know how. 

Faculty 

There's only so much you can do to create a collaborative work atmosphere virtually. :( I 

miss being able to go over to someone's desk and catch up. UTK paying for our home 

computer setups would be nice, but that's not OIT's job. Discord/Slack is about as good as it 

gets for setting a vibe--I think it's just a research group thing. 

Grad 

Scanning materials is an issue for me. Staff 

Slack! Get Slack for this university. Teams is not adequate for everyone or every project. Faculty 

A campus wide wiki for information sharing Staff 

Bandwidth issues. Sometimes the use of DUO slows my internet that I never get connected. 

I use the library databases alot. The DUO connection is slow, but I cannot log into the 

library without going through DUO. 

Faculty 
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pointing staff to resources that are available, also provide a resource for appointment 

planning that is available to all (currently unaware of any offerings and using the free 

version of Calendly) 

Staff 

Zoom has been crazy, especially since 90% of us where at home. Staff 

To be honest, I'm not even sure what options are available for online collaboration with my 

classmates. 

UG 

I have never seen an online service at UT that allowed me to collaborate with others. UG 

Better internet access and better computers at home Faculty 

Clearer instruction on the value of Teams might have led to use of that platform rather 

than individual alternatives like Slack 

Faculty 

Cannot use MS cloud tools to share with UTM or UTC Staff 

Both TEAMS and ZOOM can get a little clunky with errors that were not experienced when 

using those platforms pre-pandemic. 

Staff 

Better chat functions UG 

Get rid of Teams. It's horrible. Faculty 

I can talk OK with others and screen share. I'm not sure what else you mean. I need to 

draw, mark-up and annotate. I have an iPad, but configuration with a laptop and external 

monitor is cumbersome. More iPad use with Apple pencil by students and collaborators 

would be more like the visual communications we do in person. 

Faculty 

Knowledge base needs to have more information on one-drive and google drive and how to 

use and getting it setup. 

Staff 

Some of the processes need explained more thoroughly for us to understand on our side. 

What is possible, what our options are (we may not know of some). Make sure forms have 

contact info listed (BANNER, 

ARGOS, etc) 

Staff 

Supporting Calendly would make everyone's life better. Faculty 

Get rid of MS Teams, or at least stop cow-towing to every weird thing that Micro$oft 
comes out with. I do not know why MS has so much influence and yet offers so much awful 
and unnecessary software. Why is there such a thing as Teams and also Planner? Too many 
possible overlapping solutions to too few problems. 

Staff 

Keep adding user tips to OIT Weekly digest please. Staff 

I've heard of occasional issues with Teams and Zoom from some HelpDesk callers but have 

not experienced these in my usage. 

Staff 
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too many platforms -- teams, google docs.... i don't have time to deal with all of these. i 

also find dropbox VERY easy to use compared to google docs or one drive. 

Faculty 

I would argue there is no substitute for in-person meetings. UG 

Do not know anything about "Office at Hand". 1 Hour training/info session(s) on Teams 

could be helpful. 

Staff 

more/better/more in-depth training on things like Teams - whole department 

consultations to integrate Teams with storage, calendaring, etc. 

Staff 

I did not know this service existed. I will check this out. Grad 

Use discord more UG 

Teams just isn't cutting it. I'm not sure what else is out there, or if additional training might 

help. I honestly think part of why Teams doesn't work well for me is twofold: 1) it seems to 

be "glitchy" and doesn't always load or run effectively and 2) hardly anyone seems willing 

to use it so even the best collaboration technology is functionally useless if collaborators 

won't use it. 

Grad 

I guess fine, not sure what else is out there that I don't know of. Faculty 

None of the tools support true online collaboration. Sure, we can screen share and see 

each other, but that's not collaboration. 

Faculty 

A very basic guide on Zoom would be nice. Grad 
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TC3b - Optional: What is OIT doing well with the support of online services that 

allow me to collaborate effectively with others? 
132 Responses 

 

I've had great success collaborating with non-UT colleagues. Faculty 

I think it is working well Staff 

Zoom & Canvas support is very good Faculty 

The large selection of online services and tools have been just shy of meeting all my needs. 

The only issue I ran into is non-capture of UAC controls. 

Staff 

Availability of OneDrive, SharePoint, Microsoft Teams, RingCentral, Email, Directory, etc. Staff 

I think it is great that they are making all platforms available so that a wide variety of 

audiences can be reached. 

Staff 

MS Teams works great. Staff 

Zoom is my primary collaboration tool as well as ANDI. I think having a mobile platform 

for ANDI would be very helpful. 

Staff 

Zoom has been amazing. I've had good support about zoom from Ken Wagner in the CSW. 

He is prompt and very easy to work with. 

Faculty 

Readiness to help Grad 

Great training Faculty 

Offering great Teams and Zoom training and support! Mary Lee, Steve, and others 

offering virtual training have done a great job with creating content to make hosting 

virtual meetings and using collaboration tools like Teams easier and simple to understand. 

Staff 

You do a great job here. You equip us with the tools we need to be successful here. 
ZOOM, email, Teams, etc.  

Staff 

Hybrid zoom classes and the enhanced technology in the classroom has enabled effective 

discussion for those in person and those online. 

UG 

I'm pleased with what has been provided Staff 

Answering and responding in a timely manner Grad 

You are providing the tools and spaces, and the online support (especially online support 

chat) are great. Positive experiences all round with OIT support. 

Staff 
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Microsoft teams I hear is good. Staff 

Zoom works great! Faculty 

My job consists of being able to accurately see IRIS data and any billing data from 

departments that bill documents the IRIS accounting entries. That has been successful as 

long as departments have taken responsibility for the documentation provision seriously. 

Staff 

providing software and help staff Faculty 

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, collaboration 

and teaching. 

Faculty 

collaborate function on canvas UG 

OIT has helped facilitate good communication in a difficult situation with the pandemic. Grad 

I hope that students can use an infinitely big google drive as long as it is possible. This has 
let me collaborate with others on projects and group assignments with so much more ease 
than without the Google Drive. I would suggest having a set of videos for orienting one 
with OIT, where the series of videos could showcase the tools we have, including Google 
Drive and how to use it effectively for school. That would help many people realize how 
much more productive they could be. 

UG 

I have been happy with Zoom and Outlook... and the integration between them. I like 

being able to respond to email, schedule a meeting and a Zoom session all in one 

interaction. 

Faculty 

I like being able to see announcements in blackboard that are connected to my classes Grad 

They provide assistance when having technical difficulty. Staff 

OIT has been very supportive in offering Office@Hand and transitioning to RingCentral. My 

ability to use Zoom and Teams has been phenomenal. 

Staff 

Zoom seems to be working well. Staff 

Excellent support for Zoom, Outlook, and cloud storage/sharing. Staff 

Quickness of responses for help UG 

We manage a team of up to 90 part time students with Teams and it is seamless. Thank 

you! 

Staff 

I mostly use zoom and it works pretty good Grad 

Multi-users working on the same file do not work efficiently. The process is too 

complicated for many students. See suggestion above. 

UG 

Teams was an effective means of communication and file share. Staff 
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zoom and google docs are fine UG 

I think they do a great job with this. Keeping the services up to date and available to all 

those who need it 

Staff 

Zoom works well Faculty 

Oit helpdesk Grad 

I love that we have the Google Suite to use. It's made working remotely, especially 

unexpectedly with quarantines, much easier! Also having files backed up to Outlook.com is 

very helpful. 

Staff 

Providing stable internet connection. UG 

Zoom is a very good tool for collaboration. Having break-out rooms really facilitates 

networking 

Faculty 

Again, the people at 4-9900 are normally able to understand/fix problems. I’m grateful for 

that. 

Staff 

Having a wide variety of tools to use. Grad 

I've only used Google Docs and zoom to collaborate with classmates. It has worked very 

well, I haven't had a situation where I felt another program was needed. 

UG 

The different options available depending on the needs of the class is nice. Grad 

Zoom is well supported Faculty 

Computer Help Desk Faculty 

Sharepoint and Google Drive are both important and useful for collaborative work. Faculty 

It's all good! IT Staff 

Updating to Zoom pro has been very helpful. Faculty 

VPN is important. G drive is getting better. Faculty 

We couldn't make WFH work without this and it's an area where OIT shines. I appreciate 

the Skype for Business, Zoom, and Office @ Hand options. Microsoft Teams is something I 

need more guidance in how to use, but I know it can be a powerful tool if there's buy in 

from a whole office or unit. 

Staff 

Zoom works great, have had zero issues UG 

Google apps are incredibly useful. Faculty 

all Zoom, all the time Faculty 
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Again, mostly through Zoom. Faculty 

Working from home, OIT has done a great job in making sure our team is able to 

collaborate with each other. Zoom meetings are very important, and I've had little to no 

issues in using zoom. 

Staff 

Continue to support use of Zoom and Google apps Faculty 

I do things through Google Docs, etc., so I have not needed or know much of what OIT has 

to offer beyond that. 

Grad 

It has been excellent. Faculty 

Zoom and Google suite are essential for these tasks - I have no complaints. Thanks! Faculty 

inform us on what to use UG 

I have not had any problems with the collaboration software! Thanks! I guess that would 

mean doing everything well. No complaints at all from me. 

Faculty 

I love having access to Office 365 and using Teams. It has been a big help in staying 

connected with my department. 

Staff 

When help is needed, the support of OIT giving immediate attention to issues, and 

resolving issues through the Help Desk. 

Staff 

Always available and very friendly and helpful. Go out of their way to make sure help is 

provided. If they can't help, they will find someone who can. Very grateful. 

Staff 

Support of Professional Zoom and OneDrive are invaluable. Faculty 

Microsoft teams has been a life saver to work from home and make sure our group is all 

on the same page. It works really well, as long as all people involved work for UTK 

Staff 

I basically only use zoom and Teams and that is going well. There is plenty of information 

on K@TE and other sources for getting up to speed with online services. 

Staff 

Zoom breakout rooms and having the ability to create our own zoom meetings for work 

outside of class allows for the connection between others that would otherwise require 

face to face meetings 

Grad 

Like the training sessions that OIT is offering to explain how to use tools such as Bookings Staff 

Zoom works. Faculty 

I think, especially with adding the caption/transcript to Zoom, (this is true for teaching as 

well), you've removed the main barrier I was still seeing. I do find myself curious if the 

Zoom chat works at all with screen readers, and whether low vision users would utilize it. 

Faculty 
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Between Slack, Google Docs, CANVAS discussion boards, Zoom and email, collaboration is 
straightforward. 

Grad 

The programs that we have, work well. Espectially Outlook and Teams. As long as all 

members are at the same college. 

Staff 

Skype, Zoom and Teams Staff 

Zoom was easy to set up and use. Google drive and tools have been useful. Staff 

Everything works well Grad 

Always helpful Faculty 

This is probably an area where I should do more training (google docs, etc). Faculty 

Google doc availability Faculty 

provide a reliable platform to communicate through messages and discussions. As well as 

a common Sso for proper zoom meetings. 

UG 

I'm thankful to have full fledge versions of Zoom and Teams. I'm glad for email that works 

from many locations and devices. 

IT Staff 

There's wifi so I can use my own apps (group me) to do that on my own UG 

I think Teams is great! Staff 

finding solutions when things aren't working. Staff 

Continue to support Zoom and Teams! Need them both. Love them Staff 

Zoom is great. Faculty 

Zoom support has been great. Faculty 

The availability of Microsoft Teams and Basecamp have helped a lot with collaboration 

efforts 

Grad 

I love the new blur virtual background on Zoom. Staff 

Zoom works well UG 

Allowing outside entities which utilize UT Extension courses as training for various CEU 

type credit to provide the link of those trainings through their web pages. 

Staff 

They’re use of zoom has been helpful. UG 

Fixing zoom issues fairly quickly as they arise Grad 
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I have been using Zoom, which works well, for the most part, and is easy to use. Faculty 

Google docs, forms, etc., has made this possible. And Zoom, of course. Staff 

Hotspot helps a lot in my online class and online teaching Grad 

Having ways that we can share folders and other information works well in SharePoint, 

Google Dox, and Microsoft Teams. 

Staff 

excellent service. very good job by OIT and our office IT person. I use Zoom and MS teams 

a lot for both training and teaching and the systems work very well - even from home 

Faculty 

This has been working well Faculty 

Good tech support for share drives. Faculty 

All of the resources needed to complete my job are available and I don't find myself not 
being able to be effective in my job. 

Staff 

Very effective in answering question to make communication easy. Staff 

I feel fully supported by OIT in online collaboration. Classes are offered and people are 
available to help me consider how to do best, to continually learn to continue with 
mine and my peers' and students' research/scholarly activities, teaching, and service. 
There is so much support going on in the background that I am not even aware of. I use 
online services for my extensive grant work which includes university partners, 
community partners, federal agency partners, colleagues around the country and so 
forth. These services are essential for me to fulfill my tripartite faculty role. 

Faculty 

The consistancy that OIT provided to myself and to others was the key in many of us being 

able to work from home, and not experience any downtime. We were always able to 

connect with our faculty, students and other departments to ensure the tasks were 

completed. 

Staff 

email and zoom are great Grad 

they're doing the best they can imo! :) Grad 

Zoom services have helped tremendously. I was using Zoom long before the Pandemic and 

it has only gotten better! 

Staff 

I have been able to use zoom for all meetings and have not missed a beat Grad 

Keep everyone informed Staff 

Zoom support is excellent. Faculty 

Zoom and Teams Staff 
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The G suite, TEAMS, and ZOOM have been phenomenal resources that have effectively 

contributed to collaboration. 

Staff 

Contact info UG 

Zoom hasn't crashed for me yet! UG 

Zoom usage and support has and is really good. Email support this past year has been 

great. Any issue with a user using a UT owned pc at home has been addressed timely and 

issues fixed very quickly. Impressive is what I would say. 

Staff 

They are putting forth so much effort to assist us, even though there is a wait time they 

are quick and patient. 

Staff 

OIT got us up and running with Zoom almost immediately Staff 

I do not know how this would have worked without Zoom and VPN. Staff 

Having unlimited zoom sessions is extremely helpful, and allows us to be on the same page 

(so to speak). 

Staff 

Thank you for staffing the live IT support center. I work to help myself with problems, but I 

am grateful to be able to call OIT and same-time screens as a failback. 

Staff 

I've had a great experience this year with using Teams, Zoom, and other collaborative 

applications with no major issues. 

IT Staff 

zoom works well UG 

Working with Microsoft Teams has been excellent. My only complaint is that not many 
people in my office or those I collaborate with use it. 

Staff 

plenty of choices... Staff 

The workshops and the technical assistance are extremely helpful. I am always learning 

something new that helps me teach and collaborate with others. 

Faculty 

I love that we are using both Microsoft and Google, I appreciate the flexibility given my 
own personal usage of Google Drive and gmail. 

Staff 

E-mail and zoom support has been great. Grad 

Google services are usually the most effective at allowing good team collaboration. so like 

just dont change anything with the google accounts and i think you're good. 

UG 
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TC4b -What is OIT doing well with the support of systems that provide timely access 

to data that informs decision-making? 
52 Responses 

 

Every time I have had to use them, the systems were timely and updated regularly with 

accurate information. 

UG 

I've had no complaints other than the online performance review system being shoddy. Staff 

I don't really know what goes on behind the scenes but this part of OIT is working well. Faculty 

Everything else good here. Grad 

OIT has built out several systems for my department, and all have made making decision-

making much easier. I appreciate the high level of responsiveness and support for those 

systems from Lucas, Isaiah, and Mark. 

Staff 

All fine Staff 

OIT Support is very responsive. Staff 

Keeping Email and remote access working has been extremely helpful. Grad  

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, collaboration 
and teaching. 

Faculty 

MyUTk has everything that I need to be able to check on and manage my account, and I 

am very appreciative of that. Using Canvas is definitely a plus for organizing all of my 

courses. The only reason that I do not advocate for combining the function of Canvas into 

MyUTk like how I advocate for merging Navigate with MyUTk is that other institutions use 

Canvas, including study abroad, and course work is a very large segment of student life, 

and having all of the account-related stuff on MyUTk is best kept separate from courses 

and school work on Canvas. 

UG 

Much is already available using data.utk.edu. Staff 

Improvements to our IRIS system have been noticed and appreciated. Staff 

Well you do have one UG 

They are easy to connect with UG 

Your staff helped contact tracing develop a data management system that saves 

approximately 0.5 FTE personnel hours weekly and has vastly improved out ability to 

promptly and accurately report data to our campus and community stakeholders. 

Staff 

Informing us as soon as they make decisions Grad 
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VPN works consistently Staff 

Easy accessible. UG 

I like being able to access the different data bases from home. This is necessary for me to 
do my job. 

Staff 

The systems I use most are Unanet and TDX. They both work well. Staff 

Keep Argos in good working order, and add a FAQ page so training new people is easier. Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

not sure. Qualtronics is great, staff support for Qualtronics is great too. Faculty 

In terms of academic advising, not much is going well here. We NEED data analysis tools 

that lead naturally or even automatically to communication with the student. Advisors 

don't have time to meet with 9-10 students a day over Zoom and then do a lot of data 

crunching in between. Campaigns are great, but there's a lot of room for error. We are 

NOT using data and well in advising and there are no documentation standards, so I might 

look at an advising note from a previous advisor and find very useful things, next to 

nothing at all, or a missing note. 

Staff 

Generally Excellent Faculty 

People. The quality of the people who provide services is top. But the structure of the 

system is really not first world class. 

Faculty 

everything done well. Faculty 

I have had no problems accessing data or information that I need at my fingertips. Staff 

Graphs have improved. Faculty 

When everyone is using the same platform, things run very smoothly and I appreciate 

that! 

Faculty 

vpn and network services work well Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

I always have access to Canvas (not sure what else you're getting at here, perhaps I've 

misunderstood the question. 

Faculty 

But Data apps including SPSS, Canvas analytics, and other research apps are good tools to 

have access to. 

Grad 

I am overall very pleased Faculty 

It is nice to have the "canned" ARGOS reports to use too. Staff 
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Number count of people at the Vol Wall is reliable and helps the flow of people traffic. UG 

Data on OIRA site and the weekly admit reports are helpful Faculty 

I love the Business Intelligence Financial queries and how I am able to pull a large about of 

data. 

Staff 

Allows departments to determine how long data should remain available to the public. Staff 

OIT has helped with their timely responses when questions are asked. Also, the use of the 
hotline helps a lot too. 

UG 

Providing emails with updates is helpful. Staff 

excellent service Faculty 

This has been working well Faculty 

me and/or my students and/or my research collaborators use NVivo qualitative software 

platform, statistical analysis packages and statistical experts. Grant partners use qualtrix - 

now question pro for gathering data in a timely and efficient way. 

Faculty 

Not you guys - just the UT screw - faculty version Faculty 

centralized databases that go down to the department level are needed Staff 

We understand the requirement for OCM to approve requests, but we have been 

receiving the data regularly for so long, it has made it difficult to maintain the forward 

momentum we have had in the past. 

Staff 

Thank you for staffing the live IT support center. I work to help myself with problems, but I 

am grateful to be able to call OIT and same-time screens as a failback. 

Staff 

Recently, I started using some TDX reporting options to gain a better idea of my HelpDesk 

resolution statistics on a regular basis. These are great options that are very flexible. 

Staff 

the focus is great on this issue Grad  
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TC3a -How can OIT improve the support of online services that allow me to 

collaborate effectively with others? 
134 Responses 

 

I don't think this is directly an OIT issue, but many faculty in my dept either won't use or 

don't know how to use many collaborative applications. This is frustrating for those of us 

who utilize (or would like to utilize) these applications. Maybe if OIT could do a better 

job marketing useful collaborative services. 

Faculty 

I have had some issues with logging into zoom using a link from the UT website Staff 

I think they are doing good Staff 

The challenge is more about having to rely on my home-based network for online 

communication. It is less reliable that the university network. 

Faculty 

The only tool that would have been useful is Bomgar. I realize this is available to other 

units, but with a surcharge. Use would not be sufficient to justify the additional cost. 

Staff 

Canvas does not foster collaboration; Slack does. Oit should support and offer Slack 

training 

Grad 

Make it more straightforward to share with collaborators outside of UT. Faculty 

So far, Zoom has worked well and I appreciate that all instructors automatically have 

professional-level accounts (with all the features, such as polling, etc.). 

Grad 

I occasionally have issues with Zoom. Video is fine, but while my microphone is working 

folks in the Zoom meeting cannot hear me. It's usually fixed by me leaving the meeting 

and rejoining. 

Staff 

3rd party email client support (pop3 with OAuth); I want my work off the servers all the 

time. 

Faculty 

I have found collaborating with Zoom and Google apps excellent; I have not found 

Microsoft Teams as helpful. 

Faculty 

By organizing seminars periodically Grad 

Perhaps reminders to update Canvas and Zoom (and other programs) weekly and 
information about the updates/changes 

Faculty 
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Could Teams be expanded to allow non-Office at Hand subscribers to make/receive 

telephone calls from the client? As a staff member who is expected to provide a high 

level of customer service in staying connected, I hate that there's not a better solution 

one year into telework than using my personal Google Voice number to connect with 

staff and faculty when I'm WFH. I know this is on my department, and they intend for us 

to return to campus full time by fall, but there has to be a better answer than "there's no 

money in the budget, so use your own personal Google account." 

Staff 

Show others the different collaboration platform Grad 

Zoom is a very rudimentary and difficult system to use. There are better systems out 

there like discord. 

UG 

Some platforms just seem a bit confusing UG 

I don't know if this is an OIT issue as much as a learning curve for my colleagues. Staff 

Personally, I don't have any experience with online services that allow me to collaborate 

with others that the campus has provided 

UG 

Providing opportunities for staff who are in non-teaching roles to learn better ways to 
collaborate with others. 

Staff 

I mostly depend on computer use of email for collaborating with others. A few times we 

have worked through things with them or myself using our phones meaning we were 

not sitting at a laptop. No matter which way it was, it was always successful. 

Staff 

Teams is just not that user friendly. I don't like the way I have to edit documents and 
spreadsheets in a crippled version of Word and Excel. It is not intuitive. I don't like the 
video conferencing features as much as  like Zoom. I only use Teams because it is the 
only thing I have to collaborate with others. 

Staff 

Create a common UT Directory and Authentication. Provide UT System training on 

TEAMS, SharePoint, HIVE. 

Staff 

I am not a member of any Teams - that would be helpful, but isn't something OIT has 
direct control over. It's more a matter of educating the school that this is a good way to 
collaborate/communicate. 

Faculty 

We need more options. Microsoft Teams is fine but I don't see other options on the OIT 

website that are offered and paid for by UTK. Trello or other project management tools 

being available to us through OIT in a professional paid for version would be great 

additions. 

Staff 

This is more about what particular unit is doing. I know that if we would follow the 
advice of OIT, we would be able to collaborate much more effectively. 

Staff 
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Continue to develop a concentrated platform to implement across the system. For 

example, select and emphasize a single communication platform, such as Zoom, Teams, 

etc.. Having everyone on the same dedicated platform would help develop and 

streamline continuity. 

Staff 

Not sure if/how exactly this would relate to OIT at the current moment, but having a 
shared customer relationship management system across all departments/units could be 
very helpful. 

Staff 

Add collaboration app UG 

Zoom isn't set up to work the same across the board. Some people allow different email 

addresses to be used... @utk.edu or @tennessee.edu for example... It would be great if 

it was one or the other. 

Staff 

Have more forms online UG 

Informational training on programs available to us Grad 

More training for students UG 

OIT should support Gmail for everyone at UT. Outlook is a huge pain and very clunky for 
keeping track of messages, etc 

Staff 

just stick to zoom, don't use teams or anything UG 

Promote adoption and use of a particular platform- Teams, Basecamp, Slack, OneDrive, 

Google... there's too many options used by too many collaborators. Work with Microsoft 

to improve the connections between Teams and OneDrive folders. Create an advisory 

council with faculty to advise about their collaboration needs. 

Faculty 

all good mostly due to the local connectivity Faculty 

I use a UT issued hotspot. Is there a better one available? Staff 

Microsoft Teams outside of university is difficult; QuestionPro doesn't work well outside 

of university-licenses 

Faculty 

More instruction on the use of online services that we are not familiar with and didn't 

use before we started working from home. 

Staff 

ensuring the pulse is secure and updated to ensure access is easy Staff 

OneDrive requires that you download PDF files to make changes. Don’t know if you can 

fix that, but that one thing made life difficult for me during WFH. 

Staff 

I'm not sure OIT can help with this, but it would be really helpful if more staff members 

utilized Microsoft Teams. It just isn't as effective when only a few utilize it. 

Staff 

For what I've needed so far, everything has worked just fine. UG 
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Support Slack at the institutional level. Communities of practice that I belong to are all in 

Slack and not in Teams. Teams has a horrible interface and integrations with Github, etc. 

are lacking. The pandemic has made this need clear. 

Faculty 

Pipe dream... but force everyone to a single platform rather than having everyone split 

between 365 and Google 

UG 

Support for shared document work across institutions is lacking. Neither Sharepoint nor 

Google Drive can be used to collaborate on a document between two institutions, unless 

the person uses their personal google account. 

Faculty 

Sometimes calls are dropped from Ring Central. Not sure if users understand how to use 

the 'extension' to get through. 

Staff 

OUTLOOK CALENDARS ARE A DISASTER. could you. give sessions / support about 

synching Apple Calendars, Outlook, and zoom calendars. I have no idea where to look for 

my meetings. 

Faculty 

Not much. We have plenty of platforms to use and they're fairly intuitive. Staff 

Project management software like Trello or Slack is a must. MS Teams is just not a useful 

or user-friendly app. 

Faculty 

tools to enhance home WiFi Faculty 

I wish adobe acrobat was standard issue for faculty, staff and Grad students. We use 

PDFs so much now that having acrobat feels necessary 

Faculty 

GraphPad Prism needs to be standard--stop the "licensing' number limitations for 
researchers. Zoom: cheat sheets with the updates that are done. There are now 
automatic passwords on Zoom recordings. Didn't know that until students complained 
that they could not watch lecture videos when they missed class. I could not figure out 
the password, and had to disable the feature. Updates like this need to be made front 
and center on Canvas pages and Zoom home pages with link out to the settings and how 
to modify them. 

Faculty 

I am not sure Teams is necessary, but some people may like it. Explore Slack? Faculty 

More group learning/interaction software in CANVAS, like Discord Faculty 

I wish my professors would encourage collaboration. Zoom breakout rooms isn't 

effective at encouraging collaboration. Discussion posts on canvas aren't very 

collaborative either. Mural has been my best experience. 

UG 
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I do not collaborate with others. The mathematics department uses tools (google 

documents, discussion sites, email groups) that help me. I cannot see anything like that 

at the OIT UTK Webpage. The Canvas group, is same disorganized and multi-headed. 

When you need information about Canvas, OIT does not have it at your finger tips. The 

best is to go to the Canvas websites. It is a big waste of time. Online services are M-F 

8:00 a.m. -5 p.m., when you are teaching most of the day in that schedule, you do not 

have ANY access to this services. It is really frustrating. Many times, I ended up talking 

on the phone with somebody who was going home, trying to help me with something I 

needed done for the next day. 

Faculty 

More training. I am not a fan of Microsoft Teams. Faculty 

Hard to share work with others UG 

I love Teams. I use it all the time and think others should, too. It's easier than Zoom or 

Skype. That being said, I think there should be classes to help train and transition 

departments to use it. I am also doing a usability study on Teams in my INSC 588 class 

and noticed that some individuals in our department do not have accessibility functions 

like live captions and translate. These types of features should be made available to 

everyone and not restricted. 

Staff 

This is more on the individuals, but staff need to take the time to learn about these 
platforms. OIT does a great job with trainings and videos but many staff fail to utilize 
these tools to make them successful in this environment. 

Staff 

My research collaborators at other university use Dropbox, so I pay for it out of pocket 

to sync research files with the faculty at other schools. 

Faculty 

My personal internet cost has more than doubled in an attempt to have enough 

streaming power to be able to teach synchronous online classes. Instructors should have 

their internet provided through the university so there are limited connection problems. 

Instructors should not be expected to pay out of pocket for internet services they use to 

teach. 

Grad 

BioRender, DNAStar, Prism Grad 

I would probably find it more helpful to get assistance from you about Zoom than to be 

referred to their videos. There are some UT-specific settings that are also relevant. 

Faculty 

Outlook and Zoom work well. We never use Teams. I wish we had a Slack subscription 

for my research group and classes. 

Faculty 

I have been having issues allowing access to collaborators from other institutions to 
Teams or Vault. This is very frustrating. Our collaborators are leaders in the field, who 
don't have the time to "try an access" a website/document/deposited document more 
than once. I do not know if this has to do with enhanced security protocols, or 
limitations of the platforms. 

Staff 
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I think OIT should promote Skype much better. Staff 

Maybe having some type of Zoom service that allows us to extend meeting time (I think 

free accounts are only 40mins which is a good timeline but sometimes that's not 

enough) 

Grad 

merge UTK and UTC microsoft office platforms. We use Teams for both colleges and 

there is not an effective way to share files and calendars. 

Staff 

Keep Skype Staff 

zoom issues, but has nothing to do with your service, just my not understanding 

technology well 

Staff 

I'm still not used to Google docs. When people send me Google docs to work on I can 

rarely keep track of where their link is. I often needs to search for the link in piles of 

email. I guess I need to make myself a special mark to keep track of this. [Mostly there 

are just too many different systems, teams and slack and basecamp and whatever - I 

don't use these often enough to get used to them, because my main job is in the real 

world. ] 

Faculty 

I'm not sure you can. I've adopted tools that work for me and my teams. Staff 

Move to Google Faculty 

This is so necessary! Again, perhaps more interactive ways other than just text. Maybe 

the use of emoticons or GIFs 

UG 

Microsoft teams is difficult to use. I wish microsoft tools were not a default option for 
UTK. We need institute access to things like Overleaf, Slack, GitHub Invest in a "All" staff 
and faculty wide use of Yammer to reduce the exclusion of people from collaborative 
email, meetings, initiatives, projects, and groups. Something like Krisp AI Audio 
processing for meetings would be helpful to provide to people. I think online 
communication is an extremely high priority right now. I would Staff welcome other 
kinds of online collaboration platforms and meeting spaces as well: https://remo.co/ 
https://toasty.ai/ https://spatial.chat/ https://www.rally.video/ https://gamerjibe.com/ 

Faculty 

Have a service with whiteboard like features accessible to a group UG 

I don't see any platform that OIT has to allow peers to connect. If there is, it should work 

and be accessible and known to students. 

UG 

can UT students have a Teams account? Grad 

Many students use Overleaf to collaborate on research papers, this has been the most 

requested service for years yet untouched. Many other universities also use this service 

as well. 

UG 

Not everyone can be heard on zoom calls Faculty 

https://remo.co/
https://toasty.ai/
https://spatial.chat/
https://spatial.chat/
https://www.rally.video/
https://gamerjibe.com/
https://gamerjibe.com/
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Everyone uses google family apps, so maybe incorporating those into canvas better 

would be nice. 

UG 

Maybe more info about how groups/instructors can use Teams for projects, personal 
learning communities, departmental communication outside of email 

Staff 

proactive in anticipating needs Staff 

This year is the first time in my 25 year UT career (staff) that I was asked to use Zoom 

and Microsoft Teams. It has opened up the ability to meet with more people, more often 

Staff 

Working with my professors and classmates in this area has been great! The only trouble 

I experience is when I need to contact offices at the school that are not my professors 

(registrar, student finances, etc.) 

Grad 

I'd like a better app to schedule appointments. I'd like more emphasis given to MS 

Teams. 

Faculty 

Allow us to use Slack. Faculty 

Training for Microsoft Teams and demonstration videos Faculty 

I would love to see Zoom forced to look for updates on a regular basis. Staff 

I could not create a google drive that was shared with people outside of the university Faculty 

I am not sure if there’s a way to make google doc invitations not go to spam UG 

With entities that utilize UT Extension courses as certification for training, allow those 

agencies to receive the certificates. 

Staff 

I think they’re should be easier use of access to contact all students. It’s often hard to 
find people’s emails, when a lot of the time their name is not their email.  

UG 

I'd say it is going well. But I have a bit of a problem with all these share drives everyone 

is using (OneDrive, Google Drive, etc.) It always seem that I need to stumble around 

for 10 minutes trying to find the folder that I'm looking for. Things are just not 

organized well, like they are on your hard drive. 

Faculty 

encouraging professors to ask for feedback. there is nothing that OIT can really do in 
regards to helping with better collaboration between students 

UG 

Collaboration, especially now, is critical but a challenge because of the varied levels of 

knowledge. As an example, no one in my cohort uses Teams which could make 

collaboration easier. 

Grad 

I think having a more secure video conferencing program than zoom would be an 

improvement. 

Staff 
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I would like the ability to set up group video chats in Canvas, and maybe I can and don't 

know how. 

Faculty 

There's only so much you can do to create a collaborative work atmosphere virtually. :( I 

miss being able to go over to someone's desk and catch up. UTK paying for our home 

computer setups would be nice, but that's not OIT's job. Discord/Slack is about as good 

as it gets for setting a vibe--I think it's just a research group thing. 

Grad 

Scanning materials is an issue for me. Staff 

Slack! Get Slack for this university. Teams is not adequate for everyone or every project. Faculty 

A campus wide wiki for information sharing Staff 

Bandwidth issues. Sometimes the use of DUO slows my internet that I never get 

connected. I use the library databases alot. The DUO connection is slow, but I cannot log 

into the library without going through DUO. 

Faculty 

pointing staff to resources that are available, also provide a resource for appointment 

planning that is available to all (currently unaware of any offerings and using the free 

version of Calendly) 

Staff 

Zoom has been crazy, especially since 90% of us where at home. Staff 

To be honest, I'm not even sure what options are available for online collaboration with 
my classmates. 

UG 

I have never seen an online service at UT that allowed me to collaborate with others. UG 

Better internet access and better computers at home Faculty 

Clearer instruction on the value of Teams might have led to use of that platform rather 

than individual alternatives like Slack 

Faculty 

Cannot use MS cloud tools to share with UTM or UTC Staff 

Both TEAMS and ZOOM can get a little clunky with errors that were not experienced 

when using those platforms pre-pandemic. 

Staff 

Better chat functions UG 

Get rid of Teams. It's horrible. Faculty 

I can talk OK with others and screen share. I'm not sure what else you mean. I need to 

draw, mark-up and annotate. I have an iPad, but configuration with a laptop and 

external monitor is cumbersome. More iPad use with Apple pencil by students and 

collaborators would be more like the visual communications we do in person. 

Faculty 

Knowledge base needs to have more information on one-drive and google drive and how 

to use and getting it setup. 

Staff 
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Some of the processes need explained more thoroughly for us to understand on our 

side. What is possible, what our options are (we may not know of some). Make sure 

forms have contact info listed (BANNER, ARGOS, etc) 

Staff 

Supporting Calendly would make everyone's life better. Faculty 

Get rid of MS Teams, or at least stop cow-towing to every weird thing that Micro$oft 

comes out with. I do not know why MS has so much influence and yet offers so much 

awful and unnecessary software. Why is there such a thing as Teams and also Planner? 

Too many possible overlapping solutions to too few problems. 

Staff 

Keep adding user tips to OIT Weekly digest please. Staff 

I've heard of occasional issues with Teams and Zoom from some HelpDesk callers but 

have not experienced these in my usage. 

Staff 

too many platforms -- teams, google docs.... i don't have time to deal with all of these. i 

also find dropbox VERY easy to use compared to google docs or one drive. 

Faculty 

I would argue there is no substitute for in-person meetings. UG 

Do not know anything about "Office at Hand". 1 Hour training/info session(s) on Teams 

could be helpful. 

Staff 

more/better/more in-depth training on things like Teams - whole department 

consultations to integrate Teams with storage, calendaring, etc. 

Staff 

I did not know this service existed. I will check this out. Grad 

Use discord more UG 

Teams just isn't cutting it. I'm not sure what else is out there, or if additional training 

might help. I honestly think part of why Teams doesn't work well for me is twofold: 1) it 

seems to be "glitchy" and doesn't always load or run effectively and 2) hardly anyone 

seems willing to use it so even the best collaboration technology is functionally useless if 

collaborators won't use it. 

Grad 

I guess fine, not sure what else is out there that I don't know of. Faculty 

None of the tools support true online collaboration. Sure, we can screen share and see 

each other, but that's not collaboration. 

Faculty 

A very basic guide on Zoom would be nice. Grad 
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TC3b -What is OIT doing well with the support of online services that allow me to 

collaborate effectively with others? 
132 Responses 

 

I've had great success collaborating with non-UT colleagues. Faculty 

I think it is working well Staff 

Zoom & Canvas support is very good Faculty 

The large selection of online services and tools have been just shy of meeting all my 

needs. The only issue I ran into is non-capture of UAC controls. 

Staff 

Availability of OneDrive, SharePoint, Microsoft Teams, RingCentral, Email, Directory, etc. Staff 

I think it is great that they are making all platforms available so that a wide variety of 

audiences can be reached. 

Staff 

MS Teams works great. Staff 

Zoom is my primary collaboration tool as well as ANDI. I think having a mobile platform 

for ANDI would be very helpful. 

Staff 

Zoom has been amazing. I've had good support about zoom from Ken Wagner in the 

CSW. He is prompt and very easy to work with. 

Faculty 

Readiness to help Grad 

Great training Faculty 

Offering great Teams and Zoom training and support! Mary Lee, Steve, and others 

offering virtual training have done a great job with creating content to make hosting 

virtual meetings and using collaboration tools like Teams easier and simple to 

understand. 

Staff 

You do a great job here. You equip us with the tools we need to be successful here. 
ZOOM, email, Teams, etc. 

Staff 

Hybrid zoom classes and the enhanced technology in the classroom has enabled 

effective discussion for those in person and those online. 

UG 

I'm pleased with what has been provided Staff 

Answering and responding in a timely manner Grad 

You are providing the tools and spaces, and the online support (especially online support 

chat) are great. Positive experiences all round with OIT support. 

Staff 
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Microsoft teams I hear is good. Staff 

Zoom works great! Faculty 

My job consists of being able to accurately see IRIS data and any billing data from 
departments that bill documents the IRIS accounting entries. That has been successful as 
long as departments have taken responsibility for the documentation provision 
seriously. 

Staff 

providing software and help staff Faculty 

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, 

collaboration and teaching. 

Faculty 

collaborate function on canvas UG 

OIT has helped facilitate good communication in a difficult situation with the pandemic. Grad 

I hope that students can use an infinitely big google drive as long as it is possible. This 

has let me collaborate with others on projects and group assignments with so much 

more ease than without the Google Drive. I would suggest having a set of videos for 

orienting one with OIT, where the series of videos could showcase the tools we have, 

including Google Drive and how to use it effectively for school. That would help many 

people realize how much more productive they could be. 

UG 

I have been happy with Zoom and Outlook... and the integration between them. I like 
being able to respond to email, schedule a meeting and a Zoom session all in one 
interaction. 

Faculty 

I like being able to see announcements in blackboard that are connected to my classes Grad 

They provide assistance when having technical difficulty. Staff 

OIT has been very supportive in offering Office@Hand and transitioning to RingCentral. 

My ability to use Zoom and Teams has been phenomenal. 

Staff 

Zoom seems to be working well. Staff 

Excellent support for Zoom, Outlook, and cloud storage/sharing. Staff 

Quickness of responses for help UG 

We manage a team of up to 90 part time students with Teams and it is seamless. Thank 

you! 

Staff 

I mostly use zoom and it works pretty good Grad 

Multi-users working on the same file do not work efficiently. The process is too 

complicated for many students. See suggestion above. 

UG 
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Teams was an effective means of communication and file share. Staff 

zoom and google docs are fine UG 

I think they do a great job with this. Keeping the services up to date and available to all 

those who need it 

Staff 

Zoom works well Faculty 

Oit helpdesk Grad 

I love that we have the Google Suite to use. It's made working remotely, especially 

unexpectedly with quarantines, much easier! Also having files backed up to Outlook.com 

is very helpful. 

Staff 

Providing stable internet connection. UG 

Zoom is a very good tool for collaboration. Having break-out rooms really facilitates 

networking 

Faculty 

Again, the people at 4-9900 are normally able to understand/fix problems. I’m grateful 

for that. 

Staff 

Having a wide variety of tools to use. Grad 

I've only used Google Docs and zoom to collaborate with classmates. It has worked very 

well, I haven't had a situation where I felt another program was needed. 

UG 

The different options available depending on the needs of the class is nice. Grad 

Zoom is well supported Faculty 

Computer Help Desk Faculty 

Sharepoint and Google Drive are both important and useful for collaborative work. Faculty 

It's all good! Staff 

Updating to Zoom pro has been very helpful. Faculty 

VPN is important. G drive is getting better. Faculty 

We couldn't make WFH work without this and it's an area where OIT shines. I appreciate 

the Skype for Business, Zoom, and Office @ Hand options. Microsoft Teams is something 

I need more guidance in how to use, but I know it can be a powerful tool if there's buy in 

from a whole office or unit. 

Staff 

Zoom works great, have had zero issues UG 

Google apps are incredibly useful. Faculty 
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all Zoom, all the time Faculty 

Again, mostly through Zoom. Faculty 

Working from home, OIT has done a great job in making sure our team is able to 

collaborate with each other. Zoom meetings are very important, and I've had little to no 

issues in using zoom. 

Staff 

Continue to support use of Zoom and Google apps Faculty 

I do things through Google Docs, etc., so I have not needed or know much of what OIT 

has to offer beyond that. 

Grad 

It has been excellent. Faculty 

Zoom and Google suite are essential for these tasks - I have no complaints. Thanks! Faculty 

inform us on what to use UG 

I have not had any problems with the collaboration software! Thanks! I guess that would 

mean doing everything well. No complaints at all from me. 

Faculty 

I love having access to Office 365 and using Teams. It has been a big help in staying 
connected with my department. 

Staff 

When help is needed, the support of OIT giving immediate attention to issues, and 
resolving issues through the Help Desk. 

Staff 

Always available and very friendly and helpful. Go out of their way to make sure help is 

provided. If they can't help, they will find someone who can. Very grateful. 

Staff 

Support of Professional Zoom and OneDrive are invaluable. Faculty 

Microsoft teams has been a life saver to work from home and make sure our group is all 

on the same page. It works really well, as long as all people involved work for UTK 

Staff 

I basically only use zoom and Teams and that is going well. There is plenty of information 

on K@TE and other sources for getting up to speed with online services. 

Staff 

Zoom breakout rooms and having the ability to create our own zoom meetings for work 

outside of class allows for the connection between others that would otherwise require 

face to face meetings 

Grad 

Like the training sessions that OIT is offering to explain how to use tools such as 

Bookings 

Staff 

Zoom works. Faculty 
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I think, especially with adding the caption/transcript to Zoom, (this is true for teaching as 

well), you've removed the main barrier I was still seeing. I do find myself curious if the 

Zoom chat works at all with screen readers, and whether low vision users would utilize 

it. 

Faculty 

Between Slack, Google Docs, CANVAS discussion boards, Zoom and email, collaboration 

is straightforward. 

Grad 

The programs that we have, work well. Espectially Outlook and Teams. As long as all 

members are at the same college. 

Staff 

Skype, Zoom and Teams Staff 

Zoom was easy to set up and use. Google drive and tools have been useful. Staff 

Everything works well Grad 

Always helpful Faculty 

This is probably an area where I should do more training (google docs, etc). Faculty 

Google doc availability Faculty 

provide a reliable platform to communicate through messages and discussions. As well 

as a common Sso for proper zoom meetings. 

UG 

I'm thankful to have full fledge versions of Zoom and Teams. I'm glad for email that 

works from many locations and devices. 

Staff 

There's wifi so I can use my own apps (group me) to do that on my own UG 

I think Teams is great! Staff 

finding solutions when things aren't working. Staff 

Continue to support Zoom and Teams! Need them both. Love them Staff 

Zoom is great. Faculty 

Zoom support has been great. Faculty 

The availability of Microsoft Teams and Basecamp have helped a lot with collaboration 

efforts 

Grad 

I love the new blur virtual background on Zoom. Staff 

Zoom works well UG 
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Allowing outside entities which utilize UT Extension courses as training for various CEU 

type credit to provide the link of those trainings through their web pages. 

Staff 

They’re use of zoom has been helpful. UG 

Fixing zoom issues fairly quickly as they arise Grad 

I have been using Zoom, which works well, for the most part, and is easy to use. Faculty 

Google docs, forms, etc., has made this possible. And Zoom, of course. Staff 

Hotspot helps a lot in my online class and online teaching Grad 

Having ways that we can share folders and other information works well in SharePoint, 

Google Dox, and Microsoft Teams. 

Staff 

excellent service. very good job by OIT and our office IT person. I use Zoom and MS 

teams a lot for both training and teaching and the systems work very well - even from 

home 

Faculty 

This has been working well Faculty 

Good tech support for share drives. Faculty 

All of the resources needed to complete my job are available and I don't find myself not 

being able to be effective in my job. 

Staff 

Very effective in answering question to make communication easy. Staff 

I feel fully supported by OIT in online collaboration. Classes are offered and people are 
available to help me consider how to do best, to continually learn to continue with mine 
and my peers' and students' research/scholarly activities, teaching, and service. There is 
so much support going on in the background that I am not even aware of. I use online 
services for my extensive grant work which includes university partners, community 
partners, federal agency partners, colleagues around the country and so forth. These 
services are essential for me to fulfill my tripartite faculty role. 

Faculty 

The consistancy that OIT provided to myself and to others was the key in many of us 

being able to work from home, and not experience any downtime. We were always able 

to connect with our faculty, students and other departments to ensure the tasks were 

completed. 

Staff 

email and zoom are great Grad 

they're doing the best they can imo! :) Grad 

Zoom services have helped tremendously. I was using Zoom long before the Pandemic 
and it has only gotten better! 

Staff 

I have been able to use zoom for all meetings and have not missed a beat Grad 
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Keep everyone informed Staff 

Zoom support is excellent. Faculty 

Zoom and Teams Staff 

The G suite, TEAMS, and ZOOM have been phenomenal resources that have effectively 

contributed to collaboration. 

Staff 

Contact info UG 

Zoom hasn't crashed for me yet! UG 

Zoom usage and support has and is really good. Email support this past year has been 

great. Any issue with a user using a UT owned pc at home has been addressed timely 

and issues fixed very quickly. Impressive is what I would say. 

Staff 

They are putting forth so much effort to assist us, even though there is a wait time they 

are quick and patient. 

Staff 

OIT got us up and running with Zoom almost immediately Staff 

I do not know how this would have worked without Zoom and VPN. Staff 

Having unlimited zoom sessions is extremely helpful, and allows us to be on the same 

page (so to speak). 

Staff 

Thank you for staffing the live IT support center. I work to help myself with problems, 

but I am grateful to be able to call OIT and same-time screens as a failback. 

Staff 

I've had a great experience this year with using Teams, Zoom, and other collaborative 

applications with no major issues. 

Staff 

zoom works well UG 

Working with Microsoft Teams has been excellent. My only complaint is that not many 

people in my office or those I collaborate with use it. 

Staff 

plenty of choices... Staff 

The workshops and the technical assistance are extremely helpful. I am always learning 

something new that helps me teach and collaborate with others. 

Faculty 

E-mail and zoom support has been great. Grad 

Google services are usually the most effective at allowing good team collaboration. so 

like just dont change anything with the google accounts and i think you're good. 

UG 
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I love that we are using both Microsoft and Google, I appreciate the flexibility given my 

own personal usage of Google Drive and gmail. 

Staff 
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TC4a -How can OIT improve the support of systems that provide timely access to 

data that informs decision-making? 
89 Responses 

 

It seems to take a long time to get answers back when information is needed to help 
decide for vendor software 

Staff 

The online performance evaluation tool is absolutely terrible. I understand digitizing the 

data to make the information easier to query is the goal, the routing order has caused 

confusion, frustration and duplicates work. The way it is structured does not work for all 

units. 

Staff 

One of the issues that came-up this year was that Banner did not always reflect changes 
in course meeting times whenever classes switched from in-person to online. Because of 
this mistake, students "double-booked" classes, when has never happened in the past. 

Grad 

Systems are working well. I am able to access what I need. Faculty 

constant update Grad 

Create a system that allows you choose what types of important notifications you'd like 

to receive and have those notifications sent to your phone. 

UG 

be more available UG 

OIT does a very good job providing access to data as timely as possible considering 

approvals of the UT channels.I always appreciate OIT's work and communication, 

especially during this past year. 

Staff 

IRIS could be much more user friendly and less cumbersome in steps to obtain 

information 

Staff 

Again, information on many webpages about what is happening at the University is very 

out of date. 

Grad 
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I think that this question is asking whether we can access Canvas, MyUTk, and  other 
university-related accounts well. Something that we use at the hospital is key cards to 
immediately log into computers to chart on patients, and this saves us the time of 
logging in via many barriers so that we can just quickly chart and move on to the next 
patient or activity. If we had the GET app and vol card buzzers for computers, where all 
we had to do was log in on our phones with Duo and maybe Face ID, then we could buzz 
into the computer and have it immediately log us into Canvas, MyUTk, and any other 
common student platforms immediately. This would make using the library computers a 
lot easier than having to log into a bunch of places before being able to start school 
work. To be frank, I see many notifications that go to Navigate instead of emails, but we 
students are used to using emails, and we are not taught how to use Navigate, so could 
there be some clarification about what Navigate is for and why some UTk faculty use it 
instead of email? I am not against it, but it seems like My UTk could be modified to 
include the stuff that Navigate includes without requiring staff and students to learn a 
whole new user interface, like a messages section (which could be in email or sidebar in 
MyUTk) and a reports section (which could be in MyUTk). 

UG 

In my rolle, I need access to enrollment data and that seems to be a black box... Faculty 

I use One Drive extensively, and most of the time it works very well. Yesterday and today 

it is changing all of my "always keep on this device" to either the cloud icon or the white 

filled circle with the check mark. I have changed these folders back to always keep on this 

device a few times and they keep changing back. 

Staff 

Provide emails with updates when new tools are available. Staff 

I'm not sure this is entirely applicable in my case. Canvas is up and that's what I would 

use for this. 

Faculty 

Perhaps I am not aware of our options on this but we have IRIS as our main source of 
information. While there have been improvements that I have noticed with IRIS lately, it 
is still a large, clunky system that is not terribly user friendly. 

Staff 

Providing reporting tools, such as Microsoft Power BI or Tableu, to help visualize data for 

decision making 

Staff 

Again, a CRM could inform decision making across departments and units. Staff 

No complaints UG 

Reduce clicks and searching. Usability of platforms are poor UG 

Have more resources UG 

Making the programs more time-sensitive for everyone Grad 

Professors take a long time to post lecture videos UG 

Host more dashboard analytics. Include Extension's outreach to communities. Faculty 
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The data I reach for most often is from Argos. The system is configured oddly but once 

you understand how to use it, it’s fabulous and hasn’t failed me yet. 

Staff 

Again, OIT needs to provide secure preservation storage for research data Faculty 

Maybe I haven't looked hard enough, but I do not know where I would easily find data 

about grant funding rates in different departments, student success data, and other 

statistics like these that would be useful for grant proposal writing. 

Faculty 

Navigate is okayish with pulling data that's useful for advising, but it's all search based 
and not very intuitive. There's no data ANALYSIS -- it just reports data on a caseload and 
makes it searchable. This means that it relies on a "lever" being pressed through data, 
another person noticing that data, determining that the data is actionable, and then 
someone acting on it. I think something that takes incoming student data and actually 
does something with it to reach the student would be an ABSOLUTE GAME CHANGER for 
UTK. ADMIT HUB is the first thing that comes to mind, though I know that Civitas and 
other platforms can be useful 

Staff 

Improve the UI for IRIS. It is not intuitive and difficult to navigate. Provide training videos 

for how to use IRIS. 

Faculty 

finding info in UT websites is so weird and frustrating, why are there so many new links 

etc. 

UG 

I'm mostly thinking of library services here. Faculty 

There is a lot of information there, it is just not always easy to find. Staff 

The implementation of SLATE for Grad admissions was sort of an unmitigated disaster in 
terms of timing and ease of use. It doesn't look that bad to use in the long run, but it was 
super painful in the middle of an otherwise already stressful year. From a research 
perspective (and has someone who sits on the University Lab Safety Committee), EH&S 
and purchasing need help with a database that automatically tracks and maintains 
chemical inventories for various labs across campus. 

Faculty 

You have to have a stronger Webpage, with a very well organized service information list. 

What we see is just too basic and not effective. 

Faculty 

How about find a way to communicate to departments? Rather than sending out emails, 

have departments *if interested* designate a single point of contact to a department as 

part of a service assignment. The POC can act as a 2-way conduit 

Faculty 

Information on grant account balances is difficult to access and always behind... Faculty 

The websites for utk are hard to use UG 

It has taken an extended amount of time for me to receive a replacement laptop. Mine is 

outdated with limited RAM. It was requisitioned & approved back in December. The EDD 

is not until April 19th. 

Staff 
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I do not know if this is within the domain of OIT, but it would be great to have some help 

when trying to source software or develop software in-house that meets our 

department's needs towards maintaining compliance regulations for the campus. 

Staff 

each college need to be better about informing its students about course changes 
because of covid 

UG 

We don't have access to all the data we need regarding the students we serve and 

sometimes it takes a while to access it. Maybe talking to different stakeholders to find 

out what they need and then make it available via a dashboard or ARGOS report. For 

example departments cannot pull their second majors and minors on demand. In Arts & 

Sciences they have figured out a way to provide a report once a semester, but this isn't 

real time. 

Staff 

Access to raw data should be provided, not just plots Faculty 

For basic admin and Accounting job descriptions, provide a list of tools, (IRIS 
forms/transactions, ARGOS, Banner and Banner 9, etc) that are "most used" by other 
people in similar positions. A simple description and where it is all that would be needed. 
For example, I use Acadmic Histories more that any other report, it is found thru My UTK, 
Staff, Banner Self Service, Faculty Svcs, Student information. To reserve a room, go to My 
UTK............ 

Staff 

Honestly, it seems like there may be TOO many choices at times. Some people use 

Google docs, some use Teams, some use Dropbox...I don't really see how OIT can do 

much about that! 

Faculty 

We need to be able to forward at least one departmental phone line to an outside 

number. 

Staff 

IRIS has many areas that are cumbersome and unnecessary steps to achieve desired 

reporting that could be eliminated 

Staff 

Again, we have adopted tools to compensate for the lack of timely access to meaningful 
data from OIT. 

Staff 

Make websites more streamlined and pertinent information accessible within the 
website more quickly 

UG 

Banner is a clunker Faculty 

I'm not sure what this is asking me. Alerts? Notifications? Reports? Server Monitoring 

Software? Shared documents? Surveys? 

Staff 

The online UT library is very difficult to navigate UG 

Not sure what you mean by this question. Grad 

Quicker response Faculty 
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Not sure--maybe I'd like to know more about learning analytics and how I can use them 

to adjust my teaching. I don't see much other than minimal interaction with Canvas--

that's not actual "learning analytics" I don't think. 

Staff 

Improve ARGOS reporting so users can run reports for themselves and not have to ask all 

the time. 

Staff 

This is been the most lacking area of technology for me. It seems like everything has to go 

through a bunch of channels and red tape before my needs/requests reach someone 

who is actually able to help me. Then it takes me time to work with that person to solve 

whatever the issue may be. This has caused problems to extend over weeks for me that 

should absolutely not have. 

Grad 

I don't know what these systems are. Faculty 

Not sure OIT is necessarily responsible. For example, in order to get tell a sponsor yes or 
no for a large grant, we had to move some classroom assignments---we can no longer 
print comprehensive reports of all the classes and times a room is being used for. 

Faculty 

Business Intelligence has provide many useful financial and student data queries. I would 

like to save my layout or fields that I have selected. IRIS seems to stall with large 

downloads and has some compatibility issues with Office 2019. 

Staff 

Require departments to keep their web pages and links up-to-date. Staff 

Linking data on enrollment, grants, etc to faculty reporting Faculty 

Use MS suites a lot. Would be difficult to go back to what I was using prior. I don't need 
as much of the data access systems other than suites. 

Faculty 

OIRA is quite good for making administrative decisions. iMEDRIS is very clumsy and does 

not lend itself to making edits easily. All researchers who deal with human participants 

complain about it, but that is probably not anything that OIT can help with. 

Faculty 

Pulse VPN is too out of date for most modern operating systems, making access to 
required Remote Desktop connections and other connections requiring access to the 
school network off-site nearly impossible. 

Grad 

Remind Colleges and Departments to use what you recommend. Otherwise, they do 

whatever they want. 

Faculty 

Continue to provide the appropriate systems so me, my students, and colleagues can 

continue to do our work. 

Faculty 

See previous comments about CPRS at the vet hospital. CRPS needs a massive software 

facelift that brings it into the 21st century. 

Grad 

I like that each dept has their own event calendar. I added calendars I liked to my 
personal calendar so I always know what's up and when. I wish this was more advertised; 
people don't read the UTK events in emails. 

Grad 
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measure success and repeat it Staff 

Data must be open and available for those who need it to consume it. Staff 

I don't even know what you mean by "having systems that provide timely access to data 

that informs decision making" 

Faculty 

This univeristy does not provide data to faculty - faculty provided it but it never comes 

back 

Faculty 

data is decentralized making it difficult to find and know whether I am allowed to review 

or not 

Staff 

too many systems that do not talk to each others- a massive waste of time logging in etc. Faculty 

Take zoom bomb issues seriously. Faculty 

OIRA data are hard to access and often wrong (probably not an OIT issue) Faculty 

I don't think the problem is OIT. The problem is that the university either doesn't collect 

the data, doesn't make the data easily available to decision-makers, and keeps data in 

systems that do not talk to each other which provides information that does not match. 

Faculty 

There is a nefarious movement in some areas to "move it to the cloud." I do not know 
how such a monstrous idea gains traction, but the truth should be told. There is no 
"cloud". The cloud means a server that you do not own and have no say or priority in its 
operation, and how anything could be done that way by any organization that also claims 
to care about uptime let alone security is beyond my comprehension. The truth should be 
told to prevent departments from falling for this obvious scam. 

Staff 

Not sure what this really means: what decision-making process? Grades or where I will 

order lunch? poor question! 

Faculty 

The change in data requests has been frustrating. In the past, we could ask for data for 

email blasts to students, faculty, staff, etc., on a regular basis. Now, approval has to come 

from OCM and the wait times are much higher. 

Staff 

Keep adding user tips to OIT weekly digest, please. I noted a "7" as a minimum 

expectation above, because much below that, and the tool is interfering with the work 

that must get done. 

Staff 

as department head, i have trouble almost every time i try to get into data for dept stats. 

So many different places to get data - elements, teaching evals, dept level data ... would 

be great to have one place to go as dept head and have all connections to this data in 

one place. IRIS is the worst system i've encountered since the 1980s. 

Faculty 

I don’t usually use these services, so my expectations are really low. Faculty 

overall excellent as is Grad 
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Canvas is a good platform, professors could use it better (standardize where assignments 

are located) 

UG 

Seems that there are too many hoops to jump through to get what is needed. Would 
love a simple dashboard wherein I can have access to what I need for my role at UTK. 
To find certain numbers your really have to be a long-term user of the system to know 
where things get parsed out. 

Faculty 

I feel like often times it can be hard to access a calendar for UTK events, i know there's 
one on the website, but it has every single event happening on campus, which is a lot of 
wade through. Something that has the big events that apply to all students (housing 
dates/scholarship app deadline/campus wide events like games or adequate whatever) 
would be super useful. additionally I would love for this to be more accessible and easy to 
find, as currently I can barely find any date that doesn't directly pertain to my canvas 
classes. 

UG 
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TC4b -What is OIT doing well with the support of systems that provide timely access 

to data that informs decision-making? 
52 Responses 

 

Every time I have had to use them, the systems were timely and updated regularly with 

accurate information. 

UG 

I've had no complaints other than the online performance review system being shoddy. Staff 

I don't really know what goes on behind the scenes but this part of OIT is working well. Faculty 

Everything else good here. Grad 

OIT has built out several systems for my department, and all have made making decision-

making much easier. I appreciate the high level of responsiveness and support for those 

systems from Lucas, Isaiah, and Mark. 

Staff 

All fine Staff 

OIT Support is very responsive. Staff 

Keeping Email and remote access working has been extremely helpful. Grad 

The option of having external IP addresses has been critical for our research, collaboration 
and teaching. 

Faculty 

MyUTk has everything that I need to be able to check on and manage my account, and I am 

very appreciative of that. Using Canvas is definitely a plus for organizing all of my courses. 

The only reason that I do not advocate for combining the function of Canvas into MyUTk 

like how I advocate for merging Navigate with MyUTk is that other institutions use Canvas, 

including study abroad, and course work is a very large segment of student life, and having 

all of the account-related stuff on MyUTk is best kept separate from courses and school 

work on Canvas. 

UG 

Much is already available using data.utk.edu. Staff 

Improvements to our IRIS system have been noticed and appreciated. Staff 

Well you do have one UG 

They are easy to connect with UG 

Your staff helped contact tracing develop a data management system that saves 

approximately 0.5 FTE personnel hours weekly and has vastly improved out ability to 

promptly and accurately report data to our campus and community stakeholders. 

Staff 
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Informing us as soon as they make decisions Grad 

VPN works consistently Staff 

Everything is good with OITdecision-making? UG 

Easy accessible. UG 

I like being able to access the different data bases from home. This is necessary for me to 
do my job. 

Staff 

The systems I use most are Unanet and TDX. They both work well. Staff 

Keep Argos in good working order, and add a FAQ page so training new people is easier. Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

not sure. Qualtronics is great, staff support for Qualtronics is great too Faculty 

In terms of academic advising, not much is going well here. We NEED data analysis tools 

that lead naturally or even automatically to communication with the student. Advisors 

don't have time to meet with 9-10 students a day over Zoom and then do a lot of data 

crunching in between. Campaigns are great, but there's a lot of room for error. We are 

NOT using data and well in advising and there are no documentation standards, so I might 

look at an advising note from a previous advisor and find very useful things, next to 

nothing at all, or a missing note. 

Staff 

Generally Excellent Faculty 

People. The quality of the people who provide services is top. But the structure of the 

system is really not first world class. 

Faculty 

everything done well. Faculty 

I have had no problems accessing data or information that I need at my fingertips. Staff 

Graphs have improved. Faculty 

When everyone is using the same platform, things run very smoothly and I appreciate that! Faculty 

vpn and network services work well Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

I always have access to Canvas (not sure what else you're getting at here, perhaps I've 

misunderstood the question. 

Faculty 

But Data apps including SPSS, Canvas analytics, and other research apps are good tools to 

have access to. 

Grad 
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I am overall very pleased Faculty 

It is nice to have the "canned" ARGOS reports to use too. Staff 

Number count of people at the Vol Wall is reliable and helps the flow of people traffic. UG 

Data on OIRA site and the weekly admit reports are helpful Faculty 

I love the Business Intelligence Financial queries and how I am able to pull a large about of 

data. 

Staff 

Allows departments to determine how long data should remain available to the public. Staff 

OIT has helped with their timely responses when questions are asked. Also, the use of the 
hotline helps a lot too. 

UG 

Providing emails with updates is helpful. Staff 

excellent service Faculty 

This has been working well Faculty 

me and/or my students and/or my research collaborators use NVivo qualitative software 

platform, statistical analysis packages and statistical experts. Grant partners use qualtrix - 

now question pro for gathering data in a timely and efficient way. 

Faculty 

Not you guys - just the UT screw - faculty version Faculty 

centralized databases that go down to the department level are needed Staff 

We understand the requirement for OCM to approve requests, but we have been receiving 

the data regularly for so long, it has made it difficult to maintain the forward momentum 

we have had in the past. 

Staff 

Thank you for staffing the live IT support center. I work to help myself with problems, but I 

am grateful to be able to call OIT and same-time screens as a failback. 

Staff 

Recently, I started using some TDX reporting options to gain a better idea of my HelpDesk 

resolution statistics on a regular basis. These are great options that are very flexible. 

Staff 

the focus is great on this issue Grad 
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TC5a -How can OIT improve the support of technology that enhances the instruction 

and learning experience when teaching in a university classroom or meeting space? 

If referencing a specific classroom or meeting space, please include building name 

and room number. 
153 Responses 

 

I neither need nor desire technology in the classroom. Faculty 

The technology in the classroom where I usually teach is not easy to use - the audio often 

doesn't work or work with a lot of feedback. And the location of the interactive smart 

board make it unusable. 

Faculty 

There are never any instructions on how to set up the laptop to have picture and sound 

work properly. 

Faculty 

ITES/TEC is already in the process of addressing any issues that have been brought 

forward. 

Staff 

Can't speak to this question as a staff member. Staff 

It's not really about the tech, it's about how it is used and many professors cannot use 

tech appropriately 

Grad 

Not all classrooms with enhanced technology come with microphones or laptop 

adaptors. It would be helpful if those items were consistent across campus 

buildings/classrooms. 

Grad 

I'm an online student and don't take classes on campus. There was no NA option for this 

question. But I feel that OIT supports distance learning well 

Grad 

Cynap did not integrate so well for teaching with combine zoom and in-person 

experience. I gerry-rigged my own iPad setup that was better. 

Faculty 

It was very hard to do the hybrid system through CYNAP. Zoom itself was easy to use, but 

configuring it with CYNAP was very hard. 

Faculty 

Strong Hall 504; took a while to get the cameras working well a lot was troubleshooting 

on own. 

Faculty 

We have a smart board that no longer works as a smartboard (still projects, but cannot 

write on it) 

Faculty 

when there are problems with classroom technology having someone there to fix it in 

very short order is essential during these unusual times when a lot of individuals are 

teaching hybrid 

Faculty 

I am teaching totally online since my program is 100% online. I have not had problems in 

the zoom classroom. There are times when I can't easily access Canvas support. 

Faculty 
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More mics/better audio for the half of the class on zoom Grad 

Since classes are often virtual or half virtual, the inability to access tablets or other means 
of writing digitally makes teaching and learning difficult. 

Grad 

Not all of the classrooms I have attended class in include reliable technology UG 

Classrooms have been setup with the necessary equipment for virtual/hybrid teaching Staff 

Mandatory Zoom and Canvas training should be implemented for all professors teaching 

online classes, with refreshers each year for any updated features  

Staff 

Providing more detailed instructions on how to troubleshoot the podium would help, 
especially for comman.issues. 

Faculty 

In the Fall semester it was difficult to get OIT help, but the Spring semester is much 
better. 

Staff 

(1) supply wireless mics to instructors for personal use. So we don't have to share (germs) 

or discover all the mics in the room are dead. Have a mechanism to sync it to the room. 

(2) if technology goes down in a room, email all the people teaching in that room that 

week immediately to forewarn them that the projector isn't working, for example. I've 

walked into my 200 student class expecting tech to work only to find an "out of order" 

sign. Tech goes down, that's okay. But if you know about it, tell the people who rely on it! 

Faculty 

The microphones that are in AMB Auditorium seemed to go out a lot, so they might need 
to be checked. Also, for DO 416 (Dougherty Engineering), the microphone transmitter for 
the loudspeaker depended on batteries, and when they ran out for instructors, they were 
not able to use the microphones, so if there was a way for batteries to stay stocked for 
the microphones, where perhaps housekeeping or someone else could periodically 
check, that would make sure batteries were always present. 

UG 

I'm neutral because I have been in my basement for a year... Faculty 

I had a few bumps early in Fall with regard to technology in Stokely G4. I am not sure that 
room is supported by OIT because the experience was quite different from when I have 
contacted for help with Canvas or other classrooms. At the beginning of the semester, 
the person who responded was unable to help when I called asking questions. I learned 
how to go through share.zoom when I taught in the student union and applied that to 
Stokely. I also had a VERY negative experience in that room about which I already 
complained -- tech staff scaring some of my female students when they were alone in the 
classroom (admittedly using the tech inappropriately by watching Netflix before class). 

Faculty 
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Many times, professors have to spend the first five or ten minutes of a class try to get 

things set up for inperson and remote teaching. Specifically, there are frequent, but 

intermittent, issues related to getting laptops connected/set up for a projector, 

particularly for audio. Combining those issues while trying to juggle having things 

properly for the remote students leads to exacerbation of these issues. One thing that 

would be beneficial is having statically placed cameras in rooms that people can connect 

to. This would allow users more freedom to use whiteboards, etc., without having to 

worry about the camera on their laptop, for example. 

Grad 

The tech isn't standardized across different spaces. It makes training our student 
educators a little challenging. 

Staff 

Some of the classroom technology in HSS is getting dated or run down. Faculty 

Sad that the delivery of learning relegated to powerpoints. No appreciate for visual 

learning experience. Relying on Flash is a mistake. 

UG 

Some professors need more technology training UG 

Improved in-room microphones would be great. I have a few hybrid classes this semester 
and they are very difficult.  

Staff 

My professors DON'T KNOW HOW TO USE THIS TECHNOLOGY! Everyone is having issues 
using projectors, using zoom, sharing files on Canvas... It is kind of unacceptable at this 
point to be having these technical difficulties every class period. Teachers need to be 
encouraged to speak with OIT because they are NOT seemingly doing anything to combat 
these issues and students are the ones having to deal with the fallout. Because 
apparently it's my fault that my learning experience is being hindered by technology that 
someone else doesn't know how to use. 

UG 

Hello- dry erase sheets were put in HBB for use with the doc cam but there are no thin 

dry erase markers anywhere to be found- none provided by OIT, none in our 

departments, none in the bookstore. Please provide the $2 markers needed for use with 

this tool!!! 

Faculty 

I haven't taught in person since March 2020, but I've heard that being in person and 
recording lectures (or zoom) for students who can't come in person is difficult. Possibly 
figure out a way to make this smoother? 

Faculty 

Morgan Hall rooms 212 A and B seem to always have issues with connecting to the smart 

boards. 

Grad 

Provide clear instructions in classrooms for how to use projection systems, etc. Clearly 

indicate next to each system who to call for tech help. 

Staff 

Pay attention to Extension offices in all 95 counties. Provide resources and instruction Faculty 
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It would be great if there was comparable technology access across buildings. There was 

a year I was teaching in HSS and in Haslam Business Building. The set up in the Haslam 

classroom was much more updated and easy to use than in HSS, but the cell service in 

Haslam was non-existent (basement room). 

Staff 

I actually teach entirely online, so you can disregard my answers Faculty 

Student videos on. Wifi on campus m. Grad 

Digital humanities information sessions would be great Grad 

Allowing certain buildings to have the same internet access across the campus. Such as 

dorm rooms like Reese Hall. 

UG 

Swap out the computers, they take way too long to navigate while teaching. Something 

like a dell would be sufficient. 

Faculty 

I don’t know if it’s possible but make all systems similar and more idiot-proof. Most of the 

problems in the Comm building seem to occur bc someone unplugged something or 

moved the remote to an odd location. 

Staff 

Mossman 102, Tuesday/Thursday, Dr. Elizabeth Fozo. She has had significant issues 

switching between devices during lecture. It has reliably interrupted the flow of lectures 

enough to impact understanding of the material. I know she has reached out for help, but 

the issues weren't resolved. It has gotten to the point she does not expect improvement, 

so no longer asks. 

UG 

In A+A 103, the hallway has screens that can be used, but the plugs in the hallway do not 

work to actually power the technology. 

Grad 

Maybe not your purview, but Mossman classrooms the microphones plow through 
batteries. While the video conferencing systems in Mossman 404, 504, and 604 work 
well, instructions would be helpful to be placed in each room. 

Faculty 

Some of the projectors etc really give you guys a hard time - But I will say you guys 

usually get things fixed in no time! 

UG 

I. was assigned to Student Union, and they have MUCH BETTER OVERHEAD. 

PROJECTORs>. The LECTURN DESIGN has too small of a surface for laptop, notes, 

notebook. there is too much other junk on the lecture surface. GET BETTER PROJECTORS-

--(McCarty Auditorium, A+A 109) 

Faculty 

If we're going to continue offering hybrid classes and need to be flexible in doing so 

through the end of the pandemic, we should really look at investing in something like this 

-- https://owllabs.com/pages/education . 

Staff 

https://owllabs.com/pages/education
https://owllabs.com/pages/education
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WLS M309 was one of my favorite places to teach as there are many white boards and 
the projected screen is way about the white boards--so you can project slides while 
writing on the board. Given this year, the scenario does not work, but having the option 
to project slides on a screen, and write on another screen or whiteboards is huge--saves 
time toggling and the two formats work together. Batteries: I teach in Mossman 102 and 
have replaced the microphone batteries 3x since classes started in January. This is a 
ridiculous point, but it is so disruptive and I have to walk around with batteries 
constantly. 

Faculty 

All the meeting spaces in the Middlebrook Office Building have been upgraded with all 

important technology we need to have. 

Staff 

Unsure about distribution of and access to equipment across campus, but work to make 

sure each teaching space has equal access to these technologies. 

Faculty 

If a teacher uses a projector, and the projector works and is easy to use, I think that's the 

best thing. 

Grad 

Relief from Covid-19 restrictions is the solution Faculty 

It again depends on the professor's competency using the technology so this definitely 

goes both ways. 

UG 

The pandemic has further emphasized that department-based physical computer labs 
should be phased out in favor of remotely-accessible cloud-hosted "workstations". This 
avoids many of the issues of outdated hardware, physical PC security, COVID-concerns, 
etc. Physical PCs could be easily replaced with thin client solutions that offer students a 
place to work on home if they lack reliable home access to computers or internet. 

Faculty 

The podiums wherever you find them are wonderful if they are functional. The structure 

is bulky, it needs a redesign. Still, the devices in the podiums are extremely good. The 

Cynap system is extremely useful. Extremely good. 

Faculty 

Strong Hall rooms 702/707. This room was supposed to be hard wired for a camera to 

facilitate remote and hybrid instruction back in the spring. Things were delayed due to 

the skyrocketing demand for cameras, but I haven't heard anything about the current 

status of cameras in our classrooms. 

Faculty 

ensure professors are well trained UG 

My only issue that there are still places on campus where the connectivity is problematic 
enough that zoom sessions (simultaneous) with class time is problematic (SMC G2/G4). 
When students are there and trying to run a Zoom session, it can be choppy for the 
online students. Otherwise everything else works well.  

Faculty 

Occasionally, there are odd glitches in the system that prevent me from showing my 
screen through the projector, or playing sound though the speakers. Sometimes a restart 
fixes this, but not always. 

Faculty 
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Little things like having spare batteries near the podium so that I do not have to leave the 

classroom to go get them. Having the OIT phone answered by a person. I've called a 

couple of times and gotten a voice message then had to start class and manage a 

technology issue. 

Faculty 

Improve Canvas exam functionality. In canvas, the functionality to make exams is very 
clunky. I have been using Survey Monkey for short quizzes for my students because i can 
type multiple choice questions in MS Word and simply cut-and-paste the entire question 
and answers into survey monkey and it automatically puts it in Multiple Choice format. In 
canvas, i have to cut and paste every single individual answer. 

Faculty  

I am expected to teach using my own computer at home; however, my computer is 

dated and does not adequately allow me to teach synchronous online courses. 

Instructors should be given devices to teach virtually. Furthermore, my personal internet 

cost has more than doubled in an attempt to have enough streaming power to be able to 

teach synchronous online classes. Instructors should have their internet provided 

through the university so there are limited connection problems. Instructors should not 

be expected to pay out of pocket for internet services they use to teach. In these ways, 

the technology is a hinderance to my teaching- not an asset. 

Grad 

Strong Hall 707 - The very expensive mic was mounted in a place that is only truly 
useful to the instructor and only when standing at the podium. Any class has, at 
minimum student, questions that contribute to the entire classes understanding 
and in most cases should include whole-class discussions where all members of the 
classroom have things to say to improve learning. With the current placement of 
the microphone, remote students have a hard time hearing all members of the 
classroom. It would be useful to change the position of the device to a more 
central location, or at least not boxed in by the podium structure. Even if it were 
mounted to the exterior panels of the podium it might provide better audio to 
students on Zoom. 

Grad 

All rooms need to have options to show DVDs and good laptop projector connections Faculty 

Adapters for different laptops such as a USB-C for reaching in Hesler biology Grad 

Have quicker responses to AV problems, particularly those that continually occur in the 

same classroom 

Faculty 

NEB 400 keeps having off again on again issues with its projector flickering or not 

connecting to a laptop - OIT has been by a few times be never seems to find the cause 

Staff 

Student Union spaces - ensure there is a way for students in the classroom to interact 

with folks on Zoom. Right now, the folks from home or guest speakers just see the back 

of people's heads. 

Staff 

Buehler Hall 415 and NEB 302 . Last semester the professor attempted both those rooms 

for a few weeks and gave up after being horrible to stream the course live on Zoom. 

Either the board would not show, or the mic would not work, or people from home could 

speak, it was just a mess. 

Grad 
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Have not met on campus yet Grad 

I don't feel like we ever get any training on how to use the classroom technology. We 

walk into a classroom and have to figure it out. Many rooms have different systems or set 

ups. More instructions in the classrooms would be useful. 

Faculty 

Some professors seem to have issues with understanding how to use the equipment in 
the class 

Grad 

Rooms need to be checked regularly (weekly) that all equipment works. I had an issue 

with microphones that screwed up a class (Mossman 202). Meeting rooms in Mossman 

(e.g., 404) need to have all hardware to allow for Zoom meetings. Some are now missing. 

Faculty 

I can't believe that at a University like UT classrooms do not have a desktop. I've worked 
at other institutions and all the rooms had a desktop, here I have to carry the laptop from 
one building to another all day. 

Faculty 

I have had issues in this area. Faculty are not trained regarding how to use classroom 

technology and the microphone needed for students who are hard of hearing often has 

dead batteries or doesn't work properly. 

Faculty 

OIT really needs more direct support staff who can respond quickly to a trouble call in the 
room. 

Staff 

The computer lab in Biosystems Engineering & Soil Science room 276 needs a document 

camera. Also, for the time that we are still doing online teaching, we need document 

cameras that can be used as webcams. I use a CamLink HDMI to USB converter to use my 

document camera as a webcam. But I had to buy it out of my own budget. 

Faculty 

Having simpler integration of classroom tech with zoom Faculty 

I did not have time to learn many of the e-features of my classrooms. I am just too busy 

and too far behind on too many other mundane tasks. Just whatever I can figure out 

easily must suffice. Hopefully students still have their brain with them to learn. 

Faculty 

My home experience this year has been so much better than my classroom experience, I 
am dreading the return to campus! 

Staff 

make sure projectors and video camera for recording lectures work UG 

Especially during online learning, equipping more classrooms with video systems to 

record/broadcast lectures would be really helpful. My professors just set up their laptops 

with zoom while also lecturing in person but it can be difficult to hear and follow. 

UG 

Do not ask us to teach ourselves how to do things. Show us, and be respectful of our 

time. 

Faculty 
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the large screen monitor in my design studio (4th floor A+A Building) has been very useful 

for teaching during studio class 

Faculty 

As long as the projection system is working fine, the technology is excellent. However, 

sometimes it acts up, and having people able to come by quickly to help out is very 

important. 

Faculty 

I teach a hybrid course where I have students both in-person and online. The ability to 

zoom is helpful, but the technology in the rooms in which I teach are not helpful and 

often hurt student experience. For example, we were told a webcam would be set up to 

allow students to see the entirety of the whiteboards and teaching space. However, the 

webcams either did not work (perhaps due to user error- a complicated process) or were 

placed in such a way that the view was obstructed. Additionally, online students often 

complain of not being able to hear questions from in-person students over zoom. There 

are microphones in the classrooms, but no indication of how to connect them to the 

computer or to the webcam. 

Grad 

We're still on wired connections and digital projectors. We should be able to bounce to 

screens. The podiums are awkward and at odds with pedagogical best practices. 

Faculty 

CON Lower level classrooms (1??) technology does not always work well but hey this was 
over a year ago so cannot say currently. 

Faculty 

AMB room 210 the projector at times twitches and makes it hard to read. It is also small 
compared to the size of the room. 

UG 

The cynap systems don't seem to work as intended. Cameras are in strange places that 

make them less useful for things like board work or slides and don't seem to be 

adjustable. 

Faculty 

Ensure that site staff are knowledgeable about the various problems that occur in the 

tech-dependent classroom 

Faculty 

I think just quality of ways to get the class envolved would improve this. Using Kahoot or 

other interactive polls and the like. 

UG 

Never being taught how to use the simulcast technology made teaching exhausting and 

students definitely received lower quality of teaching because of it. 

Grad 

Some hybrid classes where students can come FTF and via zoom have been hard. It 

should be all or none. 

Grad 

why would we go to class once a week if covid is contagious for over a week-long? either 

make it regular or none at all. 

UG 

Tickle building classes, for a hybrid system, there could be more devices ready (eg 

displays, better webcams, and microphones) so the class interactions between in-person 

and online could be enhanced. 

Grad 
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It would be great if we had a system to "contract" Mike Berger's team to do an exact 
install of the nationalized classrooms into college maintained classrooms to keep the 
technology the same across campus. 

Staff 

Our classroom space in the Conference Center (and others on campus maybe) may need 

to be equipped and designed better for hybrid/hyflex teaching--maybe conference 

cameras and multiple projectors--one for Zoom students to be projected and another for 

teacher's laptop/document camera. Also that means better sound systems, microphones 

so that both Zoom students and F2F students can listen and speak. I'm part of a group 

hoping to join classrooms from around the world, so if we can get our initiative off the 

ground, we would like these kinds of classroom setups on campus to make the 

experience successful. 

Staff 

I have taught large classes in many classrooms across campus, and you never know if the 
technology is going to work or not. 

Faculty 

Better IT support when things go wrong. Faculty 

The Cynap technology is great when it works. Due in part perhaps to hardware and 

software updates, I help from OIT when I go in a new room to teach or when I haven't 

taught in a room for a while because my laptop won't connect without adjusting settings 

either in Cynap or on my laptop. 

Faculty 

HBC 213 Faculty 

Every year the technology in classroom seems to change. Staff 

Ensuring classrooms have working projectors UG 

Require instructors to be trained with the delivery system in the event the Distance 

Learning tech room assistant is not present. 

Staff 

Having clear instructions to access microphone, desktop, and video of the class in person 

and on zoom 

Grad 

Learning on Zoom is not ideal for learning, regardless if a teacher is skilled at using it or 
not. It really happens too often when a class'll get cancelled, a teacher will drop out of 
class due to technical difficulties, and technical problems that slow class start time that 
have made learning hard. I'd like teachers to learn how to use the technology or for it to 
be simpler so I can get an education. 

UG 

Wider reach of online access using school wifi UG 

Canvas and zoom work well for me. Faculty 

A better microphone system is needed in classrooms that use HyFLex teaching so that 

student who attend remotely can hear the class discussion. 

Faculty 

Nothing beats in person classroom for masters level engineering courses Grad 
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Morgan hall 226. When you stand in front you have to stay in the center of the front as 

the lights from the projectors are blinding if you move to one side or the other. 

Projectors like the one in mh 212b close to the screen should be much better 

Faculty 

Professors are not well trained in Zoom UG 

More technologies like adobe creative cloud available to students, taught in 

classroom/lab setting instead of having to use linkedin learning videos to teach ourselves 

in design classes. This is specifically a problem in ADVT 310 

UG 

College of nursing conference room on first floor - cannot remember room number - 

"smart podium" is always a challenge. Never seems to work as effectively as say, room 

201. ??inferior equipment? 

Faculty 

I taught a class in HMC 101 and it was a little frustrating that no one from OIT was able to 

help with the technology in that room when we called them. 

Staff 

I never could figure out how to get cynap to work, even after training. I think I would 
need someone in the classroom with me the first time. 

Faculty 

Our department (theatre) has many rooms that are department specific because of what 

we do. But because of this, we often have to provide our own equipment. Though they 

might not be shared classrooms, the students and faculty still need equipment - such as a 

projector and monitor. I would like to see this change. One room in particular is AMB 

209. Another is our Conference Room, 206 McClung Tower. There are other rooms as 

well. 

Staff 

Not sure... but Cynap doesn't seem to be it. Faculty 

Having to lug a laptop from room to room complicates instruction, hunting for adapters, 

etc. Can you not put machines capable of running the basic instructional apps (for me, 

browsers and powerpoint) into the standard classroom setup? 

Faculty 

microphones Grad 

Access to technology *that works consistently* seems to be spread inequitably across 

campus buildings. For instance, teaching in Mossman vs. JHB is a vastly different 

experience as far as technology availale 

Grad 

HSS could have bette technology installed UG 

Is it too much to expect that the AV system actually work? This is a campus wide 
problem. With the new USB-C ports Apple uses, and the fact that many of us use Apple, 
OIT needs to make sure that they work with the AV presentation system. OIT support in 
one instance was absolutely terrible. I couldn't get my apple laptop to project with my 
UT-supplied dongle, and the OIT support guy who arrived told me, literally, "Apples are 
for eating." This is unacceptable. 

Faculty 
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Classrooms are poorly outfitted. I have never seen a worse University. I have to take my 

computer to class and hook it up and work it. There should be a computer in each room 

and i just mail my file or bring a jump drive. 

Faculty 

There are no classrooms or meeting spaces anymore and I hate using zoom. UG 

Cynap systems are very frustrating. Zoom works poorly (audio and video problems), the 

UI is difficult to use, the mouse cursor isn't visible on the projector, scrolling windows like 

web browsers is unnecessarily difficult. 

Staff 

The Haslam in class technology is exceptional. It does what I need. Faculty 

In AA classrooms, when something goes wrong, I have to call OIT because the cabinets 

are locked and I can't reset the equipment. Having standard adapters in place would 

really help. 

Faculty 

Hearing that projectors don't work with a Mac system update that was already out for a 
month was troubling. Smart boards have also been a problem to use (despite me being 
savvy with computers, programming, debugging issues, etc.) 

Faculty 

At my previous institution (big state university), there were specialists assigned to each 

classroom building during peak hours so that if you had a technology issue, you had a 

number that IMMEDIATELY connected you with that specialist, and they would be in your 

classroom and fixing the problem in no more than ten minutes. 

Faculty 

I once missed a lecture early on because of zoom-bombing, in this case pornography. 
After that passwords were required. It is possible to include the password in the URL for a 
zoom meeting but not too many people know how to url encode the password. It makes 
it a little easier for legitimate participants to do this. 

Staff 

The Cyper system did not work nor was there a tech/rep to help solve it- we simply went 

without and used a personal laptop to monitor teaching- again no response from OIT 

despite waiting in a classroom for two hours. If this was a overflowing toilet- would I have 

had to wait two hours for facility services- I DOUBT IT! 

Faculty 

VolShop Conference Room Staff 

In the past y'all "enhanced" systems but in the process removed functions like being able 

to write directly on a powerpoint slide. This made teaching a great deal harder. 

Faculty 

This is not OIT's decision, but there are rooms where the screen goes over the only board 
in the classroom. 

Faculty 
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Additional training for faculty about how to maximize use of available, existing 

technology (ex. breakout rooms on zoom, screen sharing, audio options etc.) would make 

a huge difference. Additionally, moving forward options for hybrid online and in-person 

course participation would be nice to have. I believe these options exist now but I'm not 

sure how much they are being utilized or how effective they are as currently 

implemented. I know that one course last semester I was a part of attempted to utilize it 

but did not due to difficulty implementing. 

Grad 

If I call OIT the reply time to get someone in to look at our projector is fantastic. However, 
they often tell us what is wrong (old projector, no long able to be focused, using the 
wrong type of computer) yet the report does not follow up to the person in charge of 
that or responsible for keeping up with these. To my knowledge at least. Honestly I don't 
find crazy tech very helpful, at least in low level courses. Modeling technology is of course 

Faculty 

useful, but that can displayed with a computer hooked up to a projector/smartboard. I'm 
pretty classic, and mostly enjoy lectures given with a whiteboard marker and powerpoint 

slides. 

UG 

When I've had problems with projection equipment--before COVID--it has generally 

taken a very, very long time to get them fixed. It would be really helpful to be able to 

schedule an appointment at a classroom and to have technicians show up on time. 

Faculty 

Cynap is terrible and should be replaced. Didn't work half the time last semester with 
problems varying from no audio to no airplay to console. Doesn't play nice with Zoom 
this semester. For example, classroom camera turns off when changing screen share. 
That doesn't happen on my laptop which is perfectly capable of broadcasting both 
simultaneously. In fact, I would be better off teaching from home than doing it from the 
classroom. 

Faculty 

See previous comment about audio with HBB 303 N/A 

AMB 32- have had massive issues with Cynap and my laptop. Request was put in during 

first week of class, received ZERO assistance from OIT and no contact other than a follow-

up survey asking how y'all did. 

Grad 

Bailey Education Complex, CEHHS Grad 
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TC5b -What is OIT doing well with the support of technology enhances the 

instruction and learning experience when teaching in a university classroom or 

meeting space? If referencing a specific classroom or meeting space, please include 

building name and room number. 
90 Responses 

 

Having to connect through CYNAP just to use the document camera with Zoom is not 

helpful. I do neither need nor want the features of CYNAP. I would rather not have those 

features. 

Faculty 

the College of Nursing has dedicated IT professionals that assist us with our classrooms in 

the building and they are excellent 

Faculty 

ITES/TEC does a wonderful job of responding effectively to users' needs. Staff 

Same as previous. Staff 

Multi media tools are available in all the classrooms. All the classes I have been through are 

well organized and ready to be used 

Grad 

Providing students with all access to Zoom for longer meeting times. Grad 

COSC 130 is great with technology but it is hard at times to understand with the light 

coming into the room and hitting the screens. 

UG 

keep doing what you are doing Staff 

Oit is doing a great job. Staff 

Brehm large theater classrooms Staff 

When I taught in the Student Union during fall, the technology support was phenomenal. 
Someone was there every class period to make sure everything was set up and working. 
My coinstructor and I had some problems with the Cynap in Nursing 103 a few weeks ago 
and someone came quickly to help us (the whole system was broken and he couldn't fix it 
on the spot but we moved to 105). I am currently having an issue with the Cynap in BEC 
425 but have not reported it yet. 

Faculty 

All of my in person classes have had great use of technology to help with notes and lesson 

plans. 

UG 

GEE DART team has been outstanding in accommodating our offsite locations and video 

requirements 

Faculty 

They have plenty of equipment UG 

No one is really on campus anymore so there is not much they can do Grad 
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In Haslam, technology available is good UG 

Zoom pro options Grad 

Follow up at least twice with known issues to ensure they were not repeated. Professors 
are human too - if it doesn't seem like asking for help fixes the problem, they stop asking. 
They find a way to limp around the issue, which takes a lot away from the learning 
experience. Professors get impatient with the interruptions and if they found a way to 
make things 'work' might not even be in a hurry to invite available help. Please have tech 
support ask them to detail their satisfaction with the layouts. 

UG 

Providing overall good internet access. UG 

Love the additional technology brought to campus over the summer to support us coming 

back to campus. 

Grad 

The upgrades in the Comm building seem to have made users happy. Staff 

The video conferencing systems in the conference rooms work great. Faculty 

I usually teach in Haslam Business and have no issues with technology in 

that building. 

Staff 

All you really need is a projector,and document cam UG 

The video and Cynap technology in Mossman 102 was great, but in Mossman 210, I had to 

run Zoom off my own laptop. The trainings over Zoom before the fall semester on Cynap in 

the classroom were extremely helpful. 

Faculty 

Before semester, being able to have a consultation with OIT help in classroom was great in 

preparing to teach hybrid, simultaneous classes. 

Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

Things usually work - that is so nice! UG 

The projector interface system is clear. Faculty 

Most of my experiences in a physical classroom setting have been in Hessler, Ayres, and 

Haslam. Tech support in the classroom has been pretty good. I feel like I have what I need 

to present/lecture and collaborate with students well even if it's somewhat dated 

technology. 

Staff 

All been good. Keeping everything working and service comes fast UG 

I was in BGB classrooms mostly, and the equipment, used by too many people, was always 

screwing up. 

Faculty 

I have found the options in rooms in which I teach to be sufficient and flexible (Cynap, doc 
cam, projectors) so that I can try a variety of approaches, and that's what we need. 

Faculty 
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My classes are online and always have been to this point so this is not an issue for me. 

However, I have gone through OIT training previously about what is available and it seems 

quite helpful for on campus instructors. 

Grad 

Responsiveness when I need support Faculty 

Adding video conferencing capabilities to all classrooms was essential and overdue. I 

strongly recommend this capability be enhanced and maintained as a "standard" feature. 

It's an amazing resource for being able to connect in expert guest lecturers, etc, etc. 

Faculty 

OIT does well when it keeps all UTK classroom podiums in good working conditions. All 
needs constant check. Microphones, connectors, cables, appropriate batteries, projectors' 
light bulbs all of it almost always work, etc,. That is very good for us. 

Faculty 

Haslam and Stokely Management Center Faculty 

The classrooms in Haslam are quite good Faculty 

Everything else is done well. Faculty 

Most of the time, the systems work well and without problems. But the few times when 
things fail are really annoying. 

Faculty 

When I have gotten a person; the OIT team is very knowledgeable and able to address my 

concerns right away. 

Faculty 

Cynap seems to work well in Bu 555. I had a very helpful consultation with Rachael Stanley 

before the Sp21 semester started. 

Faculty 

Strong hall is always tech friendly. UG 

Creating tickets and usually will send someone to the classroom while the issue is 
happening. 

Faculty 

Quickly shifting to allow class streaming at all. Students now don't have to miss class 

because they are feeling a little under the weather, which can only help their overall 

education. OIT figured out how to make that happen very quickly, and that's awesome. 

Staff 

Quick to respond to issues and makes efforts to improve when suggestions or concerns are 
brought up. 

Grad 

If you call in, people will help you. Faculty 

Instruction cards of how to deal with some situations in the room (podium) are very useful. Faculty 

OIT has handled all of the new installs for classrooms for Covid-19 restrictions very well. 

We appreciate everything that OIT has done. 

Staff 
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Everything is good Grad 

OIT continues to upgrade the equipment in each classroom. The Cynap is a barely adequate 

substitute for a classroom computer. You really need to look at other control systems like 

Crestron. These can do what is needed at a lower cost. 

Staff 

Quick response when needs arise Faculty 

I think OIT has done a good job of slowly making more classrooms technologically friendly 

and accessible for the students and instructor. 

Grad 

There's way more technology than I could possibly use. Faculty 

Occasionally I have called OIT when my classroom technology is not working. They have 

always either been able to walk me through a resolution over the phone or appeared to fix 

it within a very short period of time. 

Faculty 

Having people who can come in person to fix systems (when classes meet in person) is 

important. 

Faculty 

I have been using 268 BESS LAB Building in 2020 and 2021. The teaching systems have 

worked very well 

Faculty 

Issue is when we have a problem it is usually for first section at 8am in morning and cannot 

be quickly resolved for first student section. This is an issue for faculty. 

Faculty 

Providing up-to-date equipment Faculty 

Allows use of kahoot and polls UG 

Access to zoom has been helpful. Grad 

Working with Mike and his team is very easy in the buildings we are located. I appreciate 
his team and the work they do. 

Staff 

This area has been the one I've experienced that least issue with, thank you for making 
education during COVID possible! 

Grad 

The extremely fast and visionary purchase and installation of hardware this past year to 

enable more rooms to record and/or display information. 

Faculty 

The few times I've had technical issues, UT IT was readily available to remedy same Faculty 

The classroom tech is easy to use. Staff 

Training of the Distance Learning tech assistants. Staff 

Cameras to zoom on in each classroom always have been available for my classes. BU555 

has a good setup with a camera on the professor and another on the screen. 

UG 
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excellent service Faculty 

Upgrades in classroom Faculty 

Generally, very responsive to updating technology needs for teaching - e.g. room 201 And 

providing support 

Faculty 

Many options. Thanks for that. Faculty 

Most classrooms have equal setups including the rooms in HPER (31A and B) that is 

appreciative because those rooms have typically been behind other academic spaces, such 

as HSS 

Staff 

All classes except in the Business school Faculty 

Upgrading the equipment in the TECs. Staff 

In the fall semester one of my professors needed a lot of help teaching online and there 

was always someone from OIT in the classroom with him until he was able to navigate 

independently. That was really helpful! 

Grad 

In the Haslam College of Business, the way lectures and labs were recorded (even before 
current events) has always been helpful for me. 

UG 

Help is quite responsive. Faculty 

JHB just needs better classrooms and setup. I teach in the JHB 24A lab and the ceiling is too 

low! 

Faculty 

Support has gotten better in that when you call, someone typically shows up eventually to 

fix the problem and you're not shifted from one person to another to another while you're 

trying to also teach a class. 

Faculty 

room 210 Mossman, and room 102 Jessie Harris Faculty 

Everything is sufficient Staff 

The classroom technicians have really improved the availability of online instructions and 

documentation for troubleshooting specific locations and equipment. Well done! 

Staff 

I have been using Cynap to teach both in-person and online simultaneously. I’m impressed 
at the reliability of the system. 

Faculty 

internet use only for me. support: excellent Grad 

More transparency when OIT is called in for issues that can then be used as evidence for 
technology based upgrades. 

Faculty 

I think its all good fam UG 
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Provide the support of technology and make-up progressively to the classrooms so looks 

better as the environment of classrooms at Haslam Business Building, Students Union, and 

Strong Building. 

Grad 
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ST1a -How can OIT improve getting timely resolution of technology problems that I 

am experiencing? 
122 Responses 

 

I sent my laptop for repairs in September and am still using a loaner laptop 7 months later. Faculty 

The only issue I've had is the delay while generating a support ticket. Providing a rapid 
response pool that can address issues and document after the fact would eliminate this 
issue. The Helpdesk tries, but the latency due to scripted dialogue is an obvious issue. 

Staff 

Because I work in Student Life, I would prefer to have direct access to Student Life support 
team, rather than being required to go through OIT general service approach. 

Staff 

You are doing great just hire employees to work at night and on weekends please! Staff 

Make it easier to put in a ticket for an issue Staff 

I always say that if support response is going to take longer than 24 hours, give the user 
some kind of timeframe that is reasonable. It doesn't have to be 100% accurate, but giving 
the user something is better than letting support requests go unanswered for days. 

Staff 

Stop closing tickets before the issue is resolved. Faculty 

Overall, I've been impressed with OIT's response time. I usually hear from someone within 

24-48 hours if I have a non-critical issue. 

Grad 

My problem with lack of pop3/OAuth support is over a year old, and has been swept under 

the rug 

Faculty 

More support on the weekend from the OIT hotline. Staff 

Cannot get help outside 8-5 M-F Staff 

Hiring more people would help I think. There is sometimes a 2 day time lag for questions I 

need answers to in the same day. I experience a lag in response to tickets. 

Faculty 

It's hard to get help asap. Usually have to send an email. Staff 

Help me better describe my needs and have time to follow through to fix them Faculty 

Finally get the Adobe expert to contact me - it has been several weeks since I talked to OIT. Faculty 

Respond faster Grad 

I had sent in a request for a laptop while mine was broken and I never got an email or any 
update on when I would get one. I do also understand that there were a lot of students 
asking for laptops and that there were not enough laptops to go around at any given time. I 
think more open and consistent communication would have alleviated the issue. 

UG 
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I am unsure if this is available but maybe having a chat feature on the OIT UTK website Grad 

Maybe twice I was not able to receive resolution to my situation immediately. To me twice 
is very good. 

Staff 

Wait times can be too long. Faculty 

more expertise in integrating alternative platforms Faculty 

Possibly incorporate some of the feedback from users into redesigning some systems for 

better technology interfaces. 

Faculty 

Screen viewing computer OIT to desk top added screen comm. for hearing impaired. Staff 

Sometimes waiting more than 24 hours for assistance slows progress significantly. Grad 

Remote support is less good than the in-person support was on campus UG 

Train staff in hardware and software solutions. One person with knowledge would facilitate 

faster responses than being transferred to multiple team members. Add after hours tech 

help. 

Staff 

Still some lag on getting resolution at times. More than one resource to address issues 

would be good to have. 

Staff 

Chat UG 

Sometimes I never get an answer when I fill out the online form... Staff 

Maybe have a form for students to connect and answer each others questions UG 

Open longer hours Grad 

If we need to set up an appointment with an OIT person, it would be nice if there was a 

pre-filled appointment app we could go to and just click on the available time that was 

good for us, instead of emailing back and forth trying to find a time to meet. 

Staff 

Enhance the chat feature. Staff 

Make step by step documents explaining it, so we don't have to wait on the phone on hold UG 

send in person tech to try to correct issue Staff 

Lost in the queue. No follow up. I have had to call out multiple times as if my ticket had 
been forgotten. When my ticket has been dealt with, ut is fast and helpful 

Grad 

You have to email and then you have to wait for a response then it's usually something you 

already tried and it's just back and forth. I you call you have to wait for every to get a 

person and they may or may not be able to help you. 

Staff 
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having more staff on the Help Desk line during peak periods such as beginning of the 
semester. Add more staff to the 4-9900 group. Especially around the beginning of 
semester, the wait times are excessive. Keeping them well- trained with optimal resources 
allows them to be as helpful as possible. 

Faculty 

Keeping people with institutional and historical knowledge on staff is also important. Staff 

I have not had any tech issues this semester. In the past, I felt like it was generally well 

managed though. One semester I had issues with my laptop - I usually had to leave it with 

them for a few days to work on. I wish it didn't take so long, but I am glad the service was 

available. And they always straightened it out. 

UG 

Keep up the good work in the Computer Help Desk Faculty 

Mac hardware Repair; this process is a disaster. There is no clear information about the 

process. I’ve been trying since August—the vol shop was closed, I visit in person, I’m told I 

have to create a ticket on line, the online reply tells me I have to go in person. Sometimes 

it’s closed for lunch! It was closed for most of December. I have an in-person ticket created 

Jan 6: so far I’ve had “idagnostics” and then a long wait for warranty approvals. (I had to 

send photos of a “crack”? Why couldn’t the. tech have taken them?) It is now march 5, and 

I still don’t know the status of the repair. At this point, I hear my work was. Approved for 

warrantee. So, now the purchase request is ready for approval, needs to be submitted, will 

be approved, the order submitted, the parts arrived, and then I will get a call? Faculty 

repairs should go to the front of the queue---this affects the teaching mission. This is 

frustrating. Is this run by OIT or VolShop or Apple? Either way, it is poor. 

Faculty 

Better troubleshooting/service over email and phone related to hardware. Most of the 
people I've worked with on actual hardware problems seem highly stressed and kind of 
short with me or just not trained well in how to work with people. I've waited a week to 
two weeks for things that should really take a few days. 

Staff 

Make it even faster UG 

have some people work outside of business hours so that students can get help if they 

need it. classes and homework don’t just stop at 5pm because OIT is closed. 

UG 

Great for classroom fails and class tech. Some of the other items just take longer or lack a 

work-around for research. 

Faculty 

I honestly don't know how you can ensure that the in-class technology is ready to go at the 

beginning of each class. Even a rapid response to an emergency request, say 15 minutes, 

too often is long enough to totally screw a class lesson. 

Faculty 

Sometimes it takes more than one contact to get the item corrected, but not very often. Staff 

Testing the operative status of classroom systems before the semester starts and 

periodically through the semester. Its frustrating when batteries expire in the middle of a 

class period. 

Faculty 
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More staff to increase response times Faculty 

They never arrive on time. Specially if one is teaching at the same moment one calls them. Faculty 

Prioritize (and publicize the prioritization) of folks who are having issues while classes are 

happening, as opposed to before/after the fact. 

Faculty 

staff are often unfamiliar with mac platforms Faculty 

I dont typically have significant tech problems, and have several backup options when I do 
so I am not too pressed when "I have a problem". However I have noticed somewhat of a 
slow-down with response from the helpdesk on a couple of questions that I had (one the 
prior mentioned question about how to install Microsoft addin find time for a mac running 
Outlook email, it took a few days to just tell me it wouldnt work. I pretty much had that 
figured out by the time i receive the response!). Otherwise response time has been 
acceptable. 

Faculty 

Ensure all parties with interest are kept in the loop throughout the solution 

implementation. I waited 2 weeks for a reply to an email inquiring about the EDD of my 

replacement laptop. I had been cut out of the loop when the latest EDD had been 

communicated. 

Staff 

With the new OIT ticketing system, I don't seem to get a verification that the issue was 
addressed even though it was (especially classroom technology) 

Faculty 

When you go on the OIT website and send an email, they take a really long time to get back 

to you. There are some issues that I do not need to go all the way there and I feel can be 

fixed online but they sometimes will never get back to me which makes it hard to fix my 

issue 

UG 

Nearly all of my Help Desk experience is wonderful. There are times when it seems that a 
different question is being answered than the one I asked, so perhaps read more carefully. 
But those get resolved, just with more back and forth. 

Faculty 

Quicker response on some tickets. I know that is a hard ask with so many issues from 

across all stakeholders, but some tickets feel like they take forever to resolve. 

Faculty 

The staff that helps you remotely should do more than just try the same fix found on 
Google time and again. For example a staff member spent hours on my computer over two 
days, installed a software on my pc against my instructions, did not solve the problem, and 
told me I should receive an email from some expert within days, which never happened. 
From now on I will either solve problems on my own or give up. Worst case  scenario I will 
ask OIT personnel for specific instructions and then I do it on my own, because looking up 
on Google is something I know how to do, and messing up with my computer is something I 
know how to avoid. 

Grad 

Work with providers such as Cengage/WebAssign to diagnose issues with Lock Down 

Browser and online exam problems. 

Grad 
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took 2 weeks for OIT to call me back UG 

Actually responding to me would be an improvement Staff 

Every OIT supported room need to have info on how common issues can be resolved. Also, 

in case the issue persist, it should have a direct phone number to be called. 

Faculty 

Resolution is quick for minor issues, but there is not a lot of support for bigger needs and 

problems, such as recommendations for effective solutions not provided by OIT 

Faculty 

Do not teach Staff 

Network printing is usually our biggest problem. Now that you control the print servers 
these print-related tickets should not be automatically forwarded to the college 

Staff 

Perhaps devoting more resources. I'm not sure if there are enough people on the Archibus 
OIT team but there have been numerous tickets in the queue since going live with new 
version in Sep 2020 and issues are still not working correctly for the modules I use. 

Staff 

Most tech issues are in house with the Volshop. having dedicated personnel makes that 

work better. 

Staff 

Occasionally there hasn't been a satisfactory solution for a problem I'm having (though 

typically due to limitations from OIT licensed software, not something OIT could just fix) 

Faculty 

One. Call. Resolution. Staff 

The wait time can sometimes be over 30 minutes UG 

Provide Canvas support after hours and on weekends. Faculty 

It really is important that the OIT hotline keep having strong support. I use it more than 

anything else. You have good people on the support desk, and they are the people I use 

more than anyone! 

Faculty 

Have more support on the weekends and evening, particularly for Canvas Faculty 

Not much. Only put an 8 because there is always room for improvement UG 

improve the wifi. And quit having access to our entire computer like the USSR in the 50s, 

privacy is a thing and UT doesn't respect it. 

UG 

response has been timely and accurate Staff 

OIT help desk is awesome! Very nice and helpful. Staff 

Once, my question was routed to someone who was out of the office for the week. Track 

personnel better. 

Faculty 

The times I have submitted a help desk ticket (for minor issues), I never received a 

response 

Grad 
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In difficult times, OIT is dealing with a high call volume. It is easier for me to send an email 

or use an online form, than to call. 

Staff 

Continually train staff on digital and distance learning options. Staff 

the few times i have needed help, OIT was "not accepting tickets", which is an issue when 
your professor explicitly tells you to have them help you set something up 

UG 

We sometimes need to have issues resolved when it comes to reporting that goes through 

argos. at times we find that your office is experiencing high volume creating a delayed 

response. It's not significant but could be improved 

Staff 

Assign more dedicated OIT persons to each area of campus. Barb Green does great but 
sometimes her schedule is full or overbooked. There should be someone else you can 
assign. For instance, she does not know as much about One Drive vs SharePoint....she 
should be able to forward that request to a dedicated person who handles those two 
things. Barb does a great job but we always feel like she needs more help on the Ag 
campus. 

Staff 

Is a major hassle having to drag equipment into that Hall in the middle of campus. Pain to 

park, hike all over campus, etc. 

Staff 

answer the phone Staff 

I have problems with my personal equipment and with university equipment. It's all such a 
hassle to get things fixed. 

Faculty 

Wait on the phone a while at times. Staff 

Resolve them faster? What else could it be? Faculty 

Better trained individuals Staff 

Timely is sometimes a problem Faculty 

Frustrating at times for Staff to be funneled into the support queues with everyone else. Staff 

For some tech issues (SAS and other "niche" products), it seems impossible to get 

immediate help. This is a challenge when we are working remotely. 

Grad 

I once dropped of my laptop to be fixed. A few hours later they emailed me to say they 

couldn't fix it. That would have been good to know before I gave it to OIT. 

UG 

Making sure help desk staff understand what help is being requested Staff 

Clarifying how many levels of support exist might help communication around ticket status Faculty 

depends on the OIT person who is responding. Faculty 

Better support staff and training for those staff Faculty 
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When issues are sent up the chain of command, some follow through from higher ups 
would be good...I had a zoom bomb issue that was never addressed... 

Faculty 

Honestly, it depends on the problem. I understand that some problems are complicated, 

but the tendency is to do the minimum, tell you that the problem is resolved, and then 

require you to bring the system back again and again and again until OIT determines that, 

say, Dell forgot to physically install half the memory. 

Faculty 

Keeping the OIT techs up to date on issues and programs Staff 

pre-test various configurations that professors use. There are a lot of Macs on campus and 

there seems to be frequent special handling required to make them work properly. 

Staff 

call backs days late Faculty 

It would help greatly to expand the HelpDesk staff's ability to provide some Canvas 

support. 

Staff 

weekend and after business hours support. Faculty 

Timely resolution is challenging when you go down a rabbit hole of being redirected to a 

person why might can solve a problem. Ie: we can't fix this, contact this person from the 

company for support. Have solutions on hand to common problems in university-used 

programs if you can. 

UG 

Be timely in solving issues or providing services that aren't fixed in a quick chat. I'd love to 
have the option to  upload screenshots to the chat platform. 

Staff 

one area of weakness I see is when one of my users has a confusing issue or is 

misunderstanding instructions. usually a quick Zoom call will fix the issue (or at least help 

them understand it). I am happy to do this as Dept IT but it leaves them frustrated with OIT 

sometimes and less willing to call the next time. 

Staff 

Have a response available at all time. People work early am and late in evenings. When 
system is down, no response. Not on website. 

Staff 

Team of specially trained OIT reps to work with low-tech students. Grad 

OIT computer help being open later on friday would be nice, but honestly I haven't found 
the OIT help desk's hours to ever be a problem for me. 

UG 

Actually, help a student when they need help and not get back to them in 3-5 business days UG 

Fix the phone line. UG 
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Have competent staff with Help Desk. Chat is abysmal. I understand that they are trying to 

deal with multiple users at the same time, which may be part of the problem. I have spent 

over an hour at a time trying to get an answer, when the consultant can't remember what 

I've already said and clearly doesn't know the answer and then give inaccurate information. 

Consultants should focus on giving good info and not taking time with social niceties (e.g., 

happy to help you, have a good day--especially annoying after a bad experience with the 

consultant). 

N/A 

Actually respond to service requests for instructors Grad 

Provide and put the instruction handbook in the classroom. Grad 
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ST1b -What is OIT doing well with getting timely resolution of technology problems 

that I am experiencing? 
211 Responses 

 

quick response Staff 

Everything I have experienced so far has been excellent UG 

I always have great service w/OIT Staff and very impressed with the service working 

remotely as well. 

Staff 

the live zoom option for getting help with canvas is excellent Faculty 

Issues that don't require immediate intervention have been handled well. I'm not a fan of 

ticketing systems, but understand the usefulness of such tools for people who are less than 

capable of managing their own work, as well as the metrics provided to supervisors that 

have no direct interest in their subordinates' work. 

Staff 

I've been impressed by the quick response during a busy time. Thank you! Faculty 

Quick responses and personal meetings via Zoom Grad 

The OIT Telephone services team is exceptional. I've had great experiences with the OIT 

help desk as well. 

Staff 

OIT is always helpful and prompt Staff 

The two OIT Staff that service our area are great! Staff 

The OIT department is well trained and very knowledgeable when it comes to any issues 

that occur. They are quick to get things solved so work can resume, and they follow up to 

ensure they completed the task. 

Staff 

OIT has been incredibly receptive and worked to resolve any issues by phone, remotely, or 

in person. 

Faculty 

OIT has always been very helpful-friendly and efficient. Most importantly, I get information 

on the steps they are doing to try to resolve bigger issues to keep me posted. 

Faculty 

Staff is very knowledgeable and responsive. Faculty 

Very good at resolving problems Staff 

I am privileged to get quick support whenever I need help] They have a quick response 

team 

Grad 

Very fast response and resolution with very few exceptions. Faculty 

Incredible response and service Faculty 
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As I mentioned earlier, when I phone in, I always get a direct correct answer to help me. If I 

don't understand, they stay with it, until I do. 

Staff 

I really like the new ticketing system that lets me track updates from OIT and respond via 

comments. Very handy! 

Staff 

I feel that you are quick to respond and are most helpful when we have a problem. It is 
harder when you are based off campus to get an IT person on site. 

Staff 

I've been happy with the support when needed. My requests to athletics It have been quick 
and if it needs to be addressed by campus IT which has been rare I've been happy 

Staff 

Responding to me quickly. Grad 

quick & easy to get in touch with and quick to help Staff 

In your office, John Morgan did an outstanding job this past year in giving support and 

helping with updates or other problems. He deserves special recognition for this excellent 

level of service. 

Faculty 

You provide a lot of options for communications preferences, and have always been timely 

in helping me and my team resolve issues 

Staff 

They respond very quickly to emails and are very helpful over the phone and in person UG 

Excellent job with everything I call about. Staff 

I have had good experiences with OIT in resolving technology problems. The staff appear to 

be knowledgeable and willing to help with any problems I encounter. 

Faculty 

I LOVE the OIT help desk, they are excellent! Faculty 

I used them the other day in my role as classroom producer. Ken was great and arrived 

really quickly...just several minutes. 

Staff 

Help Desk Support has been amazing!! Staff 

OIT is extremely responsive and helpful Staff 

Once connected and working on the problem, this year, was met with knowledgeable 
competent staff at OIT on the help line to accommodate my situation or find out the 
answer. I recall being put on hold one time for less than 1 minute for an answer. 

Staff 

 Response time is always good!! Staff 

Zoom chat is great. Faculty 

Cody and James are very quick to respond and take care of any issues that I have. Excellent 

Staff. Remotely accessing my computer. 

Staff 
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Every time I communicate with OIT personnel, my technology problems are addressed 

quickly and adequately. 

Faculty 

Courteous, patient, and knowledgeable help desk tech. Staff 

Help desk is great Faculty 

The feature where the OIT person can remotely control the mouse and see your screen is 

very helpful. I have always had success getting my issues resolved. 

UG 

I have emailed with OIT on multiple occasions and even when I had to be referred to 

someone else in order to solve my problem, the whole process was easy and fast 

Grad 

I have experienced very timely responses from OIT! Thank you! Staff 

Support for classroom tech has been fast. Fred Kelly helping with Canvas issues is always 

timely and amazing. 

Faculty 

TCE's OIT has gone above and beyond with my issues and requests. Staff 

I get the support that I need Staff 

On time. And quick. Grad 

You guys are great. I've worked with lots of OIT units in different universities, and you are 

one of the best in my experience 

Faculty 

Most issues are handled in a timely way. Staff 

All tickets have very timely response. Especially appreciate Rochelle Butler. Staff 

Timely and professional Faculty 

Quick phone responses that almost always lead to a solution Staff 

I've always had great experiences UG 

Answering the phone maybe UG 

They respond in a timely manner UG 

Top notch. Staff 

the 4-9900 hotline is excellent and the staff is responsive and can resolve most issues 

efficiently and with minimal or no problems. These workers should be commended-we 

could not operate without their support. Oh- they are also friendly and courteous! 

Faculty 

Nothing--you guys rock!! Always so helpful and I'm so thankful! Faculty 
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They seem to be well staffed Grad 

OIT Staff are usually fairly prompt at responding to inquiries. Staff 

Any time I have called or email OIT, they have answered in a timely manner and followed 

up when necessary. Thank you Matthew and Desiree. 

Staff 

I had a great experience with OIT helping me with my Materia widgets. Robert Tanner 

helped me find some that were lost. 

Faculty 

They answer the phone at a reasonable time UG 

OIT is quick to respond and always fixes my problem in a very timely manner in a language 

that i can understand. 

Staff 

This is a very strong aspect of OIT. The advisors work with you, and if they don't know, they 

ask others. There's a sense of communal support that's palpable from the end-user 

Faculty 

Timely and good service Faculty 

I have had only good experiences with OIT resolving issues Faculty 

quick response when contacted Staff 

Anytime I have an issue, OIT is extremely helpful and it's always in a timely manner. I 

appreciate this very much. 

Faculty 

Y’all rock Grad 

Being readily accessible UG 

The HelpDesk staff are really, REALLY good at their jobs. Staff 

Help Desk staff is always very knowledgeable and friendly. Faculty 

OIT is always able to quickly resolve any issue I may have. Staff 

Very prompt response from OIT to all inquiries for help Staff 

Keeping the staff at 4-9900 well trained and the ability to be patient with non-tech people 

is what I’ve come to expect. Keep it up. 😊 

Staff 

The ability for OIT Staff to remote into our desktop virtually to solve problems for us has 

been amazing! So helpful when doing it on your own just won't suffice. 

Staff 

I have had excellent and timely experiences with OIT support. Grad 

It is a great service to have available, they have always been able to help me. UG 
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You are all doing amazing. Grad 

Your first-line support staff at the desk in the library are shockingly knowledgeable UG 

Computer Help Desk Faculty 

Have always had immediate response when an issue has arisen during class time. Staff 

I love that the OIT can take over my computer and work out the issue during the service 

call. 

Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

You guys are for real the best IT dept I have EVER had to work with. UG 

TICKET system works well. Is sometimes slow. Faculty 

Not much unless I'm calling the main OIT line. Staff 

Everything, had great experiences UG 

immediate information upon request Faculty 

they're already doing a great job, especially in the current environment. i've been very 

impressed. courteous, patient, responsive, good follow-up by staff 

Faculty 

OIT have been excellent in providing timely resolution to any problems experienced, 

especially working from home with complete set up of computer systems. 

Staff 

I have always had good experiences interacting with our OIT help desk and training staff. Faculty 

OIT has always responded quickly whenever I have had an issue. I am very pleased with the 

speed and availability of their services. 

Grad 

You guys are great! Keep it up Faculty 

I almost always get the answer that I need at the first contact. Staff 

LOVE OIT. I appreciate all the work you guys do. Staff 

OIT is responsive when I identify a problem. Faculty 

Amazing support. Prompt helpful response. Amazing follow through. People who are 

friendly, tech-saving, and 125% committed to resolving issues. 

Faculty 
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It seems not possible during the Covid-19 era. Before that, it was possible. Only a few of us 

used document cameras, or laptops, to teach. Now, that everybody is using them, OIT is 

too busy to be in the classroom when one needs them. They come later. They work in 

between class meetings. It works most of the time, but it shouldn't be like that. I do not 

know what is the solution. Still, it was not effective last term. I am not sure about Spring 

2021. 

Faculty 

The ticket system is good, and overall wait times and resolution times are not too shabby. Faculty 

Usually very fast response times! Faculty 

Friendly. Timely responses. Don’t make the user feel stupid. Staff 

Typically getting back to me quickly to know my issue is being addressed, and then quick 

resolution. Not a problem. 

Faculty 

When I call with technology issues with Canvas or outside the classroom technology, OIT 

always exceeds my expectations. 

Faculty 

Always available for call. UG 

I have had nothing but excellent service every time I have had to contact OIT. I am so very 

thankful for their knowledge and support. 

Staff 

As stated earlier, tech support is outstanding. Faculty 

Communicating with instructors when more information is needed to resolve an issue. Faculty 

Very prompt replies for any questions or needs. Faculty 

I rarely have issues but I always get help quickly from either Cody, Stephen or James and 

also the OIT helpdesk. I don't need much in the way of fancy technology for my job. 

Staff 

Like the options for connecting with OIT -- phone, chat or searching for answers on 

website. 

Staff 

The phone support is very effective. Faculty 

The staff is very helpful at problem solving. Staff 

Great response times. My problem (with a university-purchased laptop) was complicated, 

and got very speedy support with it. 

Faculty 

I've had to call OIT a few times while working from home. Each time I've contacted the help 

desk, they have been very helpful and resolved my issues in a timely manner. Also, the staff 

provides good customer service. 

Staff 

Support staff are readily available to help when necessary which is a great Grad 
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I guess OIT is trying... Faculty 

OIT help is very responsive and gets you to the correct person to handle the problem very 

quickly based on the urgency of the problem. Problems that involve teaching students for 

the next class are put at the top of the list. 

Staff 

I have always experienced very rapid responses to any issues I have. That said, I try to 
communicate the level of the issue: Do I need help NOW or is this something to manage 
when there is time for both parties to address it. 

Faculty 

Wait times were a little long at times Staff 

OIT Helpdesk staff are awesome! Faculty 

So many ways to get help - call, chat, email. Whatever works best for you is what you can 

do, and that is great! Scheduling time with techs when a bigger issue presents itself is also 

very helpful. 

Staff 

I get quick responses to my email questions Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

OIT was extremely timely in helping resolve ANY tech issues!! Staff 

OIT is always timely and also kind. I appreciate OIT for this. Faculty 

Help desk staff are incredibly helpful and usually resolve the problem on the call. Follow-

up, if needed, is usually fast and helpful. 

Staff 

I've always gotten extremely quick responses from OIT tickets and I appreciate it. Faculty 

I think having multiple ways of communicating your issue, either by phone, webchat, email, 

or in person provides me with a multitude of options for a quick response on a pressing 

issues if needed. 

Grad 

I probably ask for help from OIT 2-3 times a year and service is always very prompt and 

effective, amazing. 

Faculty 

OIT does a great job with simple things like resetting passwords. Staff 

Your team is fantastic! Staff 

Over the years, I’ve had some pretty crazy IT issues, and the OIT Helpdesk has always been 

prompt, courteous and helpful! 

Faculty 

Helping with routine technical problems related to software, email, etc. Usually the 

technical folks fix them within 10-15 minutes. Most critically, GETTING SOFTWARE SET UP 

ON NEW COMPUTERS! 

Faculty 

When you can connect with an OIT-Canvas representative, they are accommodating Faculty 
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OIT is generally good at responding and walking me through technology issues. Grad 

I have always been impressed with the tech help and overall friendliness Faculty 

Actually has a workable solution when meet. Faculty 

I get excellent and timely support for issues OIT can address Faculty 

I like the performance of the OIT help desk when I contact them. TDX feels like an upgrade. 

LinkedIn learning gives me crash courses right when I need them. 

Staff 

Keep responding. Very knowledgeable in everything UG 

Great job Faculty 

I don't have too many issues thankfully! I know you guys are so busy. I appreciate all you 

do. 

Staff 

the drop-in zoom sessions have been a lifesaver Faculty 

staffing help lines responding to issues Staff Generally quick. Faculty 

Im in west TN and had someone in Knoxville help me after 5 my time. Staff 

Hotline, chat room, use of Bomgar Faculty 

The OIT help desk has NEVER let me down! Faculty 

When I talk to tech, my problem get resolved. Staff 

OIT does well with communicating on OIT student support UG 

Training staff with using digital and distance learning options. Staff 

They have staff on the helpdesk which are knowledgeable of all technology problems and 

have the tools to assist remotely. 

Staff 

Having knowledge staff Grad 

OIT looks at the tickets I submit and are prompt to help with problems. Staff 

very good service Faculty 

Lori Epperson is a gem! Staff 

People have stayed with or escalated to others to help Faculty 

OIT does a great job of providing IT support. Faculty 

Very quick response Staff 
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Generally, respond quickly and efficiently. Have noticed some delays during COVID 

pandemic - which is to be expected and has not impacted my work effectiveness. 

Faculty 

Every time I call they are friendly, helpful and usually solve the problem right then. Staff 

Every problem I have had was addressed to quickly it was astounding. Even when you had 

to send someone to my classroom. 

Faculty 

oit is great!! wish they could help me clean the malware off my personal computer but 

that's unreasonable 

Grad 

The tech folks are pretty good. Staff 

I have had very good response times to the few inquiries I have had while trying to work 

from home. 

Staff 

I've been very impressed by the responsiveness and expertise of OIT support staff Grad 

thanks for providing phone numbers to ask zoom access questions Staff 

After waiting OIT has resolved my problems. Staff 

The two times I needed OIT help, they answered back quickly. UG 

I do not use OIT often for problems, typically I can troubleshoot myself. I can say that 

despite the large need for assistance, I have been informed by my staff that every situation 

has been resolved timely. 

Staff 

Referral to management Staff 

Usually I get a quick response Faculty 

Most of the time, the helpdesk staff can answer questions immediately.  Grad 

Responding to emails/inquiries within a 24-hour business day, offering various 
troubleshooting solutions to make the conversation efficient so there's no back-and-forth 
waiting, and clear instructions. 

UG 

I have never experienced a significant delay in timely resolution of a problem. Faculty 

Once the help desk triage understands the issue/request and routes the response to the 

correct person, resolution is usually terrific--and fast! 

Staff 

I love the chat feature! I have used it many more times as opposed to calling the helpdesk. Staff 

With how crazy the past year was they did a great job staying on top of everything and 

updating everyone on matters. 

Faculty 

OIT has always responded to my emails very quickly and helped resolve my issues quickly. Staff 

Very timely. All my requests (not many) have been promptly and expertly answered. Faculty 
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I can't imagine how you could do better - great work! Faculty 

I really appreciated the support i got from OIT when I couldn't figure out how to convert 

my zoom recording. The IT person figured out a work around to get it converted and I really 

appreciate the help! 

Staff 

The Zoom drop in link was really helpful Faculty 

Kevin Cassidy helped me quite a lot setting up my technology! UG 

Every time I have called OIT for help they have helped me resolve the issue immediately! Grad 

The chat feature is fantastic! Staff 

Never had a problem in the past year. Extremely fast response and down time very 

minimal. 

Staff 

Some of the staff are excellent at troubleshooting and really making sure that problems are 

resolved. Unfortunately, the ones who are not are typically promoted to supervisory 

positions. 

Faculty 

Trying to resolve issues - they try. Staff 

not very much- sadly OIT used to be one of the most respected services on campus- a real 

disappointment New leadership is needed 

Faculty 

For the most part this is positive. I have cell numbers for the assistance of those that I need 

to be in contact with. This helps to expedite issues. 

Staff 

Keep staffing the live call center, please! [OIT team, you do a good job.] Staff 

I am always able to get an answer in some form, either an immediate solution or a 

recommendation for working with a related group and/or resources, in order to provide 

support. 

Staff 

I cannot complain. This semester I had problems requesting movies for a class, and they 

were not delivered. 

Faculty 

people are great. see previous comment about canvas help as exceptional and committed. 

I also loved the 8-5 canvas room in the fall to drop in ... MORE things like this! 

Faculty 

Again, the chat function has been great. Staff 

I lost a document, and OIT helped me find it remotely in just 30 minutes. Most of the time 

was waiting for the next available person, which is understandable. If I had to redo the 

entire document it would have taken hours of work. I am very appreciative of the help I 

received from OIT. 

Staff 

in general, OIT does a great job Staff 
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Service is just incredibly fast and effective. I call from where I am teaching and I get 

immediate assistance. Stellar service! 

Faculty 

excellent feedback and resolutions with certain reps Grad 

Oh my goodness OIT is fantastic. Whether I have called or submitted a ticket online, OIT 

has been prompt, respectful, and extremely helpful. 

Grad 

[Excellent - OIT has only gotten better and more reliable over the years. Thank you.] Faculty 

the help desk being open so often in hodges is great, bc if you're computer breaks you can 

usually immediately get help for it. 

UG 

I have always received timely help from OIT. y'all are always so kind even when it's a very 
specific and narrow problem that takes hours (I've been there) to solve. 

Staff 

I am sure that OIT has been swamped, and I'm grateful that people have been so kind and 

so helpful. I'm also very grateful for the chat option, which allows me to do other things 

while waiting to contact the help desk. 

Faculty 

OIT chat is always prompt, and I know I can get technological problems resolved quickly 
and easily. 

Grad 

Zoom room is helpful. N/A 

The staff for OIT has been wonderful and kind in every interaction I have had. You guys are 
doing awesome! 

UG 

I had trouble with my IP address being blocked, preventing me from accessing the SIS 

website. Dan Greene was quick to respond via email and fixed the problem so that I could 

access the website. This took less than 15 minutes to resolve. Well done! 

Grad 

Once a support person in OIT recognizes they don't know the answer getting someone else 
who can help in a timely manner. 

Staff 

Have answers on hand UG 

I think a 24/7 online help chat would be super useful Grad 
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ST2a -How can OIT improve the support provided by technology support staff who 

have the knowledge to answer my questions? 
80 Responses 

 

sometimes they don't know the programs we use Staff 

When I called about getting cable on my tv the OIT individual was very unhelpful but every 

other time I call OIT is responsive and helpful 

UG 

Ensure that the folks who are to answer questions with software are able to answer the 

more complex questions. 

Faculty 

the general help desk cannot always answer my questions, especially related to mac Faculty 

Getting to the correct person to answer complex questions can be a challenge. These issues 

usually take 3-4 back and forth trips through TeamDynamix before the issue is escalated to 

someone who can help. Occasionally, the person providing the response will only talk to 

internal OIT Staff, and not directly to the end user. This level of separation adds additional 

challenges to these complex issues. 

Staff 

Most of the technology support staff are limited to the PC and Microsoft Word platforms. 

More staff are needed who can support Mac and Linux as well as other software. 

Faculty 

Overall, OIT members have been able to solve/answer any issue I've shared with them. Grad 

pop3 OAuth problems were beyond the abilities or authority of staff who looked into it. Faculty 

More people knowledgeable in Apple products and laptops for those of us who prefer to 

use Apple. 

Staff 

I have a MAC and I find that OIT is more user friendly to other devices. I found OIT to be 

supportive but not very knowledgeable for MAC users having difficulty. 

Grad 

Being a student and staff member is difficult when everything comes to the same email 
inbox. We worked on this issue for three days before I was told there was no way to 
separate it. 

Staff 

You've got some phenomenal staff, but there's also a lot of people who don't seem to 

know much. Often when I go into the help hours, I know more than the first person and we 

waste a lot of time getting the person to understand what I need to do. Thankfully, those 

people eventually call in someone else with more knowledge who can discuss the stuff with 

me. 

Faculty 

Cross-training so answers do not have to wait if someone is out of office or out of contact. Staff 
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Many of the answer to questions I've asked about Zoom, Canvas, etc., have been just plain 
wrong. I end up testing things myself to see how they actually work. Stop giving answers 
that start with "it should..." and start testing things to see what really happens before you 
give answers 

Faculty 

keep the OIT Staff trained to provide support/fixes for problems Staff 

Make sure all employees are knowledgeable on these topics UG 

Have staff from the resources we utilize in closer contact with professors and staff to give 

faster assistance and feedback 

UG 
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ST2b -What is OIT doing well with the support provided by technology support staff 

who have the knowledge to answer my questions? 
138 Responses 

 

The technology support staff has been very patient and helpful the times I have had to 

contact them for assistance. 

Staff 

they are very helpful and try their best to fix the problem Staff 

The help with Canvas is generally excellent. Sometimes the person who first helps me must 

find a more knowledgeable person. 

Faculty 

the dedicated canvas support team is great Faculty 

The staff that refuse to communicate directly to the end user are few, thankfully. Our 

"email admins" have been the worst offenders. So many other issues are resolved with a 

quick phone call to establish clear communication and resolution, which most staff are 

willing to do. 

Staff 

I've been appreciative of responses to my questions, as well as followup if an answer 

involves additional testing or exploration 

Faculty 

If they do not have the answer, they will find someone who does. Faculty 

Staff has always been excellent-and if it was not an area of expertise that they had, put me 

in touch with someone who did! 

Faculty 

Very knowledgeable! People are well trained and easy to work with. Faculty 

I think they are doing very well. They are able to help anytime you fall on them Grad 

Only once have I experienced a situation that wasn't resolved by the first IT contact. Faculty 

Everyone seems to know their business Grad 

Every one that I have talked with on the phone, knows their stuff! Staff 

Always helpful and supportive Staff 

Helping me find the answer even if the first person does not know. Grad 

I have found staff very helpful. Faculty 

They always provide adequate answers to all of my questions UG 

Great day time support - very educated team of employees Staff 
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Staff is excellent if they don't know the answer they get someone to you quickly. Faculty 

Do not know of anything. My opinion is they have done well for my benefit. Staff 

OIT is great aboout finding the right person within their network to help with the problem Staff 

Quick response time! Staff 

You guys do a great job in providing technical support for OIT systems. Faculty 

OIT Staff is very knowledgeable in my experience. Grad 

OIT has generally known what to do as far as I can remember, so I have no instances to 

report. 

UG 

I felt like everyone I have come into contact with is able to answer all of my general 

computer/program questions and concerns 

UG 

They have been excellent! Staff 

I almost always get knowledgeable help when I call or use the OIT support form. Fred Kelly 

is amazingly knowledgeable every time I have a Canvas issue! 

Faculty 

Everyone I've dealt with there has been really helpful Staff 

If the TCE Staff don't have an immediate answer, they will go above and beyond to find an 
answer and fix an issue. 

Staff 

Staff is very knowledgeable Staff 

Many issues can now be addressed with searching the website or help-desk personnel. Staff 

All support staff have been nothing but professional and knowledgeable Faculty 

OIT Staff that work the help desk seem really well trained and experienced. Staff 

They do offer techs that have more knowledge that once you get them you are usually able 

to get your resolved. 

Staff 

They gave helped me with all questions so far UG 

You guys area always so knowledgeable. Currently I have a ticket open with a weird email 

issue that's proving hard to fix. 

Faculty 

All the staff seem to be well educated and knowledgable Grad 

Even when I have a goofy problem, OIT Staff has been patient and helpful. Keep it up! Staff 

Robert Tanner was super knowledgeable about Materia widgets. Faculty 
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Most of them know how to fix the questions UG 

All OIT Staff members are very knowledgeable and helpful. If they do not know the 

resolution of a problem, they find another staff member who can assist me. 

Staff 

Everyone I have ever encountered at OIT has been knowledgeable and friendly. Staff 

Excellent help with SPSS Faculty 

Y’all rock Grad 

Being readily accessible UG 

I usually don’t have difficult questions but someone is always able to help me through 

whatever crisis I have. 

Staff 

support staff are very helpful! Staff 

Even if the person I am speaking with does not know the answer right away, they can get 
me in contact with the person who does almost as fast. 

Grad 

Computer Help Desk staff are skillful, diligent in pursuing resolution and very good in 

working with various personalities and stressors. 

Faculty 

regular office hours Faculty 

Have always had good help when I have submitted issues/questions. Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

Ya'll really know your stuff and if I somehow find something you don't know about it takes 

like all of 5 mins for you to figure it out. 

UG 

The OIT Staff is absolutely great. I can't say enough positives:: I get great assistance from 
Rosie Sasso, Fred Kelly, and Steve Chastain. 

Faculty 

 Any time I've had someone remote in to work with me on something, I've generally had 

the issue resolved and also left with more knowledge about how to maintain my software, 

settings, and overall health of my device. 

Staff 

Everything UG 

the staff is already great. OIT is now providing instructions as well as doing things for me Faculty 

doing great job- if they don't know the answer, they find it for me Faculty 

Good for teaching stuff--Kourtney, Fred, etc. All have been great! For research related 

items, I use BSF. They just get my needs, my issues, and we work well together. Love the 

BSF guys. 

Faculty 
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OIT are very well knowledgeable and answer all questions I've ever had to ask. Staff 

The staff have always been fantastic. Grad 

You guys are great! Faculty 

OIT almost always has the answer the first time. If not they research it and let me know. Staff 

All have responded to my requests for assistance and have proven themselves as capable 

problem solvers. 

Faculty 

All my experiences have been excellent Faculty 

OIT has extremely capable and willing to help you people. Just too few of them when 

classes are running. 

Faculty 

Staff are pretty good at either finding the answer fast or passing things off to a more 

knowledgable colleague. No issues. 

Faculty 

Staff has always been fantastic to work with. Keep up the great work!! Faculty 

No complaints. Friendly, knowledgeable staff who do not “talk down” to the user. Staff 

Quick and accurate responses to most every other question or issue I have submitted. Faculty 

Very knowledgeable team. Faculty 

Hiring the best staff who have the knowledge and who are professional. Staff 

Shout out to the entire OIT team! They are committed to helping, very hospitable and 
pleasant to work with. I had an issue a couple months ago and was on the phone with 
Robin extensively. She was amazing and so pleasant to work with! 

Staff 

I had a question about using NVivo software for transcribing my research interviews 

recently, and an IOT staff member helped me solve the issue using Youtube. Thanks! I 

appreciated the help! 

Faculty 

They are excellent. I have appreciated their time and attention to any problems I have had 

working online. Very supportive and thorough. 

Staff 

Excellent staff with wonderful customer service skills. I am particularly appreciative of Cary 

Springer, Jason Brown and Adam Brimer. 

Faculty 

Support staff are generally thorough and will go out of their way to help. They do an 

outstanding job most of the time. 

Faculty 

Nothing but good things to say! Staff 

Ben McFall handles our tech issues in the College of Arts & Sciences and he is always very 
knowledgeable and helpful. 

Staff 
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One of the issues that I called the help desk for took a little time for them to figure out, but 

I was given another way to connect to VPN while they investigated my issue. Once they 

figured out what was happening, they contacted me and fixed the issue on my computer. 

Staff 

Staff is knowledgeable enough to be able to troubleshoot well Grad 

I have rarely had any issues that could not be pretty rapidly resolved. However, the 

technology support staff makes sure that everything is resolved before signing off with me. 

Faculty 

Everything is good Grad 

Consistently dependable and knowledgeable Faculty 

The Help Desk staff are great. They do their absolute best to solve problems quickly and 

accurately. They don't get enough credit. 

Staff 

They are very courteous and helpful, and I appreciate it! Faculty 

Fantastic staff- always helpful. Grad 

When I had a computer problem they helped me very quickly as well as being very kind in 

the process 

UG 

Very knowledgeable. Never had a question go unanswered UG 

I ask crazy questions! I'm just glad to get any answer, haha :) Staff 

great job Staff 

Help Desk personnel are so nice and helpful. If technology is not working, then no work is 

being done. It is vital to keep technology working. 

Staff 

Rosie is awesome. She is quick to understand the problem and has multiple resources. Faculty 

Staff almost always know the answer to my questions and can help me. Occasionally they 

must find someone else; in 10 yrs, I may have only had two occasions where help wasn't 

provided on the same call. OIT has outstanding staff and customer service. 

Faculty 

The level of technical expertise is incredibly high, proficient, and courteous. Faculty 

I am pleased that the helpdesk adds answers to the helpdesk database upon request. This 

is every nice to refer other members of my department to a particular page. 

Staff 

Jonathan in CEE is great! Faculty 

Training support assistants. Staff 

OUY has always been helpful when I have called. They always have an answer or know 

where to point to in order to help with my answer. 

UG 
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Our local UTIA OIT Staff is very helpful, and when needed, OIT in Knoxville is always ready 

to assist as well. 

Staff 

very good service Faculty 

People have been effective Faculty 

OIT provides excellent technical assistance for instructional technology. Fred Kelly is 

especially helpful on all classroom and Canvas matters. 

Faculty 

Answers question quickly and resolves any problems Staff 

The Staff at UTPD is always efficient Staff 

Support staff listen well and patiently. This is essential. I always feel valued and that no 

question is to low to be addressed. Staff treat me with respect and work to resolve quickly 

and efficiently. If a person does not have the knowledge to address, he/she informs me and 

finds the person who can assist me. 

Faculty 

Even if they don't have the time, they still give me an answer or point me to something I 
should have found for myself anyway! 

Faculty 

I have again had good help when I have had questions. And if the answer was not known, 

the person either sent me to another person or called me back after having time to look 

into the issue. 

Staff 

OIT has answered all my questions - no improvement needed. Staff 

Uniformly excellent Faculty 

Help Desk staff are amazing. Staff 

Friendliness and patience when I've reached out for help. UG 

once help desk connects the right person to the request, resolution is typically smart, fast, 

and accurate. 

Staff 

When the support team realizes that the issue needs to be elevated to a different tier 

response team to resolve the issue, it has been done in a quick and effective manner. 

Staff 

The faculty fellows program was fantastic. Faculty 

Very knowledgeable staff Staff 

Again, excellent. Faculty 

Zoom drop in was so helpful Faculty 

Kevin Cassidy helped answer my questions UG 
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I always get the answers that I need! Faculty 

If the tech. doesn't have the answer they find it and do so quickly. I can't say enough about 
how good the OIT Staff are, in all areas. 

Staff 

Those who are equipped to help are excellent. Staff 

I once asked if anyone on campus was using Shiny (R httpd). My question was routed to 

people who understood what I was asking and were interested in giving good information. 

Staff 

again- eventually they are helpful Faculty 

The best feature of the call center is the ability of Staff to connect to me via Bomgar and 
diagnose problems. Thank you. 

Staff 

The HelpDesk worked very hard this year to meet the increased demand with the transition 

to working and studying remotely. We hired and trained more people who have really 

become part of the team and are committed to helping our faculty, staff, and students 

succeed. Under difficult circumstances, we have risen to the occasion in every way possible 

and many people have acknowledged this and expressed their appreciation to us. 

Staff 

never had a problem getting an answer  Faculty 

OIT Staff have gotten back to me with answers when initially unknown. Staff 

I have NEVER left a conversation with an OIT specialist without having found a solution to 

whatever problem I’m experiencing. 

Faculty 

overall excellent Grad 

If I have asked a question that someone does not know the answer, they clearly tell me this 
and the follow- up with whomever does know is incredibly quick. 

Faculty 

Just keep on with what you're doing, most tech questions will be via email, so being able to 

answer student emails on a timely fashion is ideal, and personally i've never had to wait for 

long to get an email back form yall, so i think youre doing great. 

UG 

Support staff have generally been so prompt and so kind. I really appreciate this, 
particularly since everyone is under significant stress. 

Faculty 

Zoom support has improved significantly over the past 11 months. Now that I have 

discovered how to go directly to the Zoom room and have discovered how knowledgeable 

and helpful Jonathan Kelly is, I don't have any concerns about Zoom support. 

N/A 

They work hard to find the best service to answer my questions Grad 

If the first OIT representative doesn't have the answer to my question, I have been quickly 

moved up the ladder to get a resolution. 

UG 

OIT Staff are so great at helping me with a problem or finding someone who can help me. Grad 
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ST3a -How can OIT improve communications regarding technology services? 
78 Responses 

 

Continued training for those that are technologically challenged. Staff 

The OIT Weekly Publication has great info and up-to-date information. Staff 

As Staff communicating with other Staff, be honest when the answer is "I don't currently 

know." There's nothing wrong admitting a lack of knowledge. We're all working towards 

the same goal. If I know you don't know, we can work together to gain that knowledge 

and make it available University wide. 

Staff 

Some communications are clear. Some are not and often dismiss the issue if they do not 

understand it and then close the ticket without resolution. 

Faculty 

While I regularly read the OIT newsletters, sometimes I get lost in the "tech language," so 

to speak. 

Grad 

I am not sure this is something OIT can help with-just feel like I am inundated with emails 

and that I sometimes miss announcements of services/courses/classes that might be 

helpful to me-but this is on me :-) 

Faculty 

I think they just need to send out more consistent communications to keep students 

updated and especially students who are currently using their services so they don't feel 

like they have fallen through the cracks. I also understand that OIT is providing services to 

a lot of students so this is not a harsh, angry critique. 

UG 

Having a chat service link. Grad 

There is so much new available technology and services that maybe a quarterly 

notification/News Flash/Bulletin might be helpful to remind UT employees and facility 

that it is available and on the OIT Website. Sometimes I forget to reference the OIT 

website. 

Staff 

all my fault as I'm old and less technological Staff 

I subscribe to the OIT newsletter to keep up with new developments or pertinent 

information i need to do my part time work. I am pleased with the newsletter. I skim the 

topics for items needed in my role. 

Staff 

How about in person meetings, post COVID, instead of electronic newsletters?? Staff 

There are alot of new programs but no information on how to use them is challenging. 

Google teams, Knowing where to look to learn how to use Google teams, for example, 

would be helpful 

Staff 

I have found communication clear and understandable. Grad 
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The one handout about connecting the Cynap with Zoom is a bit confusing when using an 

older computer. 

Faculty 

I get the OIT weekly newsletter and it is informative. Staff 

Maybe a wiki, like the EECS department's IT is trying to create, or something similar. In 

the cases where I've used the knowledge base previously, it seemed a little unintuitive 

in places, but I haven't needed to use it in quite a while. Unfortunately, this is still 

dependent on having users think, look up, and read some amount of documentation, 

which is pretty much impossible for 90% of them for whatever ridiculous reason. 

Grad 

I don't do well unless someone is talking me through tech problems. Fortunately your 

office is great about that. 

Faculty? 

More communications. Some communications meant for those inside of OIT make 

assumptions of familiarity to different products or 

Staff 

systems when a phrase or extra sentence would ensure that staff understand. Staff  

reminders about programs that are offered to utk students free of charge Grad 

They can have more info in the Vol Update emails UG 

The pops-ups on canvas and emails are a bit annoying but seem to catch people's 

attention 

Grad 

Send emails, make documents UG 

Stop treating people with problems like they are stupid! WE are not, and yes we have 

already tried everything we know to fix the problem. 

Staff 

have better answers on the Chat line...I can never get useful information from the search 
on that  

Faculty 

Be more consistent in how announcements are made. Also, when the main OIT webpage 

was rearranged, the traffic center became seriously hard to find. I don’t need to report a 

problem if you all are already aware of it why hide that resource? 

Staff 

I think the IT Weekly email is long and daunting sometimes. I see maybe the top couple 
sections, but that's about it. I would consider shortening that email to increase awareness 
and effectiveness. 

Staff 

I haven't gotten communications about tech services - if it is in emails I seem to be missing 

them. Maybe it is going in my spam box? 

UG 

Include examples in simple language (no jargon) in communications. Faculty 

avoid. too many emails Faculty 
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I don't need an IT update for everything that happens on campus. It gets automatically 

deleted or moved to a folder in Outlook and is VERY distracting if I let it come directly to 

my inbox. Maybe have a OIT "events" site and let people subscribe to notifications related 

to specific areas of campus or certain events? It's a LOT of communication that I tend to 

be inundated with and then ignore. 

Staff 

Cheat sheets! See above! Warnings on Canvas and Zoom home pages about setting 

changes! 

Faculty 

I don't know about technology stuff unless someone tells me about it. So having a 

newsletter or e-mail digest might be useful. 

Grad 

The service order emails are hard to read and follow up on UG 

Create a better structure. Easy to read, to see where to look for. Organizing the OIT in a 

better way, might help. The OIT Webpage is not useful as it is right now. 

Faculty 

I get too many emails from the University, so yet another email blast is not the way to 

reach folks. Need to use department reps 

Faculty 

I am older and find it sometimes hard to understand the speed at which information or 
help is offered. 

Faculty 

I believe this is fine. My only issue regarding this is being able to find things on the site. 

WIthout the original source it can be a needle in a haystack. 

Faculty 

Ease of navigation Grad 

Perhaps send a person to different departments to give training classes. Staff 

You could respond to me Staff 

provide a list of services available with very simple explantions. Staff 

my understanding is on my end not theirs Staff 

This is not an OIT issue, it is an old school academic issue. Faculty 

In general there are great trainings offered, but it could be better integrated into the 
onboarding process 

Faculty 

I think trying to make it more accessible for the layperson in providing possible examples 

of how to use the technology. It's not that you are doing poorly, its just many times with 

the emails one can gloss over it without really thinking to hard about how it will improve 

your work. 

Grad 

The UDL and Security emails that come through are so far into the weeds! Cut back on 
that and give us more useful technology services that I can use. 

Staff 

I think you do fine! OIT Weekly is my favorite and useful admin email I get every week! Faculty 
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No alerts about this are made know. It's a thing you just figure out is available from peers 

and professors. 

UG 

tech changes so fast it is hard to keep up. Staff 

Maybe this exists---having a searchable database of the electronic newsletter, parsed by 

latest date of that subject first? 

Faculty 

I receive the IT weekly, which provide great information about upcoming changes. I think 

all employees should receive. 

Staff 

Students generally only need basics on online platforms and serviced UG 

Provide options on receiving the information. Staff 

Make sure all faculty and staff are aware of the technology services available to us. Staff 

UTIA security-related emails are often confusing Faculty 

library computer tutorials need better advertising. I didn't even know oit did tech talks... is 

there an event calendar for them? 

Grad 

Fix your website. Your website is a disorganized mess. Staff 

Generally, everything on the OIT website is very text heavy and often unnecessarily 

detailed/complicated. 

Staff 

Develop good listening skills, simplify - be brief with specific details Staff 

Unless I am missing it, maybe a periodic online newsletter for updates to services, new 
products, etc. For example, I did not know that a license for DocUSign is available. I also 
find it frustrating that there are some systems that simply do not work well with Apple. 
This is not the University's fault nor the fault of OIT. BUT, it would be beneficial if they 
provided information on making updates. I had a staff update her iMac to Big Surr and it 
seems that IT Policies have not been created to ensure it works well with UTK's 
infrastructure. 

Staff 

Mostly my fault. I do not have time. Navigating the webpage is a little onerous Faculty 

I recieved an email recently about Android users creating a Volcard account I am still not 

sure if it went through. I didn't know where to find the Google Code in the email? 

UG 

I have never been contacted in any way regarding communications technology services. UG 

OIT does really well with this. (Except supercomputing, but I understand that there have 

been issues...) 

Faculty 

Consult with users who are not necessarily technically savvy and ask for their opinion 

regarding the directions to follow. 

Staff 

Information is usually fairly easy to get and understand. Staff 
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very poor and passive communication structure- I suggest you install some unit specific 

staffing- maybe within a building or department or college- total centralization is not 

responsive enough. Again- leadership is not insightful 

Faculty 

Keep putting quick tips in OIT weekly. Maybe some charts or infographics could 
communicate information, also? 

Staff 

It usually comes down to a language barrier--OIT uses nomenclature I am unfamiliar with 

or vice versa. 

Staff 

specific appointment times Grad 

Again, I am bombarded and can not keep things straight. Example: First the push was to 

use Studio for videos on CANVAS, then Panopto came out, you can use both, but one does 

things better than another. Ahhhhh! I just want to have videos online for my classes. 

Faculty 

Send out useful emails UG 

Many of the posts on the OIT website to regarding technology services are no longer 

available to view for some reason 

UG 

Give advance information when there are changes that will be made or have been made! 

And give adequate time to make necessary adaptations. 

N/A 

Put a closed caption and instructions that could be accessed easily. Grad 

When I first signed into Zoom when I first began my studies, I followed the directions to 
activate my Zoom account. I have no idea what my password is, or how to change it. The 
information is confusing. I also do not know how to sign on to Zoom on any other device 
than my original configuration on my computer. I also am confused by the Duo security 
sign-in feature. I always utilize the 'push' feature, but am worried what will  happen is my 
phone is lost or breaks. How will I be able to log into Canvas and other necessary 
technology tools for class if I cannot accept the 'push'? I am unsure how to add a 
passcode. The whole thing is confusing and needs clarification in your directions. 

Grad 
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ST3b -What is OIT doing well with communications regarding technology services? 
87 Responses 

 

I really don't understand the difference between OIT and my college and dept tech 

support. I can say the support at the college and dept levels are outstanding. 

Faculty 

Most communication is clear, without waffling around the issue. Staff 

The weekly newsletter has been even more helpful during the pandemic. Faculty 

Keeping communication open with departments that are having difficulty. Staff 

Communication is good. Faculty 

They are prompt. Quick alert is sent anytime the need arise Grad 

OIT Weekly is a fantastic resource for keeping up to date with announcements about new 

or changing services. I love that it also includes common sense guidance for using services 

specifically guiding readers to think about security and safeguarding personal information. 

Staff 

I love the emails we get from David Yates that keeps us in the loop for new info on IT! Staff 

I'm pleased Staff 

Responding in a timely manner Grad 

OIT communicates quickly Staff 

Very well. There has been a minimal amount of times that I have felt that OIT lacks in this 

area during my three years at this university. 

UG 

Offering zoom classes to everyone by email invitation. Staff 

I think your email blasts are good. I just don't have time to read them this year. Faculty 

Newsletter and announcement to pertinent info is helpful. For example, systems being 

down, new tips and tricks learned by others might be an additional method to try. 

Staff 

Excellent personnel where the rubber meets the road!! Staff 

After looking on OIT's website with the services you offer, it appears that OIT has plenty of 

learning resources for people who want to learn how to use their services, so this is very 

good. 

UG 

I feel like updates and requirements always come out in a timely manner. UG 

I always received excellent communications from OIT regarding services. Staff 
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Good job!! Staff 

Most communications meant for those outside of OIT are well written. Staff 

They have lots of pages online UG 

I always see OIT pop-ups on my canvas and I hate them, but they catch my attention. Grad 

The IT weekly newsletters are useful. Staff 

Emails with links to short videos work well for me Faculty 

They answer phone at a reasonable time UG 

Good communication through mass emails Faculty 

continue to offer training Faculty 

Being accessible when I need it UG 

They are usually timely. Staff 

You're doing everything you can, it's on the students' end that they aren't doing everything 

they can to see your communications. They don't read emails that aren't directed to them, 

or read schoolwide announcement carefully. 

Grad 

Clarity and simplicity. Availability of Computer Help Desk solves what's left. Faculty 

It's all good! Staff 

OIT newsletter is informative and helpful. Faculty 

I think the workshops and info on outages/issues is great--good communication there, and 

much appreciated. 

Faculty 

OIT continually communicates well with technology services, and all questions I may have. Staff 

I get the emails from time to time which are helpful. Grad 

very timely information and easy to understand Staff 

Has been phenomenal. Option to connect by email, phone, etc has been great for 

elevating/resolving difficult issues promptly. 

Faculty 

Pretty good depth of info on the topics they have, once found. Good use of the weekly 

newsletter to highlight new and existing software and other services. 

Faculty 

They are great about communicating on my level. Faculty 
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Believe me, most of my problems are user errors. lol Sometimes I do not know the 

terminology OIT folks use, but I always ask for them to break it down for me. :They are 

always accommodating. 

Staff 

I've not had an issue but I would feel comfortable calling and asking for clarification if I 

needed it. 

Staff 

Being on the OIT outage listserv is very helpful Staff 

Like the email from Reeves that lets me know what OIT is doing, offering for training and 

things to be alert for like scams, phishing, etc. 

Staff 

I think the OIT Weekly emails are very helpful and presented in a way that is easy to 

understand for non-Staff/faculty. 

Staff 

The weekly digest is awesome. It's one of the few emails I actually read all the way through, 

because generally the information is very timely and appropriate. I'll skim sections aimed at 

instructors, as I have no teaching responsibilities, but overall that sucker covers some 

serious bases. Thanks for getting it out each week and helping us all! 

Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

Instructions can be vague and not watered down enough for staff who does not have 
understanding of IT language 

Staff 

Everything as far as I can tell. Faculty 

Very well! Faculty 

Responding quickly to requested needs. Faculty 

Simple and easy intructions Faculty 

I like the OIT newsletter. Staff 

communicates upcoming or expected changes Staff 

they are doing good. timely info. Staff 

Joel Reeves regular updates are jam-packed with excellent information. Faculty 

I receive the IT weekly and the Lanman listserv, which provide great information. Staff 

Providing options to receive the information. Staff 

Newsletter Staff 

I, for one, really enjoy the Joel Reeves emails and have gotten good tips and training info 

from them. They are also easy to read without being condescending. 

Staff 
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They provide clear communication when needed. Staff 

very good service Faculty 

Love the OIT Weekly email. Staff 

All OK Faculty 

The key to success is communications among all and the technology services gives us that 

opportunity. 

Staff 

Again, these staff have the patience of Job. They are patient and attentive and explain 

until I understand, as best I am able. Written communication, newsletters, FAQs, etc are 

very helpful. 

Faculty 

I get help when I need it Grad 

Small flyers next to technology providing information. UG 

Having the online chat available when I'm not able to call or go to Hodge's has really helped 

me when I needed a question answered. 

UG 

OIT communications are timely, concise, and easily understandable. I think this is an area 

OIT functions especially well. 

Staff 

Everything is done well. Communication is great. Staff 

The new newsletters are surprisingly great Faculty 

Email reminders Staff 

Really appreciate the OIT Weekly emails. Staff 

OIT weekly is helpful--thank you. Staff 

We offer many resources on a regular basis to communicate as much as possible with the 
campus community. This is a strength. 

Staff 

weekly newsletter are SO much more readable -- real lifeline during Covid. Faculty 

I like the OIT Weekly emails. I have found them helpful. Staff 

IT Weekly is very useful. Format is good in that can glance and then read about pertinent 

topics in more detail. 

Staff 

Their patience is infinite! Faculty 

overall very good as is Grad 
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I think yall are doing well! The best example i can think of is the transparency with how 

spam emails are dealt with, plus the canvas zoom bombing incidents, im not sure if OIT 

directly handled that but i liked the emails telling me what was going on so i could better 

understand the technology i was using. 

UG 

IT Weekly is well done Faculty 

I think y'all do a great job of explaining things to non-tech savvy people. I don't know how 
many times I referred people to the zoom getting started page you set up. thank you! 

Staff 

Having the videos on the "how-to" pages really helps me figure out how to do various 

electronic tasks, especially with Canvas. Some things may be basic for most, but I still 

struggle with just spoken or written directions. The videos clarify things immensely. 

Grad 

I appreciate how software download instructions are step-by-step and written in layman's 
terms. 

Grad 
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ST4a -How can OIT improve access to training (self-help information) that increases 

my effectiveness with technology? 
113 Responses 

 

Continue with training. Staff 

The switch to TeamDynamix has caused a schism in the knowledge base repository. I hope 

that this improves over time. 

Staff 

Sometimes these opportunities can get buried within longer emails or other 
communications. Perhaps a separate occasional email or other mechanism just on training 
and self-help options would be beneficial 

Faculty 

Admittedly, I have Googled answers relating to Canvas since I could not find the solution on 
OIT's website. I would appreciate more guides for instructors new to Canvas. For example, 
maybe a tutorial on how to set-up a grade book and weight columns? 

Grad 

More videos would be helpful. I tend to learn better by seeing and doing than by reading 
documentation. 

Staff 

I have not looked into self-help information but overall relatively easy to find. Faculty 

they need to provide one and one support team for those who are used to ICT and want to 

learn 

Grad 

Some courses seem to be rarely offered, it at all. Perhaps offering these trainings as self-

help trainings could help. 

Faculty 

More "how to do" pages Grad 

At times it's hard to find the training information on K@TE . It's listed in a strange format - 

not necessarily in alpha order or by group. Takes some time to find the training class 

you're interested in taking. 

Staff 

I have not pursued this but should Staff 

Sending out emails about trainings. Grad 

I don't do well with on-line training. I need to be told and take notes-just my learning style Staff 

Sometimes difficult to find info on webpage. What I put in "search" box does not work. Staff 

Hard to find when I need the information quickly. Staff 

Send more emails to alert employees there are online classes to take. Staff 

Better marketing of OIT training and resources that increases my effectiveness with 

technology. I know there is training, but I'm unsure where to go. - System HR Newsletter is 

one example of a good place to market 

Staff 
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I haven't seen much by way of self-help...if it's available maybe point employees in the right 

direction 

Staff 

training workshop over the summer would work best for me Faculty 

Access on campus, but not in remote locations for in person training Staff 

Send monthly emails about new training opportunities for technology Staff 

Some of the UT web interfaces are not intuitive so provide some challenge in providing 

self-help. 

Faculty 

I have not utilized training. Grad 

It's probably more on me but I would like to hear more about the tools we have rather than 

tripping over them. 

Faculty 

Still surprised at how many times I search on OIT's site and don't find information, or have 

to change my search 2 or 3 times. 

Staff 

additional webinars that teach the technology Staff 

Emails regarding training Staff 

They can have a students form UG 

Offer more short and lengthy interesting trainings in Kate and on Zoom that apply to 

beginner, intermediate and experienced or advanced learners. 

Staff 

Probably not your area but HR definitely needs help with streamlining the onboarding 

process. A built in step by step guide for new hires would be beneficial, especially since 

there is minimal in-person orientation. 

Staff 

Not promoted enough. Would like to know more about these trainings or self-help info. UG 

Sometimes this is a bit hard to find or not as thorough as could be. Online, recorded 

tutorials are great and would reduce the need for many calls. 

Faculty 

offer more in-person and online training modules accessible to students Grad 

The information is too much splintered; Faculty 

OIT provides decent access to training, but it would be nice if UT also paid for some of the 

things that that training covers (e.g. Adobe suite) so that departments and/or individuals 

didn't have to pay large annual subscriptions. I can't get properly trained in a platform that 

I can't afford to install on my computer. 

Staff 

Some of the training on the website is dated and unhelpful. Staff 

Make step by step documents UG 
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less self-help and more interaction, ie classes Faculty 

Better advertising of these services should be utilized for students as well as professors to 

create a dynamic and compassionate environment when technology can be distancing and 

cold 

UG 

K@te is too hard to use. The IRIS training/documentation is better but still not easy to 

navigate. 

Staff 

I know it is available, but I haven't tried to use it. UG 

If training is available, make it more widely know. Staff 

Is this question just referring to the OIT Knowledge Base or are there other resources for 

self-help that I don't know about? I appreciate the Knowledge Base but it does not always 

answer my questions. 

Staff 

Job aids are always welcome. Easy 2 pagers (back and front) that can be shared with others 

as a PDF. 

Grad 

Some of the programming I run into I have zero info on and it would be cool to have like a 

searchable database of what each program is for and its capabilities / limits and maybe 

some links for more info. More one-on-one tutorials on demand through the. ticket system. 

UG 

OMG--why did Canvas decide. mid. year. to change the Quiz function? Faculty 

Have a canvas page UG 

More frequent training, or recorded trainings are available on demand. Faculty 

easier/user-friendly access to training videos- making search for stuff easier Faculty 

Have easy access to FAQs and centralized and uniform instructions for everything. Grad 

More online trainings and easy to use step by step instructions in an easy to access 

location. 

Staff 

As I said before, only new Faculty get the information. The rest are forgotten, and there is 

no way they can have easy access to the same information new Faculty are receiving. 

Faculty 

It is hard for your staff to develop self help for folks like me. Technology has passed us by. Faculty 

I think this is actually pretty good, except for finding things. I am not sure how it improve 

except to provide a better interface to list and explain these offerings. 

Faculty 

Sometimes linking to commercial videos is not the best option. Faculty 

More programs and professional development options for advanced users of the 

technologies, please! 

Faculty 
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Sometimes it's hard to find specific solutions to my problems through OIT's website. 

Possibly add a page with a lot of different specific problems and solutions. 

UG 

Have not had to use yet Grad 

There could be more resources on using the listserv. I am looking to set one up and cannot 

find any information on the OIT sites regarding if they support HTML newsletter formats. 

Or information about the shared email in place of a departmental email account - very 

limited information 

Staff 

Some of the self-help guides are out of date. These need to be updated more frequently. Staff 

I'm not aware of self help information from OIT. Faculty 

There are certain things (i.e. the technology sandbox series) that I would like to be made 

aware of. 

Faculty 

Provide a list of services available by job family or job position. Staff 

I don't like or try not to use on line training. that is not my learning style. people learning 

differs. if I am told what to do and I have it in print after being told, I won't forget 

Staff 

Self help can be a bit clunky and again language used can be watered down some Staff 

I would like more of this. It probably exists but I haven't had time to access it. Faculty 

Not sure. You guys do a great job, but I do not often have the time or patience to read it or 

even look for it. There's always something else more pressing and easier to do. 

Faculty 

The self-training materials have gotten better. Honestly, you just need to let Steve Chastain 

run the whole training enterprise...he is by far your best trainer. 

Staff 

While this is basically the way, I feel like it also just puts more on overworked faculty. Faculty 

Keep training at normal level, not advanced and sessions need to be consistent among 

presenters please at that level. Access appears all right before COVID 

Faculty 

self-help does not help me. i need one-on-one instruction with practice. Faculty 

I wish there was not only linked in learning but reserved credits to spend toward other 
online learning teaching materials as needed. 

Staff 

There's classes to teach self-help with this??? Make it known. UG 

Make sure there is a link to join trainings Faculty 

Not always clear but that is the drawback of self help usually Staff 

I'd like more info I can access when I need it--sometimes workshops are during my teaching 

time or meetings. Maybe more videos of how to use different tools. 

Staff 
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communication - newsletters just focused on training Staff 

I do not like what has been done with the trainings in Help. There are trainings that I used 

before that I cannot find and I do not like the video format. I like to be able to have the 

ability to click thru the pages to the place that I need instruction. This is not as easy with 

the videos and it takes more time to get the video to stop exactly where you need it. I 

would like to get the old click thru trainings back to complement the videos and instruction 

sheets. 

Staff 

get away from KATE, not user friendly Staff 

Keep up-to-date videos and instruction sets; discard or archive the old ones (e.g., only the 

latest Zoom security instructions need to be quickly searchable) 

Faculty 

i am at fault here as i never have enough time to train. Staff 

I don't always know the right key words for my search in the database. I sometime have to 

search Google and then figure out the key words. 

Staff 

Not always easy to find this information or available resources Faculty 

Require staff to take the trainings concerning particular electronic programs Staff 

Maybe Create lists of training last specific to types of students (Grad, undergrad, etc) with 

the services that would be most helpful for them in their studies 

Grad 

I haven't really used OIT trainings that much. I'd be interested to know what they offer. Faculty 

Locating training in some areas has been difficult. Staff 

not advertised; didn't know they did preventative help Grad 

Instructions provided on the OIT website, are unnecessarily complicated. Sometimes 

instructions are outdated and/or don't match the prompts that appear on screen. 

Staff 

For the most part, OIT does a great job with this. On rare occasion, I have had difficulty 
finding the information so easier navigation of the website for info would help. 

Staff 

Again, I feel like this is less about OIT (who provides great resources, tools, workshops, etc) 

and more about expectations of workload overall that impede me from being able to take 

the time to learn and incorporate new tools. 

Grad 

More videos. Faculty 

We're at the point now where most tech is user friendly enough to require minimal 

training. Besides, we have google. 

Faculty 

More online courses. Staff 
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While the IRIS help site is great, I wish there were more recordings of past classes. As a 
newer employee, it has been difficult to do self-training in those areas of IRIS for which 
there are only handouts and walk- through videos without sound. 

Staff 

I don't believe I have found the training I've needed easily. There are still some conflicting 

information in the knowledgebase. 

Staff 

Additional self-help information on statistics software and programming languages would 

be helpful. 

Grad 

Ludite Faculty 

Have a clearer distinction on the OIT website about what information is geared towards 

students and what is for faculty/staff. 

Staff 

yes we can all search the internet for training- yet I have not had or heard of one person-

person training 

Faculty 

The biggest barrier to training to me is managing my own workload to block training time, 

and that is not an OIT problem. Thank you for the offerings. Keep publicizing them. 

Staff 

We offer a great number of these resources and they are helpful. Let's continue to 

promote these as much as possible so they will be found and used even more. 

Staff 

We should have access to more self-help information. Also, sometimes the workshops are 

basic. We need more advanced information presented on Canvas for individual access. 

Faculty 

I would like to see a basic class on the Adobe suite offered. Even if that class is just going 

over the basic functions of the different apps within the program. 

Staff 

New IRIS training has missed some topics when searching. I believe it was the new 

ZPS_COST_TRANSFER tool that was not pulling up information. 

Staff 

I am unaware of this self-help feature Grad 

To be honest, I don't have much time to self-train via OIT - Google is much faster and 
efficient in getting to any of my tech answers. 

Faculty 

Maybe make a tab on myUTK that has a bunch of tutorials for canvas, zoom, etc. Ideally 

they will be segmented into smaller videos, so if someone has a specific problem they don't 

have to wade through a 30 minute video to find the answer. Alt you could just type up 

guides with screenshot images and do a search system. 

UG 

TBH I didn't see as many option Staff 

Some of the self-help info needs to be updated. Grad 

same as last [Many of the posts on the OIT website to regarding technology services are no 

longer available to view for some reason] 

UG 
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Finding info in the OIT Knowledge Base sometimes is difficult. It is especially frustrating to 

discover that info there is inaccurate or out of date. 

N/A 

More tips on websites and services used for school UG 
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ST4b - What is OIT doing well with access to training (self-help information) that 

increases my effectiveness with technology? 
72 Responses 

 

there are lots of training videos & tutorials available Faculty 

Providing a knowledge base in the first place is a good start. Staff 

I honestly am not sure what is being offered. That said, I am not actively seeking it 

out. 

Staff 

I think this part of OIT is working well. I don't mind doing additional training. Faculty 

They guide when you need help Grad 

Access to Linkedin Learning is a great asset. Faculty 

Again, David Yates knocks this one out of the park. During the pandemic, he offered 

many trainings for us to take part in to increase our IT knowledge. 

Staff 

Providing links on the website Grad 

They provide plenty of extra help. UG 

holding zoom classes offered by OIT Staff Staff 

You provide several courses I would love to attend, but do not have the time. Faculty 

No comment other than what I already mentioned about tips and tricks. What if you 

poled the staff in some way to find out what items they wanted to know more about 

or ask them if there is something they just give up on or do the long way because 

they are unable to figure out how to do. 

Staff 

I've taken some training classes offered by UT and they have been very good.  Faculty 

They gave plenty of web resources available UG 

I was able to take a mini-canvas training session when I was helping last semester as a 

canvas provider and it was super helpful. 

Grad 

I have found several trainings that have improved my knowledge base and efficiency. Staff 

Short instructional videos Faculty 

They answer the phone UG 

Access to Linked-In training (was Lynda.com). I think this is a greatly underutilized 

resource 

Faculty 
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Providing a large majority of the information that I need if I have troubles. UG 

You have provided it for us, we just have to understand how to use it. Grad 

It's all good! Staff 

Lynda is great. Faculty 

There's a lot on the OIT site that I'd like to have time to digest, but just don't. Staff 

Everything, all that I’ve needed has been available UG 

Trainings that I have taken on QuestionPro and MS Bookings have been very helpful. Faculty 

I enjoy access to LinkedIn learning, as well as the knowledge base on the OIT website Faculty 

Self help is by its very nature a very inefficient beast from the user perspective, in 
spite of the supplier's belief otherwise. 

Faculty 

They seem to offer all sorts of trainings. I don't have as many need for them as some 
perhaps, but it is good to know they are available if my situation or needs change. 

Grad 

Self help information is usually pretty good but I would like to see the ease of finding 

the info increase. 

Grad 

Has been great Faculty 

OIT has excellent training (self-help information) sites. The problem is to find them 

quickly! 

Faculty 

The notifications in the newsletter is helpful! Faculty 

I utilize LinkedIn training and love it. Please do not ever get rid of it! Staff 

I have had no problem gaining access to self-help options. Staff 

Letting us know when there are known issues. Faculty 

linkedin learning and the OIT quick training videos have been helpful Staff 

There is plenty of help/information available. Staff 

lots of information regarding zoom and mapping drives Staff 

everything, no complaints Grad 

love linked in learning UG 

The Kate system and IRIS Help systems are constantly being upgraded. Staff 
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I don't like having to rely 100% on on line training. People learn different ways & that 

is not the way I learn 

Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

Those one page PDF instructions are my favorite tool. Faculty 

You have Steve Chastain...promote him! Staff 

Just keep sending announcements... you do well. Faculty 

Canvas modules on OIT site most helpful which I downloaded to refer to often. Faculty 

Linked in learning and great OIT Knowledge base pages. Staff 

Love the e-learning options available to students. Thank you Grad 

Training offered is usually easy to access Faculty 

I like when there are Canvas modules I can go through and take a look at the info 

myself. 

Staff 

communication - newsletters just focused on training Staff 

I use the questions/help features in the software or google search for how to do 

something. 

Staff 

Abundance of self-explanatory self-help information Faculty 

TH OIT helpdesk database is searchable. Staff 

I believe students have access to self-help information but many may not use it UG 

Providing Staff that is good at teaching personnel how to manage or correct a 
technology issue. 

Staff 

Love the lynda courses and the OIT courses (especially help with Adobe products). Staff 

Kate/Linked in Faculty 

The OIT search bar usually helps me find what I need. Staff 

very good service Faculty 

on-line recorded training helps Faculty 

I am not sure; I don't use OIT trainings (or if I do, I'm not aware of it) Faculty 

Numerous resources offered in a variety of contexts, dates & times. Faculty 

Generally, finding information has not been too much of an issue for me. Staff 
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Love the online courses!! Staff 

The self-serve training and knowledge-base materials continue to improve. Staff 

linkedin learning Staff 

Don't have a lot of time to utilize these options. Staff 

I think the self-help information on the website is useful. I am a newer employee and 

used those tools when I first started to setup my computer. They're straight forward 

and easy to understand. 

Staff 

I have a hard time teaching myself technology. I totally rely on OIT workshops and 

individual consultation. 

Faculty 
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How can OIT improve the support of Office365, Gmail? 
123 Responses 

 

teach everyone how to use Office365! Particularly the calendaring functions. Effective and 

efficient email etiquette is still an issue, too. Especially during the pandemic, the reliance 

on email has been exhausting. 

Faculty 

I would prefer to access my email through Gmail, but that is not an option. Faculty 

Stop changing fundamental operations. There's a reason a lot of people fork and forward 

their mail to external servers. 

Staff 

Office365 is a horrible program that destroys my productivity. I want to use Thunderbird 

with POP3. Other approaches waste time in various ways and are especially bad during 

travel away from good web access. 

Faculty 

I unclear on how OneDrive connects with Outlook groups and go to keep things organized 

between OneDrive and contact groups. 

Faculty 

Keep using Gmail / Google services. UG 

I would like to know how to download it onto my laptop so it looks and functions close to 

what it looks and functions like on my desktop. More trainings on Office 365. I feel I only 

know the tip of the iceberg here. 

Staff 

There seems to be a delay in loading email. I receive the "Not responding" message 

frequently. 

Staff 

I think it is a little confusing that Office365 and Gmail are two different emails. Grad 

OIT is great-Outlook is hard to manipulate sometimes Staff 

put an automatic spam/ promotional filter in to sort it out from our important documents. 
The university is bad about putting promotions around the time we receive important 
information (like the start of the semester) and aduate it is hard to go through it all in a 
timely manner. 

UG 

I find the double security access cumbersome... my phone apparently does not work with 

the special security prompt system, so I have to use a token, which already has started to 

deteriorate, and having to repeatedly sign in is an added level of bother. 

Faculty 

I honestly didn't know there was a gmail option. I really do not like the Mac desktop app for 
Outlook. Webbased Office365 is my go-to for work. I run into occasional access issues 
where a link is being deemed no longer secure. 

Staff 

Please make it as secure as you can, security is most important! Staff 
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I wish I could change the subject line after I receive the email. It seems I used to be able to 
do this. I use email to send myself reminders and I use the email that was sent to me. If I 
could change the subject line (like I used to be able to) it would be great. 

Staff 

Why have two systems? Dump MicroSoft! Staff 

I don't like Office365, so I don't know how you could improve it. I would prefer the world 
return to Eudora, as I think that email access, storage and searching has gone downhill 
since that application. 

Faculty 

Sometimes the login acts weirs, it will keep redirecting to the Microsoft log in and not to 

the Gmail 

UG 

My problem with the newest version of my/"? My biggest complaint about the newest 

version of email is that I can no longer create a "Contact List." I used this for created email 

lists for various groups and so am very displeased that this option is no longer available. 

And why not? It's like with every new version a vital tool is taken away. 

Faculty 

I do not like the online Office365 version of Outlook. I much prefer the older version. I 

don't use Gmail. 

Staff 

It would be incredibly nice to not have to sign in to Google, then Microsoft, then confirm 

through Duo in order to access Gmail. For a number of months, I gave up checking my 

Gmail except on my phone. I was unable to access Gmail using my Firefox due to: * 

blocking third party cookies except for what I create exceptions for (which I allowed for the 

aforementioned process) * utilizing containers, notably for Google, which ends up isolating 

the Google login information from the Microsoft login, causing an issue when the page 

redirects to the Duo authentication page. Despite the notes above, I still consider this an 

issue, as logging into Microsoft was not always part of the process. I'm fairly confident it 

has been at least a year, or longer, since this was implemented. At this point, I'm already 

using Chromium with the Google portions removed to access my Gmail and the shared 

drive for our research group. I'm assuming there is *some* valid reason for the Microsoft 

log in being added, for the AD probably. But, it's pretty frustrating, as I don't use any 

Microsoft tools. It's also compounded by the fact that things like MyUTK, the library, and 

Banner don't require it, thus limiting the number of "valid" reasons. 

Grad 

I wish faculty could use Gmail instead of Outlook. Faculty 

Some Office365 functionalities are sub-optimal for Macs. I wish we had a non-Office 

alternative for email. 

Staff 

Last time I check the Office 365 suite provided did not have Access. Don't know if this has 

changed but would be much appreciated. 

Staff 

When I was coming into school, I was very confused how to use office 365/gmail. A 

lesson/infographic that taught me how to use it would have been nice. 

UG 

Is there an easy way to list a series of meeting invites on a webpage so folks can pick and 

choose which meetings they'd like to participate in and add those to their calendars? 

Staff 
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Have an understanding of offering support regarding Office 365. I called and tried to 

explain that I am getting emails on two Office 365. The OIT support person did not 

understand how to fix it. It is still happening. 

Staff 

As top the stupid spam UG 

It slows down considerably when I have to be in the VPN. I've learned to take care of 

critical emails before logging into the VPN, otherwise, it could be 15 - 20 minutes before 

my recipient receives the message. 

Staff 

Have more info in the Vol Update emails UG 

Sometimes email loads slowly, requiring multiple refreshes to even see the inbox. It's only 

a few seconds lost here and there throughout the day, but it would be nice to not lose that 

time waiting for email to load. 

Faculty 

GET RID OF TWO FACTOR IDENTIFICATION Grad 

Please make Gmail standard for everyone at UT! Outlook is awful. Staff 

Training specific to the University? Staff 

I wish the online format were more similar to the desktop format. I have a hard time using 

the online email. 

Faculty 

emails with attachments have been coming in on my laptop much later than phone 

(sometimes by a day) in the last couple of weeks after an update. Likely a laptop issue 

more than Office365, though. 

Staff 

email is very reliable and available. I wish office365 web would have the same functions as 
the client 

Faculty 

Office365 should be similar across all platforms. The app vs the desktop version vs the web 

version should have more in common. Why are my folders in a different order from 

desktop to web access? I know it’s Microsoft’s decisions but please talk some sense into 

them. 

Staff 

No issues to speak of, but it is vital to have email working properly. Staff 

Gmail has been promised to faculty and staff for awhile now and still hasn't been rolled 

out. The university needs to decide what it is going to support and do it. I think supporting 

both Outlook and Gmail is going to be difficult, especially when it comes to room booking. 

Faculty 

the outlook is really really bad and not effective. the spam filter does not do its job and 

very ineffective as blocking junk emails. i often have hard time w emails and did not see 

important emails for example, there are some really dumb default options in outlook that 

you have to turn off by hand. like the system try to be smart and rank the email by 

importance, like what, who ask the computer to do that?? turn those things off by default! 

Faculty 
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There are often long delays before my Outlook app registers a new email in my inbox. 
Sometimes I have to answer an urgent email using my phone or log into the web interface 
instead because of this strange delay.The app spends a lot of time "updating" my folders. 

Staff 

Tell grad students the difference between the two. I choose Gmail, as I already have 

multiple google tools. However, I didn't realize that Office365 would have let me have 

access to calendar availability and easy Teams access. I just guessed and chose, which is not 

the right thing to do with technology!!! 

Grad 

Some institutions - like ORNL - can't send us email without it disappearing into a black hole 
/ spam / or some random location. It made my summer internship tricky. I also have some 
issues with gmail not wanting to  update and tell me I have a new email. I Missed a zoom 
appt. bc of that one. 

UG 

SUPPOrt APPLE CALENDARS AND ADDRESSES! offer help to faculty on this. I can't. figure 

out. a storage system for my emails. categories don't. seem to work. It does well, it’s email 

there’s not much to say 

Faculty 

Some syncing issues, but I think that this is probably user error and nothing OIT can really 
influence. 

Staff 

having to sign in with the duopush thing is obnoxious. and as someone who is currently in 

control of a second edu email (for my sorority), i have to use two different browsers 

because it won’t let me toggle back and forth between the two. im not sure if that is a utk-

end issue, but it seems it would be considering there are people who have more than one 

gmail account who function perfectly fine everyday 

UG 

the spam filter catches all kinds of things I actually need. UG 

Please return to allowing faculty to send email as xxxx@utk.edu from Gmail. Outlook is a 
horrendous email client which makes it impossible to go back and quickly find 
conversations from several months ago -- I regularly lose track of items in Outlook. As a 
result, I forward my UTK email to gmail, compose responses in gmail, then close the draft, 
and switch over and press send from my iPhone using my UTK.edu email. No one is winning 
with this system and it is degrading rather than improving security. 

Faculty 

The system is flawed. At times is not logical. When you are new with it, but things can 

happen. It is frustrating at times. I do not see much information about it, anywhere in the 

UTK OIT or the Office sites. Frustrating. 

Faculty 

More tutorials Faculty 

I would like the ability to include attachments when doing a merge email in Word/Outlook Faculty 

I have trouble with integration of my personal gmail with the UTK email address. It would 

be helpful if there was a way to better manage use of two gmail addresses. 

Faculty 

I wish staff could use Gmail instead of Office365. The search button in Office365 doesn’t do 

a good gob in finding stuff. 

Staff 
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Quite honestly there are so many options out there, I am not sure how all of the pieces fit 

together. (For example, on my Mac I have the default mail program and Outlook. I do not 

use Office 365 or Gmail because I am confused about the differences or how to best use. 

Faculty 

[Sometime slow] Faculty 

I get superficialities confused on how to access certain things when it comes to Office365 

and I have not been taught how to fix my problems or use my stuff effectively 

UG 

I hate office 365 and all interfaces that can be used with it, especially now that dual 

authentication is required. 

Faculty 

Some of my emails do not load properly on Outlook browser, but the same email loads 

properly in my personal accounts. It is not a privacy/add senders to safe list issue, it is a 

@utk issue. 

Grad 

Outlook seems to work well Faculty 

Since a great deal of collaboration with students and colleagues goes through Google Drive, 
having a UT- linked Gmail account is important to me. It's complicated because the 
department account I'm attached to is somehow linked with my UTK-related Gmail--Google 
can't seem to distinguish them--so I have to open it in an incognito window. OIT wasn't able 
to help me resolve it; it may be unresolvable, but this workaround isn't ideal. 

Faculty 

intergrate campuses so that we can give access to outlook calendars across campuses Staff 

Having two solutions lessens productivity. Office365 for Mac pretty much stinks. Faculty 

I don't know. I think it's the program. Not what you all do Staff 

No problems; would like to automatically update away from campus servers. Faculty 

I very commonly find that utk emails get put in recipients' spam folders. I actually had this 

problem before I joined utk, and the letter with my job offer in it got put in my spam 

folder, and I didn't notice it for a while! This is obviously a huge problem. (For info, I was 

using gmail.) 

Faculty 

Sometimes emails to a group do not get sent out just because one addressee is 
'unresolved' . Then I don't know who out of 70-odd addresses caused that. Or why. It's 
probably my bad, but it is not fun when that happens.  

Faculty 

I haven't used University email services in over a decade now...haven't missed it. Campus 
email was a headache when I left it, and to hear my colleagues talk, it sounds like things 
have not improved. 

Staff 

Make sure the archives can be converted to pdf format easily. Now you can only save 

emails one at a time! 

Faculty 

Can I actually just use all the gmail/google suite and get out of Office altogether? Faculty 
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I do not like Office 365 so go to shortcut for Outlook. I also do not like autosave for 

documents to shared drive since does not automatically place docs on computer 

drive/folders and often have had to search and search for these. I often turn save to shared 

drive off cause of this issue. Perhaps training on Office 365 for average person at that level. 

Faculty 

Office 365 is finicky and unintuitive for folks who are used to Gmail. Give faculty and staff 
the option to use Gmail! 

Faculty 

Many emails go to spam, especially invitations to collaborate on documents UG 

It's not what OTI can go. It's Gmail themeselves UG 

frequently office 365 will not load properly or in a timely manner. This throws a wrench in 

work flow and can damper productivity 

Staff 

The better regulation of what qualifies as spam, sometimes I get my emails from other 

students, but it’s most likely I will not 

UG 

Gmail is superior UG 

something happened with a system update a few months ago. It makes the mobile sync 

strange at times. 

Staff 

Get students to read their emails Staff 

Let faculty use GMail. The web version of Office365 doesn't allow delaying emails, and I 

often want to wait until the next day to send a message. Aspects of Office365 besides 

Outlook could be better advertised. 

Faculty 

Allow faculty to use Gmail. Open SMTP server so we can use our personal gmail to send 

UTK email. 

Faculty 

The spam filters are too aggressive. Grad 

Reduce the number of clicks it takes to use Office365. Better organization or searchability 

of platforms like SharePoint. 

Faculty 

End the DuoMobile hoops to jump through every single time we log onto a different device Grad 

In the past year, windows updates have corrupted O365 (2-3 times). I spent almost two 
days with a helpdesk tech on completely removing O365 and reinstalling. Most of the time, 
a simple Office repair works. I would love to see this stop happening. 

Staff 

I have trouble getting calendars set up correctly and setting a priority calendar. Having 
trouble getting gmail to sync with Office365 on a new laptop 

Faculty 

Have the UT System utilize one program. Staff 
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I don't think this is OIT's issue so much as it's Microsoft's. I like the Outlook setup I have in 
my actual office. The web-based Outlook email client I'm using at home through Office365 
is harder for me to use because it comes with a lot of superfluous elements that I have to 
turn off, and even then I can't see as much of my email as I'd like. 

Staff 

I hate using the office 365 platform...I still generally go through outlook unless I don't have 

a choice. 

Faculty 

I cannot think of what else they could provide. Maybe UTK students should be able to 

retain their UTK email forever? This might enhance our ability to keep track of former 

students, for fundraising, etc. 

Faculty 

It does well, it’s email there’s not much to say UG 

All users should have the same email ending. Faculty 

Office is buggy at times. Would like communication when things are down or planned to be 

down. 

Staff 

I do not care for Office 365 and many of us still use Office 2016. Email looks different in 
these two which is not helpful. Not sure that OIT can do anything about this. The switch 
that happened that effected our phones still is problematic for me so more info would have 
been helpful for this - though I might have missed some. 

Staff 

Another pea under my mattress... full dependence on MS for email services is ridiculous. 

Feels like a security vulnerability but I guess we're all going to stick with MS and Google for 

the foreseeable future. OIT does support what we use well enough. 

Faculty 

provide gmail for faculty Faculty 

Support PKI certificates and encryption for email. We have to purchase this service 

separately. 

Faculty 

offer or teach necessary skills that help utilize the tools Staff 

This vehicle sucks. Outlook is a dinosaur and a waste of time. Office off campus is clunky 

and hard to navigate, 

Faculty 

Office 365 works beautifully Grad 

Gmail is fine and all but emails from students end up in spam a lot. That has burned me bad 

on group projects where students swear up and down I didn't send them something when I 

really did and it just went to their spam. Fix that. 

UG 

When setting up accounts the default mail should be Office365 instead of routing mail to a 
Gmail account. 

Grad 

Easier to use past email search when using iphone. Staff 

i use outlook. I have issues with Gmail and google products. Faculty 

Office 365 is a terrible system. Replacing it would be a big step forward. Faculty 
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Mentioned in another comment -- but basically, email disappears from my inbox (on 

Outlook app on Mac desktop; University computer). I have started backing it up to my 

personal Gmail and that has worked fine. 

Faculty 

Emails are being sent to Spam that SHOULD be clear are NOT spam while I have other 

messages make it to my inbox that are harmful phishing spam. 

Grad 

Make it more accessible on my phone - my phone is old, and won't support the app. This is 

very inconvenient. 

Grad 

Support Mac. Support Apple mail. Stop treating us Mac users of UT-owned Macs as 2nd 

class. 

Faculty 

White list domains. I've had emails from the National Science Foundation about 
multimillion dollar proposals get quarantined. I've NEVER had a spam email from that 
domain, nor has anyone I know. And yet, Office365 quarantined it (and gmail put the 
quarantine notification in spam, so I didn't see that, though now I don't use gmail). Please 
let us individually white list domains or even just as an institution white list domains from 
people who might talk about money because they are federal agencies trying to give us 
some. 

Faculty 

Support is good. The actual platform is not great. Faculty 

We needed more training before it moved from the "old" to the "new". Staff 

allow us to share calendars with individuals outside our organization!!!! Faculty 

One of the big things I do every year for my department is send survey invitations by email. 

This was severely impacted by the introduction of two-factor authentication and the 

restrictions about where I can host the outbound mail program. I was able to get my issue 

resolved, but there needs to be better documentation on how to send very much email in a 

short period using a computer program. This thing that used to be very easy but is now 

pretty aggravating. The worst of it is that I think it is probably not that hard, but there is a 

bit of under-coverage of the topic. Maybe the potential for abuse is high, but there are 

some projects that absolutely require automated communication. 

Staff 

you must integrate AppleMail training- it has serious problems with the 365 server- and 

GMAIL is not offered to faculty nor is it secure. 

Faculty 

I absolutely hate that I have to automatically be logged into remote folders like onedrive. 

Users should be able to choose what stuff they are connected to. This is especially a pain in 

the A when at home with lower bandwidth. But, I don't use those remote sites and don't 

want them unless I choose to log into them. 

Faculty 

Understanding the difference in options about Outlook vs. Gmail could be more clear. Grad 

It is difficult that faculty use Microsoft and students gmail. Faculty 
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This seems niche but I was a student that transitioned to a professional role. I have had 

login/password issues with my email for so long because of the transfer, and I've heard the 

same from others in the same situation. I think solving this wider issue on the back end 

would be great. 

Staff 

Allow faculty to use Gmail. Office 365 is clunky, and it's irritating that faculty have to use it. Faculty 

It is annoying to have to sign in through Microsoft when trying to log in to the Gmail 

version of Volmail 

UG 

Office 365 is (like most Microsoft products) extremely frustrating. I often have problems 
with various "features" (e.g., finding messages, as the search function often does not 
identify all the appropriate messages; sometimes contacts mysteriously disappear from my 
contact list or the contact is there but not identified when I tried to send a message to that 
person). I understand that UTK has an economically desirable contract with Microsoft but 
sometimes you get what you pay for. 

N/A 
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What is OIT doing well with the support of Office365, Gmail? 
65 Responses 

 

Removing the EXTERNAL tagging appears to have resolved the forwarding issue. It presents 

other issue , though, with users who do not engage their intellect when presented unusual 

messages. Amazingly, the staff have been much better at identifying non-tagged external 

phishing than the faculty. 

Staff 

the availability of both options is great Faculty 

The high availability of the e-mail service is one area OIT is to be commended. It's probably 
also one of the most important, along with wi-fi availability. 

Staff 

They release Information as soon as they need to alert students Grad 

Using Gmail. UG 

I like Office 365! Staff 

My email is fine so I'm happy Staff 

Two-factor authentication Grad 

I have never had any issues with this topic. UG 

Fixing problems when we call with lightening speed!! Staff 

It covers a great many of my needs at this time. Staff 

Gmail is excellent in my experience. Grad 

They always have responded in a timely manner and assisted with whatever has been 

needed. 

Staff 

Seems to be a stable service. Staff 

I guess my issues aren't with OIT, but rather with the platform that the university has 

chosen 

Staff 

it works great! Staff 

They have it set up well with DUO UG 

I have found several items that are helpful in improving my excel and word skills. Staff 

everything UG 

Working well remotely Faculty 
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More classes to learn things like Excel. Classes to help organize email and calendars Faculty 

Providing all of the resources and answers needed UG 

THANK YOU for not turning new features “on” by default anymore. Please do not start 

doing that again.. 

Staff 

Love the idea of using DUO mobile for strengthened security UG 

It's all good! Staff 

My office uses Office 365 pretty well (in orientations specifically) and I think that a lot of 
that is evidence of the support that OIT has provided on this over time. 

Staff 

Works well. Had no issues so far UG 

OIT have always been helpful if I've had to have support on my desk top or lap top with 

Office 365. 

Staff 

I love UT's Outlook E-Mail! Grad 

Emails are always quick and the system is almost never down Staff 

It works fine and I dont seem to recall having any problems and certainly not extended 

problems. 

Faculty 

I like the integration of Zoom to Outlook Faculty 

Very familiar since we use it at work Grad 

Use of Gmail and GSuite Apps is fantastic Grad 

Seems to be working well Grad 

Everything is good Grad 

Everything Faculty 

I am pretty happy with Outlook. I do not use Gmail for work. Faculty 

I appreciate having the space for my massive email archive! Faculty 

unknown--see above Faculty 

Very satisfied Faculty 

all is well Staff 

Giving me access Staff 

Office 365's integration with Google Faculty 
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Fast and efficient Faculty 

O365 have made working from home doable. Staff 

The IT support staff is well-trained with assisting personnel navigate the programs. Staff 

They have always answered questions easily. UG 

These options are great, especially when I may not be able to pull up my work email 

directly from my computer. 

Staff 

very good service Faculty 

Works good overall Faculty 

They're doing pretty well! Faculty 

Keeps us up and running. Staff 

Consistently works. if I have a challenge, address immediately and effectively. Faculty 

Email in general works very well and is reliable. Staff 

I love being able to use Gmail. PLEASE DON'T TAKE IT AWAY. Grad 

Software as a service is working well in this area. Staff 

The Gmail and Office 365 for the school work very well, I have experienced little to no 
problems with these services. 

UG 

I don't know. I hate the Office 365. Updating lost lots of mail for me and it was not backed 

up by UT. Gone. That sucks. Now I transfer lots of things to my own storage because the 

Office 365 can not be trusted. Happened more than once. 

Faculty 

We are fortunate to have email administrators who provide comprehensive support for 
some complicated issues. They do a great job with providing second-level support for the 
HelpDesk when answers are needed for complex situations. I especially appreciate the 
efforts of Jet Toomey and Jennifer Lawson in this area. 

Staff 

no problems which is the best accolade of all. Faculty 

it just works Staff 

Office 365 is great! Grad 

It works as well as any gmail account, although i personally don't use Office. Honestly i have 
no desires for the gmail, since theres really not difference between my true gmail and my 
school gmail 

UG 

thanks for offering both! Staff 
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How can OIT improve the support of Online@UT (Canvas)? 
119 Responses 

 

OIT support of Canvas is great, but some recent Canvas updates have not been useful. I 

wish there had not been significant changes between fall and spring semesters. And I don't 

remember receiving any warnings/announcements about them. 

Faculty 

Canvas, unfortunately, is not always the most intuitive platform to use. I tend to need the 

most help with this particular service and I would appreciate more self-help guides on OIT's 

website. 

Grad 

more accessible self-guided training for common uses faced by instructors in this platform 

(relating to the grade book and multiple sections, for instance) 

Faculty 

Timely access to support Faculty 

Canvas just has glitches that are frustrating and embarrassing, and some things are hard to 

figure out when they seem to arbitrarily change, but honestly, I am pleased with how well 

it works for my needs and especially under the demanding circumstances, DO NOT WANT 

ANYTHING ELSE! :) 

Faculty 

clunky, is only as good as the skill level of the professors using it. Staff 

There is no standardization. Every class has a learning curve. UG 

All video recordings should have a 1.25x speed option UG 

This has more to do with the professors themselves, I wish they were more on a cohesive 

plan for organizing and utilizing their Canvas pages. 

UG 

I haven't used support for Canvas much. I have had to use canvas studio and it is not the 

easiest. I have read the information that I was told to read and I think I even watched a 

video. 

Staff 

Use UT clout to push Canvas to create the updates we need. The system is so clunky from 

the instructor side and so many of the 'requested features' are things instructors need yet 

Canvas doesn't prioritize them. 

Faculty 

Some of the support information linked in Canvas is not incredibly easy to navigate. Faculty 

Get rid of Canvas. It's too restrictive. Can't change button names, can't add colors. It's 
boring. And information such as tests and other documents get auto placed in more that 
one tab, which is against best practices for online teaching - each document in one place.  

Faculty 
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Please see previous post in other comment that I made about Canvas. [I am not 
sure that OIT is capable of doing this, but it would be very helpful if certain 
changes were made to Canvas. It has limited capabilities for courses that have a 
lab component by separating from the lecture section as needed. It also has poor 
functionality for courses that have different grading schemes (i.e. bonus points, 
assignments that have grade  point values as is such as 103/105 points being 
assigned as 103 points and not actually computing it as 103 divided by 105 equals 
98.1, courses that have a lab section that has multiple assignments that equal up 
to 100 but are only a certain percentage of the entire course grade).] 

Grad 

Sometimes is hard to upload and replace documents that are link to part of the course. But 

it's not a big deal, I usually end up figuring it out. 

Staff 

sometimes it takes time to get to the canvas people, through the OIT people Faculty 

have all teachers use it or take small courses in how to organize canvas. many professors 

have extremely unorganized/ill-managed class sites that are difficult to navigate 

UG 

an easier way for students to know if they are getting announcements for a certain class Grad 

Clumsy UG 

Improve staff knowledge and understanding of students submitting video assignments. I 

teach ASL, and all students must submit videos of their work. The updates to Canvas/Studio 

this semester meant that I had to modify all of the course assignments for students to 

submit their work. A notification regarding this update would have been helpful. When I 

called for assistance, the person I spoke to had very little understanding of the video 

features of Canvas/Studio. I ended up figuring it out myself before the staff person emailed 

with the same solution. 

N/A 

They can have a direct link to them from there UG 

Please teach instructors how to properly use this. A lot of professors get grading wrong, 

don't know how to set up exams properly, mismanage activities or don't know how to date 

assignments. Like really? This far into the semester, this is what I'm paying for? 

UG 

You guys are always so helpful within canvas. Some of canvas is still really clunky though. 

Like if I want to search for a student to find out what group they are in there's no way to 

search that. 

Faculty 

More intuitive build options would be great. For example, if I'm writing a quiz with 20 

questions of five points each, it would be nice if canvas could recognize the pattern at fill it 

out for me, rather than having to enter the information manually for each quiz question. 

Faculty 

Figure out the direct email situation on there, for some reason you cant email your 

professors directly on canvas. 

Grad 

Enable Ad Hock reporting or method of retrieving student files UG 
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does not load UG 

more integrated tools Faculty 

Advertise more training on how to create Canvas sites that are easy to navigate and 

effective. 

Staff 

Canvas can be daunting at times. I'm not really sure how OIT can improve support, but I 
often feel overwhelmed with trying to figure out how to utilize it properly. 

Staff 

FIgure out a way to get professors to get trained in how to use Canvas effectively? Grad 

There always seem to be an issue with Canvas. But I think it is about the teachers. Every 
class I take, the professor uses it differently and it seems like I have to relearn Canvas all 
over again per class. I wish there was more continuity across the classes. 

UG 

-Make it send a submission receipt email by default for every assignment for paper trail 

reasons -Make it use the user's browser's PDF renderer instead of the bad Canvas one -

There's a huge amount of variation between how different professors structure their 

pages. Not a solution, just a complaint :) 

UG 

I only have a minor gripe - when I restore down my window the left hand navigation 
disappears and it gives me a hard time trying to use it. I typically have multiple windows 
going at once to quickly reference info while  writing so this is a big pain. It didn't used to 
do this, it started maybe a year ago? 

UG 

Great tutorials everywhere, but they are hard to find. Faculty 

Works fine, maybe more intro to it for incoming students. Linking some homework websites 
to it too could be nice 

UG 

fix the grading issues that professors seem to have. some professors don’t input grades 

because they don’t really reflect the actual grade and some do input grades but you can’t 

actually take the grade as it is because canvas cannot calculate the grade properly 

UG 

Please see the section above about CHEAT SHEETS and Update warnings to settings. Faculty 

make it suck less, teach teachers to put a syllabus under "syllabus", assignments under 

assignments etc 

UG 

Find a better way to keep students from cheating on exams! Grad 

Continue to seek out new functionality within the platform, especially those apps that 

promote student engagement with each other and with instructors. Allow Canvas courses 

to be made by faculty for projects ad hoc, as they are useful for collaboration and 

organization. 

Faculty 

There are so many available resources, sometimes ii is difficult to find needed info. A 
manual would be helpful. Maybe it is there and I missed it? 

Faculty 

I am relatively new to this platform and can have difficulty navigating the site. Staff 
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Professors need more training on how to use modules. Professors who does everything 

through announcements and pages hurt. 

UG 

More standardization across different professors- I think it is a great resource but it is used 

totally differently in all my classes so it becomes not so great of a resource. (i.e. syllabus in 

the syllabus tab) 

UG 

Change to Blackboard. Canvas has proved to me time and again that it is very very flawed. Faculty 

Hard to find assignments. Everything is in a different spot UG 

Part of the library idea, but I am not a big fan of the in-canvas education. I would prefer 

to hit a library on the OIT site and one-stop shop for information and support on OIT/UTK 

products. We really need an LMS that collects departmental information and who their PI 
is and also allows for selfenrolling. The grade book format is not very helpful for our 

needs. 

Faculty 

If Online@UT cannot provide us with report outs about individuals based on supervisor, 

completion dates, pass/fail, what department they belong to, and campus they are 

affiliated with, then we need to have this information come in a excel format so that we 

upload it to our Access database to analyze training outcomes in relation to meeting 
compliance regulations. 

Staff 

Support is great. Occasionally, I run into limitations or need to use an awkward work 

around. 

Faculty 

There are things about Canvas I do not like, but that is more about the product than OIT 

support 

Faculty 

Better way of showing grades and overall grades. UG 

As I mentioned in a previous question, the Quiz functionality is clunky with Exams. I would 

really like to be able to type my exams in MS word and simply cut-and-paste multiple 

choice questions more easily. 

Faculty 

Too much is non-intuitive and having to go to an advisor or help desk for seemingly basic 

tasks is frustrating. 

Faculty 

Respondus has an AI problem and does not adequately recognize black faces. Therefore, 
my black students are flagged by respondus even if they aren’t cheating. That means if I 
notice a black student cheating I have to go through EVERY video with equal intention to 
avoid bias for my black students. 

Faculty 

I'm not sure this an OIT issue, but the "speed grader" is horrifically slow. It is a clunky 

interface that requires too many clicks to do anything. 

Faculty 

Please auto hide tabs/pages for a class that doesn't have any uses on them. Many teachers 
enable all tabs because they aren't familiar with the system and then they only use "Files" 
and "Modules." 

Grad 
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Overall I think it is working well. I have had some glitches in online tests that involve 

pictures. Not sure what the best solution, but students complain about long downloads or 

they can't see the pictures. Kind of stressful in a test setting. 

Faculty 

Help teachers actually know how to use the site UG 

canvas just isn't it. We need to switch to blackboard so teachers and students can be more 

successful in an online environment. 

Grad 

It would be great to have a pedagogical space for a department in which we could keep 

syllabus boilerplate, modules that people could import into survey classes, etc. I know 

there's one for the first year writing program in English. That model might work elsewhere. 

Faculty 

Give professors more input into how exactly to use everything. Don't know if it changes too 

often or they're too busy to stay up-to-date but there's a disconnect 

Grad 

Would like to learn how to use Canvas apps Faculty 

Canvas is clumsy and unintuitive. I have gotten more proficient with it, but I spend a lot of 

time trying to figure out how to make the silly program work for me. 

Faculty 

 It's pretty good as is. In the gradebook I haven't figured out how to weigh the weights of 
different assignments and remove diagnostic quizzes from the gradebook. This used to be 
easier in Blackboard and also Canvas until recently I feel. I'll figure it out soon. For us who 
have many 'courses' in Canvas the course list can be cluttered. ait one thing: Emailing 
groups out of canvas is a pain. Because one first has to LEAVE the course, got to the inbox, 
then it is hard to find one's course again because course titles are not displayed well. So I 
do this as rarely as possible. It would be nice to be able to export the emails of all students 
in the class and make that into a 'group' in Outlook. 

Faculty 

I have the occasional gripe with OIT's firm grasp on the LTIs, but it hasn't been terribly 

onerous. 

Staff 

Canvas was OK for minimal use (posting slides, assignments, grades). It lacks flexibility and 

it's boring for the current circumstances 

Faculty 

Make sure the Zoom recordings aren't so quickly deleted at the end of a term. Faculty 

Faculty are not always aware of updates but should be more informed.  Faculty 

Canvas works as it should approximately 70% of the time. Specifically, I embed audio clips 

into almost every online assignment. This semester, those audio clips are embedded 

differently and take 5-7 minutes per clip to upload. This adds nearly half an hour to lesson 

planning per class (of which I have 4). Additionally, students often have trouble uploading 

assignments resulting in a multitude of emailed assignments. 

Grad 

Unclutter, provide shells by disciplinary area. Faculty 

Canvas needs to be friendlier to alternative grading / assessment models. Grad 
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If teachers don't use certain tabs, make them invisible to students on that class's page. UG 

There has been one time this semester when taking a quiz that I picked the right answer 

and it recorded the wrong answer after submitting. That should not happen 

Grad 

Teach professors how to properly operate the interface UG 

More support for LTI plugins, chat (that's not an OIT issue though!) Staff 

Be pro-active in telling us the bugs so we know the pitfalls of shortcomings of the system 

instead of learning them the hard way. Many times when I've called the help desk I hear, 

"yeah that's something about Canvas that's not good...." 

Faculty 

Canvas sometimes loses annotations that I write when I am grading homework on the 
Canvas Teacher app for iPad. When I exit SpeedGrader and then come back later, random 
annotations have disappeared. 

UG 

Blackboard was so much better! Faculty 

Include training info, demonstrations of programs to complement Canvas like Jamboard. Faculty 

I would have liked a heads up when canvas features were changed. Faculty 

Provide staff training on how to use it. Staff 

Fixing issues with images not appearing Grad 

Canvas works fine with the exception of some online textbooks not importing grades 

efficiently 

UG 

Instruction knowledge is lagging Grad 

Canvas is rough, especially when professors don’t know how to use it or choose not to use 

it 

UG 

train instructors how to more effectively use and organize canvas UG 

Really need to have Canvas people available M-F 8-5; like you did in the fall 2020 to assist 

faculty in real-time. Essential for helping us provide high quality, effective, timely 

education. 

Faculty 

The training modules can be glitchy. Sometimes they can email the certificate showing they 

took a certain course and sometimes it just emails like a print screen without the certificate 

attached. 

Staff 

You have no control over what I want, which is to set up my own menu and not be stuck 

with what Canvas offers. 

Faculty 
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Educate teachers more in depth about how to use their tools, and perhaps implement 

some standards so classes look at least somewhat similar from class to class. 

Grad 

Many of my issues with Canvas seem to be more about their bad UX/UI and less about 

anything OIT is doing well/poorly. 

Grad 

Improving the use of the app on iPad and phones to make it more like the online internet 

version. 

UG 

More options and integration of 3rd party programs and sites. Fix time lag to access Canvas 

during the day. 

Faculty 

Most Canvas problems are not UT's issues, but Instructure issues. Faculty 

Get rid of it and get something that is easy to use. Screen is too small. Hard to navigate,. Faculty 

Force training, i.e., no training, no logging in to use. Staff 

I'd like some training for Canvas. I'm doing better now that I've been at UT for 3 semesters, 

but at the beginning and even sometimes now, I fumble through Canvas. Every instructor 

seems to set us their classes differently so we students have to figure out how to navigate. 

Grad 

Make professors actually learn how to use Canvas. Most professors really don't know what 
they are doing. I could get so much more out of Canvas is professors were consistent with 
how they organize their canvas pages. Force them to go to training for it and organize them 
all the same (i.e. modules are in the modules tab, the syllabus is in the syllabus tab, remove 
tabs they they are not using etc.) 

UG 

Additional support for applications that integrate with Canvas Grad 

Issues with bolt-ons like Panopto Staff 

The change to Panopto video was poorly done, didn't loop faculty in at all, and created 

more work trying to get access straightened out. 

Faculty 

Support is good. Can vas can be cumbersome. Grade book is awful. Faculty 

Might be a configuration thing, but some of the links are dead or do not go anywhere/fail. Staff 

Fortunately most faculty were already proficient in managing Canvas- HOWEVER when we 
switched from Blackboard to Canvas- it was a mess. just think what would have happened 
had this coincided with COVID!! It seems just as we become proficient OIT switches 
programs- I assume to save money! 

Faculty 

Please let the HelpDesk do more to help with Canvas. Staff 

Canvas is great, however, with multiple windows for a module, it becomes harder to 

navigate. 

Grad 
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I think OIT is doing fine, it is the faculty that are perhaps not taking advantage of the 
training and support available. However, improved access to training and technical 
assistance about best practices in building and implementing a course in canvas 
(embedding zoom links, using modules vs. files, updating assignment due  dates etc.) 

Grad 

I guess it is a necessary evil, but it is so over the top as well. We keep CNAVAS courses 

because we are required to do so since it is the University platform, but many faculty put 

all their material in google Drive and link to it from CANVAS. 

Faculty 

the main issue with canvas is professor's not being able to easily navigate it. every class is 
set up massively differently, which i feel like only makes stuff harder. For instance in 
Math113, rather than have a modules tab, you have to click on Home, then find the unit, 
then the day, and then the assignments. It's very clunky when having a modules tab that 
would allow you to see all your assignments at once would be so much better. I don't think 
its on purpose, i just think theres a misunderstanding of either how canvas works, or how 
students use canvas. 

UG 

train teachers UG 

Canvas got better with the more recent release. For a while it was frustrating that it didn't 

have simple features that Blackboard offered (time controlled release of all documents is 

still lagging). I do not understand why Canvas grades can't upload grades directly to Banner. 

The manual copy-by-clicking is a painful and error prone process when teaching a large 

class. 

Faculty 

Canvas has a lot of bugs. Professors need better training on it as some don't know how to 

work it well. 

UG 

I have yet to identify an advantage of Canvas over Blackboard. For example, it no longer is 

possible to send emails to all members of a class. The "tabs" are less useful for organizing 

info. 

N/A 

Get vendor to have a better "Help" manual. Make it easier to quickly get to help without 

having to go through so many menus. 

Faculty 

Again, I believe that the professors and staff need a online course on how to effectively set 

up the classes in canvas. 

UG 

I wish we could put pictures on our profile. It would help me know who is who in my 

classes. It would particularly help with discussion board posts. 

Grad 

Canvas sites are not uniform between courses. Some instructors rearrange the mods, 
making it difficult to quickly find the link you are looking for. Also, newer instructors are 
often confused by how Canvas works. Adding a mandatory training session for new 
instructors would greatly help with this issue. 

Grad 
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What is OIT doing well with the support of Online@UT (Canvas)? 
81 Responses 

 

Some of the folks who answer questions about Canvas are top-notch. Faculty 

quick response when I have a Canvas question Faculty 

I've found the Knowledge Base helpful for finding answers, as well as OIT Support Staff. I'd 

love to see a few specific examples of instructors' use of Canvas for those who are newer 

and considering available options. The OIT materials provide a good foundation here, but 

seeing tangible examples across disciplines would be useful as a supplement 

Faculty 

I think the online canvas guide for faculty has been able to answer any question I've had! Faculty 

Day in day information is release Grad 

Don't change anything. UG 

Works well! No complaints. Not spectacular but seems to be alright Grad 

Linking with my email, notifying me of assignments. Grad 

If I can not figure something out a Canvas specialist is very quick to answer and will be able 

to help. I also appreciated the pop-in Zoom availability! 

Faculty 

It works just fine. Staff 

online walk-in help hours Faculty 

Canvas is working well. Grad 

Having all courses on one platform is great. UG 

Fred Kelly. Every time I have a Canvas issue, he is amazing. Recently, within 2 minutes of 

signing onto Zoom, he identified a major issue with the updates that caused my students 

not to be able to access comments in the grade center. Within a couple of days, Canvas 

removed the updates so the issue could be solved. He truly is amazing. 

Faculty 

It's quite intuitive over all  Staff 

the dept had a person encharged to help the faculty, Roddy Toledo in our case and she was 

very helpful 

Faculty 

Support is always available if I get stuck on an issue N/A 

They made it easy to use UG 
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its organized UG 

Rosie Sasso has always been so great to work with!! Staff 

Providing support and answers when needed UG 

OIT has been very good at keeping faculty up to date with new and changing features on 

Canvas. Canvas trainings have provided me with everything I need to know to run my 

classes. 

Faculty 

office hours Faculty 

Love the continual upgrades and tool exploration OIT is doing with Canvas. Keep looking for 

the latest and greatest to help us connect the best we can with our online students. 

Grad 

Things typically work on my end - I've only had trouble with it once or twice. UG 

Great. support from Rosie. Sasso and Steve Chastain. Most of my tickets usually end up. 

going up the chain to them. 

Faculty 

Works just fine UG 

Fred and Sallie help out great when in a panic. Usually though try other instructors first as 

we know they are swamped. 

Faculty 

Once the decision to use it was made, no amount of heroic hand holding by the support 

staff was going to make up for the inherent opacity, illogical logic branching, and feature 

creep of Canvas. 

Faculty 

I think the support is great. I wish some things with Canvas were a bit more intuitive like 

when I make the decision to hold grades and press the button, it seems to do that for some 

but not necessarily all the students and it is hard to tell either way. 

Grad 

Everyone I have talked with has been extremely helpful and knowledgeable. Faculty 

There is so much information here and the set up is fairly intuitive. Staff 

The people who support it. But they do not seem to see all the flaws, or if they see them 

they seem powerless to give Canvas people the appropriate feedback to improve it. It is 

just bad. I try to avoid Canvas as much as I can. 

Faculty 

I was a brand new user of canvas this semester. I found the training videos quite helpful for 
getting me started.  

Faculty 

Seems to run fine and issues addressed pretty quickly. I am pleased. Faculty 

The staff is more than helpful but restricted to the limitations of the LMS. Staff 

Canvas support is amazing. Faculty 
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Answering questions promptly Faculty 

I have only had to use Canvas for one thing as I'm not faculty. Staff 

The Canvas specialists have zoom office hours, which is great--thank you! Faculty 

Made available some good training and templates; participated in Jumpstart program 
which was excellent. 

Faculty 

CANVAS is a very useful tool that is good for tracking how you're doing in class and 

accessing resources 

Grad 

good product, great support Faculty 

Everything is good Grad 

Mostly everything. OIT has been especially helpful while working remotely. Faculty 

I've gotten quick and helpful responses from OIT when I have issues. Faculty 

most of it thank you. Faculty 

Canvas is such a phenomenal improvement over Blackboard that I rarely find the need for 

support. 

Staff 

You are doing fine! Faculty 

See my previous comments. The Canvas virtual office hours were very helpful to me. Faculty 

Thanks for rolling back that new assignment feature recently Grad 

Not sure, just maybe acknowledge some of the limitations rather than trying to convince 

professors that they don't need the missing functionality (and there is quite a bit missing 

from canvas, though it has slowly gotten a bit better) 

Faculty 

Canvas OIT support and assistance with course design. Faculty 

Canvas is great over all UG 

drop in zoom sessions Faculty 

OIT seems to regularly review the need for various upgrades Faculty 

The Canvas trainings offered by OIT have been outstanding. Faculty 

Providing training on how to use it. Staff 

Canvas is easy to use and OIT Is always quick to help with questions. UG 

very good service Faculty 
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There is a significant learning curve which can be forgotten when setting up courses and 
uploading files. 

Faculty 

Excellent staff. Answer questions well, in a way understood. Take the time to understand 

faculty goal/outcome and assist to get there, usually offering options of approaches 

faculty can take. Again, FAQ, etc helpful. I always feel like OIT Canvas support staff have 

my back. I feel confident they will do everything humanly possible to help me. For some 

things in Canvas, I only do once per year and simply do not recall all steps each year. OIT 

Canvas support staff patiently assist, share any "updates" for or better ways to consider. 

Again, great listening skills to help me/faculty/the customer to my job. 

Faculty 

I only use Canvas for up-training or to insure a certain training module is still running. Staff 

service for this is fine Faculty 

LOVE the class shells and templates. They have helped me immensely, and my students are 

definitely benefitting from the organization they provide. 

Grad 

Improvements to canvas - especially the Collapse button. Faculty 

Easy to figure out! Staff 

The Canvas support team has been a phenomenal resource during the pandemic and I 

cannot thank them enough for their timely responses and dedication to resolving issues. 

Staff 

Ahhhhh. the zoom drop in. The staff is fantastic. Faculty 

The Canvas support group is a bright spot among the grey clouds of poor support at OIT. 

They actually know the product, respond to questions and problems, and follow up when 

they say they will. Kudos. You should put them in charge of training all the other groups. 

Faculty 

Canvas works very well and seems adaptable to future requirements. Faculty 

Support is great. OIT rocks. It would help for students to know how to cut down their 

notifications. 

Faculty 

You are doing what you have to do. As I mentioned before, the problems have been solved 

by removing the new quizzes, the new student view assignments. 

Faculty 

Canvas people - Rosie, Fred, Jerry -- are exceptional. Always willing to help. Loved the zoom 

drop in and they created a room when we had 800 freshman taking an online, Respondus 

exam! 

Faculty 

Everything. I receive a lot of compliments from students on the organization of my course 

sites. 

Faculty 

I did not know there was a support of Canvas except through OIT Grad 

Whenever students or faculty have reached out, OIT has been prompt and helpful! Grad 
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Some of the support people, especially Fred and Rosie, are absolutely fantastic. They're 

knowledgeable, helpful, able to think creatively about solutions to complex problems, and 

unfailingly kind. 

Faculty 

I have had reasonably good luck with getting assistance when I have had problems--if I get 

referred through the Zoom room. 

N/A 

Keeping it online! Great job. Faculty 

OIT is doing great. UG 
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How can the UT System improve the support of ANDI? 
8 Responses 

 

I think more a more robust integration with student systems is needed (coding of 

student activities for example). We also need a mobile platform for ANDI 

Staff 

nothing, unless you can make the system itself better. Terrible system, clunky, not at 

all user friendly. 

Staff 

I would like more ability for building custom reports. Staff 

We are way overdue for an upgraded platform so I'm eager for us to select a new 

vendor and begin implementing our new donor database. 

Staff 

more training Faculty 

Issues are not with OIT. They are in the limitations in ANDI. Staff 

I believe it is an as good as it can be. OIT supports ANDI and our staff very well with 

what we have to work with. 

Staff 

I"m a daily, heavy user of ANDI. Katie McMahon on the Foundation works on ANDI 

support; I"m not sure how OIT interacts with her. One problem: ANDI sometimes 

"blinks" (flashes the login screen) and loses functionality, just toggling back & forth 

on the login screen. I reported this problem to Katie a while back (pre-pandemic), 

and she was not familiar with it and didn't have any advice. This recurs every week 

or two, though. I solve it by shutting down my computer and restarting. Has anyone 

else had ANDI do this? 

Staff 
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What is the UT System doing well with the support of ANDI? 
3 Responses 

 

Ed Johnson's team is doing an awesome job assisting with UTFI needs. Staff 

I don't use ANDI deeply, and what I use works well. Staff 

Everything. Staff is quick and does a tremendous job of supporting ANDI Staff 
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How can the UT System improve the support of Cayuse SP/424?  
27 Responses 

 

Update the system, make it more user friendly Staff 

Offer additional training opportunities, or make them more apparent if they exist. Faculty 

Provide training, in-app guides and tips. A recorded tutorial about how to do simple tasks 

like approve application, upload docs, etc. This is my least favorite software and it gives me 

a headache every time. Processing speeds are slow and it's interface is not intuitive. 

Faculty 

having things load faster having the accounts link correctly to the awards Staff 

The system interface is very confusing. Every few months to a year when I submit a 

proposal, I feel like I have to relearn where you click to expand different proposal 

information. 

Faculty 

Accessing data in Cayuse is slow. Load time is slow. Staff 

I have logged onto the administrator portal. I have no idea how I got in--I logged on by 

accident about 6 months or so ago. You may want to distinguish clearly "Researchers go 

here" versus Account Managers go here. And make sure I can't get in (again, total accident 

that I got in, but they let me in and then I was confused and probably saw things I should 

not have. 

Faculty 

online trainings and pdf instructions Staff 

replace it Faculty 

I recommend continuing to reduce the number of required information and documents 

required to *initiate* submission to ORE. Requiring a larger number of substantially 

complete documents delays initial routing and means ORE has less time to prepare/advise. 

It should be possible to initiate and "submit" a new proposal document in under 5-10 

minutes, and then go back and fill in the details and documents as they become available 

with both the PI and ORE representative having a view into this process. I would like to see 

a greatly improved and expanding online tool for developing automated and compliant 

budgets. The spreadsheets are an outdated tool. 

Faculty 

Work to streamline the number of forms/pages Faculty 

not user friendly Faculty 

I don't think any of the problems with Cayuse are OIT's fault. You all do with best with what 

you have! 

Staff 

didn't know there was support available for it Faculty 
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Displaying the budgets and other attached files in Cayuse requires us to click, 
then download, then open. Would be nice if these files would just open in 
Cayuse with spacebar in a preview. Not your fault, but 'requests for 
certification/authorization' are sent to multiple people at once. It's only once I go 
and look up the proposal in Cayuse that I find someone else already approved it. 
This is 100% waste of time What if the first approver gets the email first, and an 
hour later the email goes out to the second on the list... 

Faculty 

I use the data that UT Systems provides to import into Elements. Slicing and 
dicing all the data together to build reports is extremely complicated and high 
maintenance. I wish for some data modeling that  "Preprocesses" or takes care 
of all the complicated gyrations required for anyone to make productive use of 
the data in reports. 

Staff 

Make it easier to distinguish the narrative, matching, and budget sheet Faculty 

Train staff on how to understand it. Staff 

Faculty should be able to generate reports summarizing their grant participation Faculty 

General training would be great. I am not aware of any. Staff 

HORRIBLE. If the idea is to waste a reviewer's time, this is the perfect vehicle. Faculty 

It is often difficult to decide on the correct highlighted link to click on. This is a problem for 

an occasional user like me. Cayuse for Dummies would be a good addition. 

Faculty 

It would be hard to design a worse system. Any movement would be an improvement. Faculty 

A Cayuse is Western slang for a worthless old horse, and this pretty much describes this 
software. It's nonintuitive, clunky, hard to add co-investigators to the project, and so forth. 
It's like so much software that the university purchases without first checking with OIT 
professionals or end users first. 

Faculty 

As with Canvas, there should be an easy way to simply have information that isn't going to 

change to be added automatically. For instance, the dept. contact, the site of the research, 

the name of the PI. Jeez. If I've logged in, all that info could simply be copied into the new 

forms. 

Faculty 

I've never asked for support with Cayuse. I just think it's a clunky program. Staff 

I have gotten used to clicking around until find the desired information. Use Cayuse 4-6 

times a month. 

Staff 
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What is the UT System doing well with the support of Cayuse SP/424? 
10 Responses 

 

Easy to find the information needed Staff 

The software itself is great and reliable. Faculty 

It's pretty good. Faculty 

They are making the raw data available. Staff 

It's easy to get to and relatively easy to use Faculty 

Running it so smooth, staff doesn't have any questions to ask about it. Staff 

Everything! Faculty 

Available if I need help Faculty 

fine Faculty 

System is up when I need it. Staff 
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Optional: How can the UT System improve the support of IRIS? 
145 Responses 

 

IRIS is difficult to navigate. Faculty 

It takes along time to develop news processes. eform=15 years Staff 

Make the interface more user friendly so it is easier to figure out under which tab to find 

things. 

Faculty 

Update the system, very outdated, tedious, repetitive Staff 

Make our use of the platform more intuitive (maybe more description with each section). Faculty 

It is unwieldy and difficult to find what I need from my user perspective. I use one portal, 

which seems to never be the same. What is the rest used for? 

Faculty 

It is not intuitive. It appears very different from modern online systems. It refreshes slowly 

leaving things I have complete to appear like they have not been completed for several 

minutes. 

Staff 

More IRIS help videos that will properly load up and walk us through the process. The help 

desk personnel are extraordinary! Jenifer Huey is so helpful! 

Staff 

This is really not a user friendly system and it is difficult to find exactly what you are 

looking for in documentation and instructions. 

Staff 

again, old and clunky, doesn't work with Chrome after a year of using it with Chrome. Staff 

Communication between both departments and an IRIS helpdesk assistant that answers 
the phone. 

Staff 

IRIS is what it is! It is cluncky and not high tech for sure, but the trainings and on line 

support is all there. I have never encountered anything I could not figure out using the on 

line tools. If I need guidance from a actual person the IRIS Help team is always super 

responsive and helpful! 

Staff  

IRIS help is great-the IRIS system is NOT Staff 

IRIS is clunky, and has a lot of pop-ups that my Mac doesn't like. I often have to click on an 

item, select the pop-up, it shows up blank, and then I have to go back and re-click the item 

to get the pop-up window to populate. 

Staff 

At times IRIS is difficult to figure out. Faculty 

More training on how to better use the IRIS system...easier ways to access the system Staff 

I use iris in a limited way and forget at times how to use some elements and need to 

refresh my memory on how to use or ask someone in my department for help 

Faculty 
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Minimum exposure. Not a regular workday application. Staff 

IRIS is not that intuitive but I have learned to live with it. Staff 

Online version of pay statement would not render correctly for months. Had to use mobile 

link even on PC. Believe this may have been fixed finally. Never could reconcile leave 

between Unanet and IRIS. 

Staff 

Browser compatibility Staff 

It's old school, not very functional to be changing tabs and lately it doesn't work in 

Chrome. 

Staff 

It is clunky and not intuitive. Not sure how to improve it though. Staff 

select a new ERP Staff 

Quit changing every few weeks Staff 

It is just an extremely frustrating system to learn. Not user friendly. Not really an OIT issue, 

I know. 

Staff 

I am comfortable with IRIS. I have used it frequently enough and we have an admin assist 

who knows her stuff with these services that folks in the office use.. She's great to answer 

questions. 

Staff 

I have never found SAP to be particularly intuitive in multiple programs with previous 

employers. 

Staff 

I had to change the bank where my monthly pay went and there was not a self service way 
to fill out that form. I ended up having to call payroll, they had to email it to me and then I 
scanned it back to them. It should be easier than that. 

Faculty 

Sometimes IRIS does not work in some web browsers Faculty 

IRIS is incredibly hard to learn and even after using it for years, I mess up all the time. It 
would be really nice if each transaction didn't include a bunch of entry boxes that weren't 
needed for that transaction, or if it included instructions like "This field should be in all 
CAPS". Also, in the online web version of IRIS, the entry box for document texts doesn't 
allow you to copy and paste - each individual line is character restricted, which is a bother. 

Staff 

It is not OIT, it is the software not being user friendly Staff 

Update training for people who are not familiar with the system. Create views that actually 

support the way manager and directors work. Update the system to something close to 

modern technology. 

Staff 

You need more/better training for IRIS. Staff 

The interface is not very user-friendly or intuitive. Faculty 

Use bigger fonts. Increase mobile accessibility, reduce redundant "clicks" Faculty 
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Give better instruction for new employees Staff 

I was never taught to use IRIS. Start by giving training on how to use Faculty 

Not an OIT-driven issue, but the program itself is not at all intuitive. Staff 

The site is a little confusing to use when first starting with the system, but once you know 

where to find what you're looking for, it's easy to get back to. 

Staff 

I don't find the website always user friendly. Sometimes I have a hard time making certain 

modifications I need to make. 

Faculty 

Im not sure how yall would be able to improve IRIS it is not super user friendly. Staff 

IRIS doesn't seem to have been updated in forever. It's not very intuitive. Staff 

nothing about IRIS is self explanatory and most of the actions are not in logical locations Staff 

Procedures change in IRIS all the time without any notice. More advance classes should 
be taught. There should be an IRIS support phone line sometimes you need the 
information faster than having to wait for and email. 

Staff 

Add more cheat sheets. I go through several processes once or twice a year. Ex., hiring 
students. Having an up to date set of “how-to” instructions would help me a lot. 

Staff 

Make it more intuitive and user friendly. I hate that I have to know so many acronyms. 

Different types of entries have different rules as far as saving. Sometimes task items 

disappear or get locked. It's just ridiculously obscure and difficult to get used to and I have 

better things to do than learn a whole new language just to sign things. I suppose that 

might not be in your realm to fix, but I really loathe this system. 

Faculty 

IRIS feels like it is an old mainframe system - its functionality is horrible. It won't work in 
Chrome. It's a hunk of junk. We need a modern faculty/staff management system. I 
thought Peoplesoft was bad at other universities, but this is the worst I have ever 
experienced. Peoplesoft looks like modern technology next to IRIS. 

Faculty 

The format for viewing ledgers to be approved is very difficult to interact with and not 

human reading friendly. 

Faculty 

Not sure. It just seems to be an antiquated system. I don't have a similar platform for 

comparison, but I've always thought IRIS seemed home grown and quirky. 

Staff 

I miss the IRIS classes! Staff 

IRIS is not user friendly. Feels so out of date. Staff 

Instruction for employees during onboarding or soon thereafter. I still can't tell you what it 

is and I've been using it for 10 years! 

Faculty 

IRIS does not work in my preferred browser, Firefox Faculty 
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Improve UI. System in non-intuitive and difficult to navigate. Provide library of training 

videos or offer workshops when onboarding new faculty. 

Faculty 

I run into issues approving my ledgers "periodically." I normally use Firefox without an 

issue, but sometimes it fails; then I try Chrome, it fails. Then I try my laptop and Chrome, 

Safari, and other browsers and they fail. Essentially, I'll go a day or two where IRIS won't 

show me ledgers, but then it works. 

Faculty 

More clarity Faculty 

I infrequently access IRIS for pay information, HR data and ordering--maybe 5 times per 

month. I find the site navigation confusing and unclear. 

Faculty 

online trainings and pdf step by step instructions Staff 

Honestly, I hate the way we access IRIS. I'm not sure if that's an OIT responsibility though. I 
have contacted the help desk over my IRIS shutting down repeatedly and was told it was 
my connection in the office. I find it hard to believe because I've had IRIS for 15+ years 
with no problems. 

Staff 

It is a terrible system. As new Faculty It was total nightmare to fill up my "conflict of 

interest" form Two weeks trying to figure what was wrong with that page and my devices. 

I used 5 different and three different browsers, with uncountable many people giving me 

directions to fill up that form online. Nothing worked. After 2 weeks some specialized 

person has to be given permission to see my screen (think that I hate to do) to guide me 

where to find the form. It was not easy for that person either. I never got feedback of what 

was so wrong with it. 

Faculty 

A business degree is needed to properly understand how to use this system. I rely on our 
department's office staff for all IRIS issues. 

Faculty 

make it user friendly--don't use it Faculty 

I've learned to navigate the arcane structure of IRIS, but some training on the basics would 
have been helpful 

Staff 

Not OIT's doing, but the interface is awful Staff 

IRIS is a platform in need of significant UI/UX update, revision, and enhancement. We live 

in an age of easy to use multi-platform webapps with updates, search selections, and clear 

error feedback. IRIS should not be cryptic. 

Faculty 

Iris is very clunky. I use Iris primarily for ledgers and PI research grant self reporting. I wish 

there was an easy way to double a PDF of my approved ledgers each month in PDF format, 

but there does not appear to be. 

Faculty 

Iris is just horrible. It's slow, unintuitive, and clunky. I don't know what OIT can do about 
that. 

Faculty 
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I have the log in process as it currently stands. Too many links to get where I need to go to 

download and launch the program over and over. I don't know that OIT can improve it, but 

it's too cumbersome to access easily. 

Staff 

Appearance of website Faculty 

Make it more user friendly. Staff 

the help guides for supervisors to approve time is hard to find. The calendar of approved 

time for the entire office is not very user friendly. I know it is part of the product, but the 

list of my department is very long and I cannot sort by specific people and the headings 

disappear as I scroll down 

Staff 

Again, none of the problems with IRIS are your all's fault. It's just not a great program for 

what we need. You all and the IRIS team do the best you can! 

Staff 

IRIS is hard to understand for beginners. checklist of monthly transactions/procedures 
could be assigned to each staff member accordingly for their duties for their position. 
Such as Adm. Assts, would print ledgers, check registers, etc. A "to-do" list would be 
nice when new employees are hired. 

Staff 

The entire system is not user-friendly. It's difficult to find information on my own 
without knowing the command to use from my fellow employees. The self-help section 
is equally bad and out of date. The search function in the self-help website mostly does 
not find what I need when I perform a search. It would be helpful to work with users to 
improve this area. 

Staff 

The SAP Gui needs further support and documentation; it's far from easy to use or figure 
out on your own 

Staff 

Provide a list of most used activities by job position Staff 

Stop separating functions into different systems. Having different systems for each 

function 9ie: Concur, ESM, Marketplace) is difficult and more time consuming. Offer more 

online training options for the systems in use. 

Staff 

Hoping the RFP process will result in a modern system Faculty 

IRIS is cumbersome and has many little areas that could be eliminated to achieve reporting 
quicker 

Staff 

Make online training modules of all of the inperson IRIS trainings. Personnel that are 

housed across the state cannot get adequate training for working in iRIS because it is cost 

pro pro send an administrative assistant from west TN office to Knoxville for a 1 day 

training session. You need some basic training modules online that teach new iris users 

how to understand iris ledgers. They are very confusing to someone who has no 

accounting background but is in charge of reconciling ledgers. 

Faculty 
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My comments are not necessarily in regards to OIT's support of IRIS. I have never 
consulted with OIT regarding support with IRIS. However, I do feel IRIS is outdated. 
The time entry feature is confusing compared to other similar platforms I have used 
such as Workday. 

Staff 

I feel like UTK has a great reputation, but IRIS does not fit that reputation because of how 
outdated it looks and how it operates. 

Staff 

Clearer instructions. Not a straight forward experience or platform, even when you use it 

regularly. 

Faculty 

I can't access much of IRIS with my preferred browser (chrome)  Faculty 

I use it very little, but enough to find even the simple functions such as payroll approval 

etc. clunky and byzantine. My main pieve is not with IRIS software but with UT 

regulations... Everything I must do on IRIS is just a waste of my time and does not serve 

any purpose. Faculty should be kept out of the IRIS world, in my opinion. IRIS is for 

accountants and HR folks, and everyone else should be receiving easily digestible reports. 

Faculty 

Push toward platform-neutrality. Make it so pop-up windows are not needed the way they 
are in some applications. I would love to have some automated tools for input into some 
programs! 

Staff 

Could it be more user friendly (intuitive) and faster? Faculty 

Better instructions. Get rid of blank that aren't required. Staff 

Can there be an IRIS for dummies course? I find that many tech programs are intuitive—if 

I don’t know exactly how to do a certain task, I can usually use context clues to get me 

close.  

Faculty 

This example doesn’t at all apply to IRIS—I don’t find it to be user friendly or intuitive 
unless that is your sole responsibility. 

Staff 

Doesn't show me everything on a mac. Very clunky, interface circa 1997. Faculty 

I'm not sure this is anything OIT can do, necessarily, but the UI is a bit confusing and 
outdated. 

Staff 

Iris is not accessible in chrome on the midst recent Mac OS. I don't know if this is an issue 

with UTK IT or an external vendor. If IRIS comes from an external vendor and they refuse 

to address compatibility options, we should look for a new system. 

Faculty 

Written directions to clarify use of system Faculty 

When I try to check my pay stub, it says Chrome is not supported. It's a pain to have to log 

in using another browser. Also I have problems looking at past month's stubs. It won't 

change even when I changed the date. 

Staff 

It is not user friendly. Just awkward to read and understand. Staff 

Make it more user friendly Staff 
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Make IRIS disability accessible. Faculty 

Make it easier to get to. Unless someone sends me a direct link to a particular page, I have 

to fumble around on the internet for 10 min or so to find and access IRIS 

Faculty 

use mostly for payroll, and for personal info. not issues Staff 

Certain IRIS transactions that use pivot table, do not work well with Office 2019. There 

seems to be an issue with the macros. I am using Office 365 with IRIS and have not had any 

issues. 

Staff 

Limit its availability of certain sites to staff. Staff 

Not that intuitive at first Faculty 

Iris is okay, but sometimes it is not very intuitive. I need to get the department business 
manager to help me. IRIS is horrible. Get a new program that does the same thing. 

Faculty 

It is slow and quirky. Sometimes transactions are redundant but I believe the state controls 

that and not UTK. 

Staff 

Buy another system. Staff 

IRIS is very not intuitive. It also does not play nicely with different web browsers. Staff 

I find IRIS to be very unfriendly. For one that does not use it every day, when I do, it is hard 

to figure out and when I suddenly get something, I often don't know how it happened. 

Staff 

It is sooooo slow... And I dread reviewing financials, so many poor human factors at play in 

the operation of the system. 

Faculty 

Get a different system. It's very far from intuitive. There's nothing in IRIS that's easy. I've 

got a whole binder of IRIS materials to tell me exactly what keys and buttons to push for 

what...it's like a video game cheat sheet booklet, but with IRIS, you can never really win 

the video game. 

Staff 

Finding information is not intuitive. Faculty 

Very clunky user interface, not easy to use. Staff 

IRIS is almost the least user-friendly software I've ever used. Faculty 

Improve the method for reaching the HelpDesk. IRIS HelpDesk can take days to get a 

response and there is no call number. 

Staff 

IRIS another beast that is hard to use. Everything has to be more complicated than it 

should be. Waste of good time. 

Faculty 

The interface is very clunky. Staff 
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Some of the pop ups are strangely worded and the workflows are not intuitive Staff 

IRIS is complicated to use Staff 

I get kicked out of IRIS a couple of times a day and have to relog in....which can be 

annoying. 

Staff 

Making it easier to navigate, there are so many steps to get to the outcome Staff 

replace IRIS with something modern Staff 

IRIS is IRIS---I don't think there is a lot of room for improvement. Staff 

IRIS is desperately in need of additional IRIS resources. Our "wish lists" are long and ever-

growing but there aren't enough team members to address the current issues, let alone 

new ones. 

Staff 

IRIS is confusing. I don't know if I missed an introduction to it or what -- not user friendly Faculty 

Get rid of it and replace it with something more user friendly. Staff 

A better way of finding the program we need, besides just typing in the actual code (ex: 

PA20) 

Staff 

The popup based interface is annoying. Faculty 

Again, the problem here isn't OIT so much as we actually make university policy based on 

what the program can and cannot do. I imagine a wonderful world where UT purchases 

software that works for us rather than creating policies to accommodate the software. 

Faculty 

get it working fully in Chrome browsers Faculty 

as a new administrator I must use IRIS- yet to this day I have never had one minute of 
training- I ask other users bookkeepers or business managers- but their knowledge is also 
limited 

Faculty 

Sometimes entirely uncomprehensable. Faculty 

Hopefully, the new knowledge base documentation will help with my use of IRIS. It's a 

pretty tough system to use. I keep at it. 

Staff 

An easier way to access things. Faculty 

goodness.... this is the most arcane system i've encountered in decades. Faculty 

I have no idea how to make use of IRIS other than entering or approving time and 

approving budgets (that I cannot seem to download). Accessing IRIS with a Mac is a pain. 

Staff 

IRIS is archaic. There has to be a better way to display crucial employee information. Staff 
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Keep getting login not available in the early a.m. Your website should state the error and 

when it will be fixed. Fix this. 

Staff 

I was surprised to learn OIT is in charge of IRIS. The website is not user friendly and it is 
very confusing to find information. So much so that we usually receive an email with 
detailed information on how perform some desired action. I really dread visiting IRIS. 

Faculty 

This interface is incredibly dense and extremely hard to use if you are not in it every single 

day. Likewise, the methods in which sponsored research projects requests are sent via 

email to submit needed data to ensure grant processes are accordingly is not an easy 

learning curve. 

Faculty 

need more workshops and general help. I have no idea where to start. Staff 

Update the user interface so that it works on all browsers. Faculty 

Interface is confusing and links are not clear as to function. Menus and selection are 

substandard. 

Faculty 

navigating the site can be confusing at times. Need clearer instructions Faculty 
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What is the UT System doing well with the support of IRIS? 
64 Responses 

 

They keep it running as is. Staff 

Having enough staff to handle phone calls, so we are never left on hold for long 

periods of time. The support team know the system and can troubleshoot any issues 

that occur. 

Staff 

It functions well Staff 

I was concerned when I first found out we were to start putting things in IRIS 

ourselves, but I have been able to do it okay. 

Staff 

The new help system is great! I like the updated look and feel and look forward to 

new things from the helpdesk team. 

Staff 

Offering some IRIS videos that we can access readily to assist us in the proper IRIS 

transaction that we are needing help on. 

Staff 

IRIS Help is amazing! They respond quickly and always point me in the right 

direction. 

Staff 

great support Staff 

I like to be able to see our leave in IRIS now. It is like one stop shopping. It is good. Staff 

I like how I can access all my paystubs and benefits statements Staff 

They do a good job Staff 

IRIS has become a little more used friendly Staff 

Again, they respond in a timely manner to provide knowledge, guidance, etc. Staff 

A OK. Staff 

The IRIS HelpDesk is great! Staff 

They answer any and all questions Staff 

The program itself is a little clunky but you have made several ways to do the same 

thing. I find this helpful. 

Staff 

Creating the vendor portal and payment works was a HUGE and very welcome 

change. The reformat of the online purchasing was great too. 

Faculty 

Gives lots of information Staff 
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Have had to email for help and everyone has always been quick to help and 

sometimes the problem takes a while to solve but eventually gets solved. 

Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

Recent training in requesting/certifying leave hours has been helpful. I feel like my 

initial orientation to IRIS years ago was also pretty good. I know how to navigate it 

well and don't generally struggle to find what I need on the platform. 

Staff 

IRIS support team is wonderful Staff 

The one time I needed direct help it was speedy and complete. Staff 

Again, people. I got like 10 people trying very nicely to help me Faculty 

I mainly use IRIS for travel which is going away and data needed on faculty members 

such as start dates, length of service, etc.. Anytime I have needed support, it has 

been more than helpful. 

Staff 

Training Available Faculty 

the staff that work with IRIS are helpful and answer my questions Staff 

Only use IRIS minimally so not really qualified to respond in this area Staff 

At times, IRIS can be slow to sync, but mostly it is easy for me to use. Staff 

IRIS help desk is very responsive in a timely fashion. Staff 

IRIS is a new software for me as a new hire but the resources and tools have been 

great in learning this. IRIS is user friendly for a new person. 

Staff 

Offering multiple online trainings for Iris. Staff 

always helpful with issues Staff 

new online help is better Staff 

Everything as far as I can tell Faculty 

I have not had an experience where I have required support of OIT with IRIS. Staff 

The IRIS help desk staff are great. They do their best to solve problems quickly and 

usually have the right answer. IRIS, however, should have been trashed a long time 

ago. Please retire this system as quickly as you can. It was antiquated 15 years ago. 

Staff 

When I asked OIT about this they were aware of the problem and told me what 
browsers would work, which "solved" the problem quickly 

Faculty 
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I suppose for people who live in the IRIS world all day the software is robust and 

meets their need. 

Faculty 

You have to dig and call several places to get to someone who knows what they are 

talking about...I usually approach co-workers for assistance. 

Staff 

Just overall support of the system with improvements over time Faculty 

Easy to navigate most of the time Faculty 

Very easy to navigate and understand Staff 

The switch to requiring 2factor was a great step forward. Staff 

I do like the prompts I get to approve and certify timesheets. Very helpful. Staff 

The self-service tab Faculty 

they do fine Staff 

Incorporating self service for staff. Staff 

IRIS is user friendly. I have not had to contact OIT in regards to IRIS. Staff 

very good service Faculty 

works consistently Faculty 

It gives us all the information we need as a UT employee for me. Staff 

Quick to resolve problem Staff 

OIT is available to help me anytime. I am baffled my the IRIS system. I do not find it 

user friendly, rather cumbersome. 

Faculty 

The IRIS Help Desk crew is great. Staff 

tutorials and step by step instructions that are easy to follow. showing examples 

with screenshots and detailed information 

Staff 

Monthly IRIS Helpdesk Office Hours Staff 

Web based IRIS is useful. Staff 

It works. Staff 

the support is generally fine, but the software itself is not very intuitive and is 

difficult to use unless accessed daily. 

Staff 

The new format is much easier to navigate. Thank you! Staff 
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Knowledgeable staff Staff 

IRIS helpdesk is fantastic. They recently worked with me until a problem was 
resolved. 

Staff 
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How can OIT improve the support of Student Information Systems and Online Class 

Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)? 
160 Responses 

 

These systems are awful everywhere. I wish I had access to adequate training on these 

systems. 

Faculty 

For class registration, it would be helpful to have the same access as students in order to 

assist them better with registration problems. 

Staff 

Make things like Early Alert easier to use. Too many required fields. Faculty 

Class Registration via MyUTK seems clunky at best. It doesnt seem like a modern web 

interface. 

Grad 

Integrate. There are too many platforms and information gets lost between these 
platforms. It is not surprising that students have so many issues accessing their 
information. As faculty, I have to have cheat sheet post-it note on my computer to remind 
what is where in these platforms. 

Faculty 

Banner and MyUTK are not always intuitive to use, especially as an instructor. In order to 

look at a class roster, for example, I realized that I had to blind-click various points on a 

page in order to bring up a single section. Also, Banner weirdly dropped lecture times for 

one of my class that I TA for when we switched from in-person to online teaching. This has 

never happened before. 

Grad 

screen displays for submitting grades are cluttered, and information is delivered in a poor, 
disorganized and hard-to-use manner. For current semester grading, default to display 
only current semester courses when the system is opened. 

Faculty 

DARS takes around 10 minutes to load and this is not conducive to conducting advising Faculty 

There has been recent issue with the sluggishness of running DARS reports. I've reported 

this to the registrar's office multiple times and there has been no resolution. Many faculty 

in my unit have this issue. I don't understand why it has not been resolved. 

Faculty 

Parents who are authorized users should be able to view grades, FAFSA information, not 

just pay bills 

Staff 

I feel like the website is hard to navigate without experiences. I also feel like it is hard to 

figure out where everything is or what you're looking for. 

UG 

They protect students information Grad 

Changes in the system in the last two years make for a clunkier experience than seems 

necessary. For example, sorting through every class I've taught in the past 10 years to find 

a class roster is too much. 

Faculty 
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Better access and understanding when menus don't work- not just an OK button and a 

blank page 

Grad 

Providing a link to what classes are required with registration. Grad 

Not particularly user friendly, clunky, a lot of guesswork and "playing battleship" when 
trying to look for specific classes 

Staff 

ity? I have not received any Banner training, therefore unable to get info I need & MyUTK 
is cumbersome and very difficult to use. It's hard to get assistance with Banner-I only have 
one contact and she isn't always there when needed 

Staff 

The new banner/myUTK is very confusing Grad 

I cent remember if there is a housing portal link on the page but please just integrate the 

housing portal to myutk. There are too many different departments working on too many 

different things and it makes it hard to remember it all. as well with the UT medical pages. 

UG 

Sometimes I feel these are hard to locate and use. UG 

Getting a student transcript to show up for the purposes of advising seems extraordinarily 

difficult. Could that be made more speedy and efficient for advisors? 

Faculty 

ease of use Faculty 

The banner registration search for classes could be improved. Course description 

information seems outdated 

Staff 

How the heck do you upload an excel file of student grades at the end of the semester 

instead of doing it manually??? 

Faculty 

Some of the websites are outdated and hard to function. Especially when trying to find 

new classes it's a very difficult process. 

UG 

Make MyUTK a bit easier to navigate. The page with all the options does not have 

everything, and a dropdown menu or taskbar would be easier to navigate. 

Grad 

Update the HTML on the webpages especially when registering for classes or viewing your 

information. As of now, it seems dated. 

UG 

Note, I think that Gradesfirst is now called Vol Academic Connect (Navigate). I think that 

Navigate's features could easily be integrated into MyUTk and that it is unnecessary since 

it appears to serve the function of MyUTk partly but not all the way. I didn't know that we 

could synch our course class schedules with our calendars until today when I was hunting 

for the Notes section. If MyUTk could be updated to include the features of Navigate, then 

that would let us have one platform for mostly related things. 

UG 

Easy access to everything is always a priority and I believe can always improve Grad 
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The old faculty interface for Banner was SO much clearer. I go to teh public timetable via 

Google because the new system is really not great. All of these systems are clunky and not 

intuitive - especially for faculty advisors who do not do it every single day. I find myself 

clicking around a lot to find what I need. 

Faculty 

Information on these systems is a bit more difficult to find than others. Faculty 

Banner 9 administrative is not user friendly. Finding screens is hit or miss, mostly miss!  Staff 

Allow MyUTK to be customizable again, which I'm fairly certain was the case a while ago. 
Specifically: Please let me delete, or at the very least collapse (with persistence between 
sessions) all of the unnecessary things on the page. This isn't only about the clutter from 
things like the calendar; how often do I really need to look at my address? While some of 
these things can be hidden with the "sensitive information" setting, all that does is put 
hash marks instead, It would be so much easier to let users collapse them. DARS for Grad 
degrees. Banner class search can be fairly annoying at times as well. 

Grad 

Too hard to find class for next semester UG 

Make DARS easier to read and navigate UG 

TEACH PEOPLE HOW TO PROPERLY USE THESE!!!!!!!!!! Make them more relevant to 

students to0, by advertising it or integrating it into beginner classes (think: BUAD 100, 200, 

300) 

UG 

Many of these systems are clunky and not very user friendly (my UTK is ok). Gradesfirst 

seems like 5 year old technology. 

Faculty 

Keep them up to date, easily accessible Grad 

There are broken links in the banner schema. My Academic History has been incorrectly 

reporting Academic Probation for over a year and has blocked my Account from applying 

for work-study as well. 

UG 

Layout on Banner registration screen is difficult to use -- too many small windows. I have 

accidentally clicked without noticing and dropped a class! 

Grad 

It is not always clear which transaction I need to use. Again, better training for Banner 
would be helpful. 

Staff 

Whenever registration time comes for students, sometimes when everyone signs on at 

once to register the website crashes or becomes very delayed. Which creates a lot of 

stress about getting in the classes we would like. I’m not sure if there’s much of a solution 

for this but I thought I would just make a note of it. 

UG 

Entering grades into Banner is cumbersome and I worry that I am making transcription 
errors that will affect a student's grade. 

Faculty 

MYUTK is slow, can be faster UG 
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I think Banner and myUTK have always worked pretty well, but Navigate (the new 
Gradesfirst) has been problematic since being introduced. I think working with the staff 
that use the system the most (academic advising, coaching, tutoring, etc) to help 
determine what the needs are and upgrade when necessary would be beneficial. 

Staff 

When using Banner to add/drop the page format is unappealing UG 

Most of the system is intuitive and easy to use, but some links are connected to really old, 
complicated systems. If something is blocking registering for classes the error messages 
don't mean very much and require emailing someone to find out the problem. 

Staff 

There should be easy, clear instructions for new students on how to use Banner for 

registration. A large percentage of students do not come in as Freshmen. And why rename 

GradesFirst?? And why “improve” it in a manner that makes it harder to use??? 

Staff 

Banner can be difficult to navigate. Same with MyUTK. Grad 

DARS is not very user friendly for the infrequent visitor. Not very intuitive. I almost always 

have to call for help, so it is annoying. 

UG 

The interface is not very nice Grad 

-Gradesfirst or whatever it's called now is confusing and the "make appointment" function 

for students doesn't work. And it doesn't need a messaging system, we have too many of 

those :) -The old MyUTK design was easier on the eyes. The text on the new one is too thin 

and too gray, hard to read (I have poor eyesight). Speaking of hard to see, everything is 

spread out too much and there just isn't enough contrast in the design, lines between 

different boxes need to be "clearer". The big gray bar on top is too tall (creates dead 

space) and the drop-down menus should be in that giant empty space rather than on their 

own bar that goes away annoyingly when you scroll. also, they should drop when moused 

over on desktop, not when clicked. -I don't know how much you guys can change about 

Banner course registration, but it's cramped, and yet the top third of the screen is 3 

useless header bars. Very hard to use on a little laptop screen 

UG 

some of them constantly changing. they rarely provide training or tell me what is being 
changed. many things are hard to find or interact with. its a mess. 

Faculty 
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There are certain tasks which advisors use all the time (Clear Advising requirement, and 

find student advisee schedule are two specific examples) where it is not clear what 

sequence of links should be clicked from myUTK to get to that information. There are 

faculty menus and advisor links and self service, and I always forget which of these takes 

you to which information. There are also multiple advising information portals, and the 

most modern looking one also seems to contain the least useful information (student 

schedule, clear advising requirement). It would be very helpful if these tools could be 

optimized/simplified/combined/streamlined. As an advisor, I need to be able to quickly 

access: current student schedule, DARS, class timetables, and clear advising requirement 

buttons. It would be so nice if I didn't have to select student ids and semester separately 

for each task. 

Faculty 

Support is fine, but Banner is 'clunky". maybe it has to be? Staff 

Use ONE system!! Find a browser that supports all of them. Faculty 

These systems are super confusing when you have multiple roles on campus (Grad student 

+ employee/lecturer). Some specific trainings/job aids or really, anything that addresses 

multiple roles would be helpful. 

Grad 

Really hard to use. PROVIDE A GLOSSARY OF TERMS. What does "rolled grades" mean to 

7,000. faculty members who don't work in the registrar's office. 

Faculty 

Throughtout UTK, menus as unnecesarily repetitive. For instance, when I want to select an 
advisor link, I need to select the CRN twice. the system is overall convoluted and not 
visually clear. Grade entry is also defective, I have multiple options to enter grades, and I 
need to enter to each of them to see if this course has students or not. Many of my clasess 
don't appear with students some semesters, to I am always wasting my time with this. 
Banner is VERY unreliable and glitchy in general. It's a bad day in advising when Banner 
goes down and this happens at least 3-4 times a year at times of peak use -- sometimes 
during drop in advising.  

Faculty 

Banner 9 is also a bit clunky and I feel like there are advisors who are trained in its use 
(mostly for overrides, sometimes major/minor/concentration/Catalog Year changes) and 
others who don't know how to use it at all. I honestly wish that we didn't use Banner at all 
with how awful it is. There's not enough room here to explain how much I dislike DARS. It's 
a difficult tool to use in advising and students generally seem to avoid it or not understand 
it at all despite my individual efforts to train them. The fact that I have to remember to 
migrate approved petitions/notes when they change a catalog year or major is awful, but 
I've come to anticipate it now. Students have a DENSE PDF that's largely inaccessible to 
them for a number of reasons and we need a video series on how to read DARS from the 
student perspective in a way that allows them to make program/course choices more 
readily. We're LONG OVERDUE for better student facing resources on this. I wish we were 
using DegreeWorks -- something a bit more intuitive that allows students to plan gen eds 
in the future and that can be customized to make sense with their 
major/minor/concentration. Something that lets them know that what they're intent on 
taking is not going to pick up the requirement they think it might (e.g. writing intensive 
courses that are not approved as WC). 

Staff 
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DARS can be insanely confusing UG 

We have filed complaints at least 1.5 years ago regarding these issues. 1) trying to clear 

advisees can be done in 3 different ways, but only 1 way gives you JUST your list of 

advisees (other ways gives you every student in the university); 2) when we view our Class 

Lists and want to click on them to see who is enrolled via MyUtk, there is no indication you 

can click on the class link--meaning, you get a cursor and no indication that it is a hyperlink 

out; 3) GradesFirst: this should automatically ONLY OPEN THIS SEMESTER'S Grades. I 

should not have to scroll though pages of courses I taught to find THIS SEMESTER. PLEASE 

fix this!!!! 4) GradesFirst: in large classes, I have to enter page 1, and then sumbit--it take 

FOREVER and does not let me got to page 2 in most cases. That means we go to a different 

page or have to log back out and then log back in to finish entering grades. I had to logout 

4 times in the Fall to enter final grades for 1 class. 

Faculty 

it crashes and redirects me all the time, the spacing is weird so you cant even read 

anything 

UG 

It is so hard to find the information I need. It is not user friendly. Grad 

It's too easy to get lost in these systems, especially if you haven't used them in a while. Faculty 

Using Banner (or wherever grade entry exists) is a challenge. I teach large multisection 

courses, and having each section listed separately, unmerged, makes grade entry a pain. 

My gradebook is exported from Canvas as a merged sheet, and it would be great if I could 

see the same view in grade entry. 

Faculty 

I wish GradesFirst would email me to confirm all grades were in because it helps to have 

that assurance. 

Grad 

I am new to Banner and MyUTK so I am still learning how to navigate the sites. They are 

not very intuitive and step by step pdf's would be helpful 

Staff 

It would be great to offer Banner training or updated documentation Staff 

Maybe a quick training for freshmen on how to navigate through all of this. I found out the 

second semester through my advisor. 

UG 

Sometimes the tracking device acts out. But most of the time is reliable. Faculty 

no clue how to use dars, banner has too many steps and is outdated UG 

Hard to find the correct information that I am looking for UG 
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The system is completely opaque to me. When I'm on the info page for one student and 

want to run a DARS, I get pushed over into another system (which takes a long time!) 

where I have to identify this student again. The Gradesfirst page shows all classes I've 

taught over the last umpteenth years, when all that matters are the pages of the current 

semester so I can enter grades. How about starting with a default filter for the current 

semester? 

Faculty 

Banner is awkward and I found have trouble finding what I need. Faculty 

In MyUTK, I find the attendance tracking confusing. There is no "submit" button which 

makes it confusing if i did it correctly. 

Faculty 

Gradesfirst (Now VolConnect/Navigate) is not user friendly for students. Faculty 

Probably nothing until a newer, better platform is purchased. Banner is just dreadful. The 

timetable gets more and more onerous to use every semester. I am amazed that students 

can find the classes they need. 

Faculty 

Banner makes no sense. Staff 

Some services can have so much information all over the web page it gets confusing. 

Possibly add an interface that has more streamlined information, and then a separate, 

more complex interface for more specific, in-depth information. 

UG 

Things could be a little clearer on when to use MyUTK and Banner Grad 

provide more resources for students regarding how to do things in Banner and DARS. How 

to waitlist a class. How to run a DARs report. How to read a DARs report. Then put these 

guides somewhere they can easily be accessed. 

Staff 

AdAstra room scheduling is a pain to use. It is slow and not intuitive. Grad 

There was not a lot of education or guidance about the availability or usage of these 

programs. Would have been good to receive a quick brochure about what they are and 

what they are used for. 

Grad 

Banner is not at all intuitive and very cumbersome to use Staff 

The grade input interface doesn't automatically put the most recent semester at the top, 

in my experience. 

Faculty 

I think it is confusing and it is hard to find the classes needed and their descriptions. There 

are too many places to go to access this info. 

Staff 

It is sometimes hard to find the things that one needs. I think talking more to different 
people at UT (professors, advisers, etc.) to learn when they have issues finding things will 
help to re-organize the webpages 

Faculty  
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to allow for better search. For example, I often use google search to find needed pages 
because I don't see direct links on, say, myUTK Grades First (Vol Academic Connect) is less 
than desire. The ability to filter and query for students is not accurate and it is not 
dependable. Further, I don't believe that Grades First integrates with Outlook for Mac 
calendars (or it didn't - I have to maintain a Google calendar). While I understand that the 
latter may be an issue on Apples's side rather than on Grades First, it was difficult to set up 
my system and no one on campus seemed to be able to help. I wished DARS and the 
registration system worked better together. An inordinate amount of time is spent trying 
to tell the registration system what the DARS should be able to tell it. It's hard to believe 
that these two systems can't be better integrated, especially in this day and age. 

Staff 

I have only received minimal instruction of the use of Banner about 10 years ago & no 

notification of when the program changes, no formal instruction at all 

Staff 

Grades entry has become more complicated to use Faculty 

I'm generally confused by all of these different resources and what's for what. I also wish I 

could bookmark e.g. my course's banner page. 

Faculty 

I don't use Banner thankfully. MyUTK front page is poorly organized and unintuitive. As 

soon as I remember where to find what, the page gets redesigned. Also DARS is very hard 

find. I probably have three cheat sheets how to get a DARS. The timetable of classes is 

really clunky too. There's always ways to make it even worse, but this is one item that can 

probably be improved. Same for the course catalog, by the way. And under grades, would 

you believe it: When we enter grades for classes with a variable number of credits, we 

cannot see how many credits the student signed up for! 

Faculty 

Platform/Browser neutrality. Mobile apps. Staff 

They can be difficult to navigate in general. It is very difficult to figure out how to obtain an 

academic history or transcript, to view GPA, and to build a course schedule. I've taken dual 

enrollment at a school where their registration system would show all possible schedules 

to fit a desired combination of courses together. This tool was really helpful. 

UG 

Make the instructions for use easy! Faculty 

Integrate! This question answers itself. Seriously. Faculty 

DARS is clunky -- it could use an API overhaul UG 

Improve navigability of MyUtk, especially regarding scholarships UG 

It is so hard to find in the first place, and then to use is even harder. UG 

slow-ish with missing info such as professors images (apparently supposed to be there but 

they are not?) 

Grad 

The system gets easily overwhelmed on registration days UG 
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Not super intuitive and could all be found in one place easier UG 

It is WAY too much information in one area. I almost can never find the info I'm looking 

for. Maybe if students could customize and make their own dashboard that would be nice. 

Staff 

It is very difficult to locate things from the menu. Lot's of applications, including grade 
entry aren't intuitive. 

Faculty 

only use MyUTK Staff 

Stop changing them so frequently. For example your question says Grades First and now 

campus uses Navigate. Stop making end users change software annually. 

Staff 

This has been the worst area of my experience. MyUTK and Banner are always causing me 
issues that require me to work with UTK representatives for weeks to solve, causing me a 
lot of stress and frustration with the school. 

Grad 

The first few times I tried to find my information, I had a hard time finding information 

that I knew that I had viewed in other transactions. I finally lucked upon the reason being 

that the information did not fit on the page, so I needed to scroll over. There was nothing 

to guide you to know that there was more info over the right offscreen. THis seems like 

one of those features that can be overlooked by those designing the layout - do they ever 

use it themselves? 

Grad 

I hate how, when reporting grades, the most recent semester isn't listed first. It's hard to 
reorder them, and it isn't obvious where to click to open grade entry. 

Faculty 

List of class view is very annoying (e.g. now showing current classes, columns somehow 

rearranging when you click the wrong place). Should be integration with Canvas for final 

grades. 

Faculty 

Stop changing what does/does not show up on the MyUTK page. Right now I have nothing 

except a link to OneStop, Canvas, GoMobile, and UTAlert until I opt out or opt in to Alerts. 

Faculty 

Getting to the links I need are difficult. Class sorting in grade entry is terrible. I want my 

current classes at the very top when I go in for grade entry rather than having to search for 

them 

Faculty 

Have where grades in CANVAS can merge into Banner. Staff 

Provide more training to staff Staff 

Ensure functions such as degree audits work for all students. (Grad/doctoral) to help 
monitor progress 

Grad 

I wish Banner for looking up classes was a little more intuitive when looking for classes, 

particularly for how many spots are available or where a class is located. If those things 

were easier to see straight up without me having to click on the class itself to see its 

description that would save me some time. 

UG 
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Nothing is intuitive...grades first is hard to navigate and never comes up with the current 
semester's classes ready to go. It's just not user-friendly, and I'm pretty tech savvy. 

Faculty 

Quicker updates, sites crashes few times UG 

difficult to find some things on MyUTK. not always intuitive when looking for information 

or sites. 

Faculty 

Again the problems are with the users and entering the data that makes these systems 

work 

Grad 

It is hard to navigate these websites UG 

DARS is often inefficient, and very non-user friendly. It does not allow for much help 

without going and meeting with an advisor, and even then they can o my say “well 

sometimes dars just doesn’t work”. You should be able to see more information and 

request changes to things directly to an advisor from dars 

UG 

Too many branches of the same thing. Faculty 

I think Banner is terrible and it needs to GO. Staff 

Gosh, what is it that every semester, I feel as if I need a training session on how to enter 
final grades. Why doesn't the most recent semester show up at the top of the list so that I 
don't immediately think something is wrong with the system? 

Faculty 

BANNER SUCKS omg. You have to specify the semester and THEN all the class info? It 

should be one step. Also it's almost impossible to use on mobile because the scrolling for 

departments is so long. you should have it jump to the right section on mobile. Also just 

not intuitive searching... also it's a different website than just searching when u register 

which is weird and redundant. It should just be all one site, with the catalog being for 

previous semesters. MyUTK is cluttered but like I get it. there's a lot of info. 

Grad 

The time between registering for a course in Banner, and when it appears in Canvas can 
cause undue stress for students adding/dropping at or near deadlines. If it were possible 
to shorten that amount of time, it would be helpful. 

Staff 

It's not good fam. It's confusing, obscure, crowded, and overwhelming. There are too 

many login pages in between information and no solid How Tos that actually cover the 

messy messy mess. 

Grad 

Banner and DARS especially seem outdated, clunky, and have way worse UI/UX than 

Canvas or other tools the university uses. Not sure how OIT can improve on that since it 

feels inherent to the systems. 

Grad 

Hard to tell how to get something as simple as a class roll. Not intuitive. Faculty 

GradesFirst is pretty clunky, hard to sort, and flaky at refreshing. It's just crappy software. Faculty 
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This might be the worst. The set up is ridiculous. I have to go through 8 screens to get to 

this semester. Why arrange them by Spring Fall and not by year. OIT can help by urging the 

University to get rid of this and get something that is not the end but a means 

Faculty 

Banner has a terrible interface. UT is not my first experience with Banner (I was an adjunct 
at another university that used it) and it was equally horrible there....so it's a Banner 
problem, not a UT problem. It would be great if Banner functioned like other websites and 
not like something from 1990. 

Grad 

Banner is not intuitive without long experience (I'm a timetable scheduler). It has taken me 

years to feel really confident in preparing timetables and solving student registration 

problems. There may be a concise, simple outline of procedures and steps available but I 

haven't seen it. Initial training is good but after that there's a lot of trial and error. 

Faculty 

While visually Gradesfirst and Navigate look similar, Gradesfirst was more reliable. 
Frequently, Navigate doesn't fully load or only partially loads and is slower. Several useful 
features such as tagging are also no longer available. 

Staff 

Gradesfirst and DARS are clunky and unintuitive to use. MyUTK is okay, but some of the 

useful links are missing and others serve almost no purpose (I do not want to buy tickets, 

yet there are useless links for that). Gradesfirst doesn't even show your major GPA. 

UG 

sometimes difficult to get to accurate class lists Faculty 

Mine is not updated in some ways and does not align completely because I was 

grandfathered into my program...that might be more with them than OIT 

UG 

Many students reported they didn't know they added a class or dropped a class. What 

they see is on a smaller scale possibly 

Staff 

MyUTK is also a confusing interface Faculty 

Not easy to use Grad 

These sites are very difficult to navigate, even after being coached through the process by 
my advisor, I have much difficulty navigating these sites. 

UG 

Banner is just arcane. Faculty 

Very slow sometimes. Wastes a lot of my time. It must be when we are all working on it. Faculty 

AN INFORMATION/HOW-TO GUIDE Staff 

I mainly have problems with Banner. The program is outdated and it is hard to find the 

information I need quickly. I think investigating newer, more streamlined programs would 

be an excellent idea. 

Staff 

Again fortunately most of us now know how to manage these systems yet on occasion 

there is a new request that is always a hunting job for a specific form or request- this 

needs a much improved FAQ platform 

Faculty 
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As an advisor, I should not have to log in to multiple systems to get this information. If Ive 

logged in all of it should be easily accessible without having to relog in to another system. 

And, you continue to "improve" DARS, but it gets harder and harder to interface with. 

Faculty 

Sometimes these services are really slow. Faculty 

it is CONFUSING when filling out grades first.... why are all the previous sections there -- so 
distracting. 

Faculty 

It would be good to have a video explaining where to find different information on 

MyUTK. I feel that I underuse it because I do not know how I can benefit from it. I feel that 

I invest much more time on Canvas and teaching workshops. 

Faculty 

I found it confusing. hard to navigate Grad 

Make a simpler website and don't redirect to 14 different websites just to pay a fee UG 

Often counterintuitive. For infrequent users like me, there is too much complexity. I want 

to get in and out and move on to the next thing, not have to relearn the platform each 

time. 

Faculty 

MyUTK is really awkward to manage in the new interface. It's hard to organize 

information, there's a lot of dead space, things don't automatically save. It's clunky and 

inefficient. 

Faculty 

Clunky and reminiscent of mainframe days. Most of these tools have a horrible user 

interface. Again, why can grades not be exported from Canvas directly into Banner? Why 

does myUTK roll over to the next semester before the current semester has ended ? Why 

does the attendance tracking not list current semester classes only instead of the 

mishmash of courses it currently shows? ALL tool are poorly designed like that. Why don't 

you have end-users involved in the design and set-up of user interfaces? 

Faculty 

These need more support for mobile systems. The websites are unintuitive. UG 

Banner needs to be improved. It was confusing for me to find the needed information for 
each course. Should be updated in the information like what reading materials, explaining 
each course because of the incompleted information. 

Grad 

It's not always intuitive finding the aspects that I need, and since I look for some of them 

only once a semester, it can take an hour of searching to find the exact page I need. This 

goes especially for the class roster that I need at the beginning of each semester, but also 

applies to the grades at the end of the semester. 

Grad 
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What is OIT doing well with the support of Student Information Systems and Online 

Class Registration (Banner, DARS, MyUTK, Gradesfirst)? 
49 Responses 

 

The duo authentification app Grad 

They are easy to navigate. Grad 

I find the calendar that is generated when registering for classes to be very helpful UG 

My advisor helps me navigate the website for selecting my classes, but most of the time 

she just does it for me and pretty much picks my classes. 

UG 

The PDF schedule viewer in Banner is super helpful. UG 

I like the home page and having a dashboard where I can see most of my information for 

classes. 

Grad 

MyUTK seems to be much more stable and presents information well. Staff 

Banner runs great. Staff 

They have all the information in one place UG 

Honestly, they are very easy to use, super straight forward. Grad 

MYUTK is organized UG 

Organization of the website UG 

These systems are usually up and running well. It’s good they are reliable. Staff 

I appreciate the efforts to make the homepage in MyUTK easily navigable. Grad 

I'm just glad DARS exists UG 

The new MyUTK is MUCH BETTER than its previous iteration. Having the ability to search 
Add/Drop Classes from the student view is key to me being able to make virtual orientation 
and advising in general work. I also love that we've switched to Navigate. It's a much better 
supported platform than GradesFirst and has some reporting, campaign, and 
communication tools that are useful. I came from an institution that uses Navigate to UTK 
and was sad we didn't have it yet when I started advising here. 

Staff 

Works great UG 

The new MyUTK Works great! i haven't had problems with these so doing everything great. Faculty 

The system is sturdy. It is good and it seems it improves as we go on. Faculty 
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MyUTK is great. Faculty  

For myUTK, I like the class rosters with photos. That is a great feature. Faculty 

For any tools required for the job, I expect it to work. My only complaint about any 

system is lack of intuitive the myUTK website is easy to use and navigate. design.  

Faculty 

Sometimes, systems are used infrequently. Staff 

Once I am told where to find certain information, the systems are relatively easy to use. UG 

everything, no complaints Grad 

Registering for classes is very straightforward and so is accessing information on myUTK Grad 

It's hard to get in touch with the people I rely on to help with Banner in a timely manner, 

but they are usually helpful when I do. 

Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

Everything Faculty 

Grade entry: Sorting our classes to find those for the current semester used to be hard. I 

think this has improved. It would be good if a course could be marked 'done' once 

everyone has a grade so we don't have to open it again to doublecheck. By the way, it is 

great that UT no longer asks us to give early grade entry for graduating students. 

Faculty 

Class registration has improved over the years Staff 

The process for entering grades is rather confusing to me, particularly finding the courses I 

teach for a given semester from a randomly organized list of courses I taught over the last 

several years, the term "rolling" 

Faculty 

Ug, I'm sure this is just me, but it is ALL SO CONFUSING. I advise so few students now, I 

can't remember which system has which details, and it's all just impossible to navigate 

Faculty 

does a good job. Staff 

The option to download the course roster has helped a lot. Faculty 

The academic support tab is pretty useful, as are Top Links Faculty 

Provide great detailed instructions on how to post grades and report no shows. Staff 

I feel as if these options are always available. UG 

DARS and MyUTK look well setup UG 

They are user friendly. Staff 

Everything. Faculty 
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Again, support there. I happen to find the systems cumbersome, not intuitive or easy to 

use. 

Faculty 

it works ¯\_(ツ)_/¯ Grad 

It exists, so that's nice. Grad 

Providing OIT support when I feel stuck, which is often. Banner (and MyUTK overall) are 
always accessible and reliable. I have not needed any special support to Faculty get into the 
programs I need. 

Grad 

I don't usually ask fo support. I just poke around by trial and error until I find what I need. 

MyUTK keeps getting more useful. I like being able to bookmark UT sites. 

Faculty 

Keeping it running! We would be lost without it! Faculty 

I like MyUTK very much. I like the ease of finding what I need in one place. I like being able 

to access employee information and class registration through the same program. 

Staff 
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How can OIT improve the support of Zoom? 
146 Responses 

 

sometimes it works well, but theres a few glitches Staff 

I am not good with Zoom so I will need to get a class on Zoom once I can return to the 

office. 

Staff 

It seems like the Zoom client has had a new version or update almost every week this 

spring, and I've noticed students and colleagues occasionally having issues if they are on an 

older version. Perhaps additional reminders to keep things up to date and what's new 

Faculty 

I would love the ability to create template in "polling" that I can reuse for different 

meeting. This would save me the trouble of writing the same quiz over and over again for 

different meetings/classes. 

Grad 

It would be nice, as instructors, to have access for Grad students to set up surveys via 

Zoom. I know that is more of a premium perk, but for votes to happen, it really helps to not 

have to use a third party app. 

Grad 

A lot of times my zoom will log me out and ask for my tennessee.edu. I also wish there was 

closed captioning as the professor speaks. 

UG 

Make it easier to access and use larger licensing capacity for extended periods of time. Or, 

make it easier for departments to purchase upgrades through the UTK enterprise license. 

Faculty 

Better internet on UT Open Grad 

Remind us to update and help us navigate changes Faculty 

More trainings on ZOOM. I would like a training on how to change background picture, how 

to set up a meeting, etc. 

Staff 

I can only have another person with me on zoom, more than two students we have to 

renew its bad! 

UG 

I can't go thru my work desktop to zoom, but I can log out of it and use my laptop Staff 

Teach the faculty and staff how to use the program. I have had some professors not really 

get how to use the program. 

UG 

Zoom itself could change some formatting to make the app more efficient UG 

Hire night time and weekend employees. Staff 

OIT to support and partner with HR professionals on how to best help employees navigate 

zoom. 

Staff 
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I teach studio labs and most demonstrations take time to set up the equipment and take 

down afterwards. this isnt something OIT needs to support just a personal nagging issue 

Faculty 

Most of the time, I have no zoom issues! Staff 

Improved password management and application. Improved secure access. Staff 

more UT support Faculty 

It doesn't seem to remain stable on Eduroam or UT Open, for my computer often says that 

the internet is unstable. I know that OIT cannot help that on the side of Zoom. 

UG 

Love Zoom!!!!!! Faculty 

It's unclear to some what their meeting participant limit is Staff 

I have sued Zoom a lot since March 2020 and it works very well. It is intuitive, easy to 

schedule meetings, and I have had no issues when using it. 

Staff 

Training for UT System on hosting webinars, setting security features and using other Zoom 

features. 

Staff 

prevent zoom bombings completely UG 

Have had many instances of delay or failure of Zoom to work with CAS authentication. Staff 

Support other options, like Jitsi, or something based on the Signal protocol. Zoom was 

there at the right time, in the right place, last spring, which led to its wide spread use. 

However, it is very odd to be discussing material which is covered by ITAR on Zoom when it 

was previously shown that calls would occasionally route through servers in other 

countries, namely China. Additionally, their security has been questionable at best, with 

the FTC even concluding they mislead and deceived users. Compounding these issues is the 

fact that an executive, hired solely so a country would allow the service again, censored 

and/or banned accounts of dissidents of said country. Finally, there have been countless 

companies and places which have banned it. A case even went to the Indian supreme 

court, seeking a country wide ban. Please see if there are other, preferably open source, 

alternatives which do not carry baggage like that. 

Grad 

Stop blocking features at the admin level. Allow us to toggle on the option to give co-hosts 

the same abilities as hosts. This would make a huge difference in terms of breakout room 

functionality. 

Faculty 

My issues are with my at-home network. Staff 

implement the Zoom instant chat and phone. This would remove physical phones from the 

desk, create voice mails that are stored and emailed to the user, and to have a centralized 

instant chat tool for users to communicate with 

Staff 

zoom often freezes Faculty 
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Do we know our meetings are truly secure and not being stored somewhere? Staff 

support for zoom polling, tracking attendance Grad 

Too many clicks UG 

I have no idea, but it's terrible. Staff 

Some professors still need more training with Zoom UG 

Zoom is fine but professors don't know what they're doing with it. Can't share screens 
properly, can't here because the microphone is awful, don't know how to set up breakout 
rooms... Please teach these individuals how to use technology. 

UG 

WE ALL LOVE ZOOM- PLEASE DO NOT GET RID OF THIS OR SWITCH TO ANOTHER SYSTEM 

WITHOUT ASKING THE FACULTY AND STUDENTS WHO USE THIS EVERY SINGLE DAY. I have 

tried Teams, Skype, etc...none of them are as good as Zoom. Let's not fall into the "grass is 

always greener" trap we have a good thing going! 

Faculty 

I think it's clunky to access my list of zoom meetings. I mentioned this in an earlier 
response. 

Faculty 

Honestly, Zoom is better than I thought. Works super well except for minor connection 

issues 

Grad 

The instructions for how to get webinar access are a bit confusing. Staff 

You have provided so many avenues for education on Zoom, I am have not complaints. Staff 

It is very slow, makes my whole computer slow UG 

My only problem with Zoom is that my office desktop does not have a microphone so I 

have to leave remoting and use Zoom on the laptop which means there are things I cannot 

access while Zooming. 

Staff 

Student camera on. Undergrad students who do not have cameras on report it is due to 

wifi issues. 

Grad 

I don't have many problems with Zoom, but the internet connection sometimes is a 

problem during meetings even though I'm on campus. 

Staff 

Have a more central login if possible. UG 

Having to sign in on my laptop and on the ut website is annoying and confusing Grad 

Nothing UG 

Issues when it comes to rewatching recorded lectures due to SSO issues UG 

Include in e-newsletters more info on tips and updates. Staff 
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Offer training for some of Zoom's more advanced features. Staff 

Get Zoom to develop features that teachers and others need that are not in it. For 

example, there is no clock or timer so that classes broken into rooms or activities that are 

timed can see where they are on time on the screen. Teachers need both timers and clocks 

for different activities. Student activities need that, too. 

Faculty 

Require secretarial staff to take Zoom training. It is frustrating for me as a faculty member 

to have to train them how to use it while they are meeting with me online. 

Faculty 

It is probably a Zoom problem, but I find it difficult to not see my students when I screen 

share. 

Faculty 

Remind users to update their zoom accounts! Grad 

Workshops, Q&A, and panels with faculty and staff. Engage them and find out how they're 
using the platform differently. Learn from them -- we've all adapted in a lot of ways and 
some are more tech smart than others. We can learn from each other if we're given the 
opportunity. 

Staff 

 Cheat sheets to inform us of all the changes in settings that are done--Zoom settings were 

changed between Fall and Spring (i.e., now there are passwords on recording links that you 

send out. Where's the password? I still can't find it for my lectures and now have to 

download recordings and upload to the Vault) 

Faculty 

get rid of zoom UG 

Have options or a troubleshooting guide for what to do if your internet connection is bad 

or your Zoom call is not working the way you'd wish it to. Bad sound, connection, hard to 

share screen, etc... 

Grad 

Can you get zoom to record the captions when they are written into zoom? If so, that 

would be great for access. 

Staff 

Has been great and reliable. Faculty 

UT has lots of restrictions on the podiums for the use of ZOOM that makes it hard to do 

polling, student share of documents, have the gallery view with capability of 49 students at 

a time, etc. 

Faculty 

No issues here. Faculty 

teach the students how to access easily in the protected way that the University says it 

requires 

Faculty 

Return to online classes before every student doesn't want to get out of bed anymore. UG 

It would be nice to have access to Zoom webinars. Staff 
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It's difficult for my students to understand the SSO and somehow it's difficult for them to 

remain logged in. It causes me issues with using the authorization feature and the "help" 

page has moved and isn't the first one that pops up on a google search of UTK+Zoom which 

makes it hard to trouble shoot with my students. A centralized resource for this process 

that is obvious on canvas might help. 

Grad 

As with Canvas, using it in teaching has some problems and un-intuitive procedures Faculty 

Set cloud recordings to save by default for a full year. Faculty 

It would be good to be able to have quick access to UT-specific assistance rather than being 

sent to commercial videos, especially when UT settings are involved. 

Faculty 

Trainings on the tips and tricks of using Zoom. I keep learning things by stumbling on them 

or another coworker says I found we can do this. 

Staff 

I wish that every staff and faculty member had access to the premier zoom and not a few 

folks 

Faculty 

get rid of zoom terrible product Grad 

Provide GAs with premium version of Zoom. The duration restrictions is limiting the ability 
to do different things  

Grad 

Figure out/allow for functions like attendance information can be accessed by authorized 

staff. Contrary to the current push model that unduly focuses on the instructor as primary 

actor, most of the 'administrative' work in support of teaching is conducted by staff and 

student/Grad assistants. 

Staff 

There is glitching sometimes, but I think that is an internet connectivity issue. Faculty 

Crucial to my teaching this year: generally no connection problems, but when they happen, 
it derails a class fast. 

Faculty 

Potential for student accounts or grad student accounts with unlimited meeting time? Or at 

least beyond 40mins? 

Grad 

Sometimes it seems like the settings change without notice (or I don't notice the notice). 

This is frustrating when you either have to restart the session to make sure everything is 

running the way you like, or you find out after the fact that the recording settings changed 

(like, there is no longer a recording of JUST the screen...so my only option is to upload the 

recording with speakers showing up in the corner. Not a huge deal, but sometimes it is 

distracting). 

Faculty 

problems of service performance is the user! Staff 

Reduce Zoom bombing if possible Faculty 

Help find out why there are freezing issues every few months Staff 
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Really really would like for the zoom canvas integration to not send emails to my students. Faculty 

Other people will have some suggestions but I'm happy with it as is. Performance has 

barely deteriorated after a year of software engineering. I'm impressed. 

Faculty 

I would like OIT to allow Zoom integrations. I have never needed support for Zoom itself...it 

just works, and the tools are self-explanatory 

Staff 

It’s been great so far. Only minor thing would be creating webinars as easily as I can 

schedule a zoom meeting. 

Faculty 

Provide support to students. I had to figure out for myself why some students who were 

authenticated users could not register for the class meetings... This was after students 

contacted OIT multiple times receiving no useful help. OIT simply tossed the ball back to 

em "your instructor needs to invite you" (which I had done!). The problem was that 

students needed to register with the tennessee.edu email extension - I finally figured it out 

by myself to help my students. It had nothing to do with me not having" invited the 

students, and I resent OIT telling my students that it was my fault 

Faculty 

zoom bombers are still a problem... Faculty 

Keep the PRO accounts... they are invaluable for teachers hosting large classes and 
meetings! 

Faculty 

See my previous comments. I had periodic trouble with audio and microphones not 

working, and could not troubleshoot myself. Things deteriorated to the point that I needed 

OIT to completely reformat my laptop hard drive. More dedicated help to troubleshoot 

problems would be helpful 

Faculty 

The main issue in zoom is wifi connectivity- very little to do in this case. Grad 

I don't know how much is me vs. UT, but I still get dropped Zooms when my router/wifi 

speed says 200+GB 

Faculty 

Continue use of ZOOM platform Faculty 

It should be easier to get a webinar set up Faculty 

Have professors be able to navigate zoom better UG 

Its Zoom. Not OTI. Nothing OTI can do UG 

how can we not have a time limit? Grad 

Many instructors choose not to use zoom integration with Canvas. This makes juggling 

zoom links difficult. Setting a standard for this would resolve this issue 

UG 

Get rid of it and get students back in the class room. The zoom support is fine but I am tired 

of paying thousands per semester to watch a professor on a screen. 

UG 
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sometimes large meetings can be very slow and almost unproductive Staff 

Make it easier to log in with your utk account UG 

Please let's have "Class for Zoom"!!!! Staff 

I typically do not need support. Staff 

Should provide live transcript feature for everyone (for the sake of disability accessibility). Faculty 

When exiting Zoom, I would like the Zoom to search for an update. Staff 

Provide training of ZOOM updates. Staff 

Upgrade to enterprise like some other universities (even smaller ones) Grad 

ensure we do not get Zoom bombed Faculty 

Have the teachers know how to use zoom better UG 

Continue the use of the platform for faculty Faculty 

Not sure why UTSA employees are locked out of manual updates to Zoom, which also 

impedes adding new virtual background options. Allowing us to manually update it would 

be great. 

Staff 

Get rid of it. Teams is more secure and user friendly Grad 

Hearing of zoom security issues is disconcerting Staff 

Inform professors and train them how to use it UG 

Maybe provide the upgrade to everyone initially I didn't have access to webinar and had to 

get permission. Also when a did a zoom appointment with a high school my name and 

zoom background were gone. Nothing had changed in my profile. 

Staff 

If everyone had the same email ending, then it would not be complicated to use Zoom as a 

teaching tool. 

Students often do not use @tennessee.edu to enter Zoom. This makes breakout rooms 

difficult. 

Faculty 

more training for elderly professors who are not technologically savvy Grad 

Probably improve security without making the product unusable. Staff 

Zoom is probably used because it is cheap. It is not secure, nor does it have advanced 
features. 

Faculty 
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I hate Zoom with the full terrible might of some horribly misremembered Greek hero of old 
but unfortunately this question is worded, how can OIT improve *the support* of Zoom. I 
no more think you can support Zoom than I think you can drain the ocean of all it's salt or 
the air from every empty frightening pocket of caves e studded through the mountains. Can 
OIT improve the support of something so monumentally bad as Zoom? I do not think so. 
Brave of you to try, though. 

Grad 

This doesn't feel like OIT's responsibility, but Zoom etiquette training across roles on 

campus would be helpful. 

Grad 

often have audio problems; may be user error but stability of zoom is so important during 

this pandemic 

Faculty 

It's fine. Faculty 

A handy resource (handout or video - or both!) that shows best practices for hosting zoom 

meetings. Things like big groups, computer screen share, effective use of chat 

Staff 

You could get me to Zoom experts a little quicker. Faculty 

Most professors do not know how to use zoom. You should have trained them to use it 

better and more effectively. Half the time is them bumbling about trying to share their 

screen. 

UG 

Would have loved instructions for zoom. Was told to just schedule a meeting. Staff 

still some connection issues Faculty 

Better support Faculty 

It's great , but wish we all could get together. Staff 

Again, take zoom bomb issues seriously Faculty 

I am not sure how much of this is an OIT problem, however, Zoom crashes often, slows 
down my computer very frequently, to the decree that there is no point in trying to use my 
Mac (purchased in 2019). Additionally, I often have connectivity issues with Zoom, with an 
error saying that my internet is not working properly, even if my internet is working well on 
all other devices. 

UG 

Train students in how to log on with SSO. Make the SSO log on the only option. Make it 

VERY easy. It is not transparent for students. The log-on to one's account is also weird. 

"edit account" etc. is not clear. You could also have a clear hotline for in-class help. Maybe 

you do. 

Faculty 

Posted directions and helpful tips somewhere easily accessible. Staff 

Eventually Zoom got to be manageable yet last spring was a total CF- I am understanding of 

this abrupt transition and feel that OIT did their best- 

Faculty 
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It sure would be nice to be able to clear individual meetings from the history rather than 

the entire list. If that IS possible, it sure isn't obvious. 

Faculty 

My issues with Zoom are Zoom issues, not OIT issues. I think the platform could be 

tweaked, but it serves its purpose. 

Staff 

I used it for the first time, and found it hard to log in. [unaware of zoom support] Grad 

idk how well you can improve stuff, mostly a lot of zoom issues are lag, or microphone 

issues, which i feel like aren't easy to fix, or aren't within your power to fix. 

UG 

Most of my problems are internet/modem at home, I suspect. Same for my students. Faculty 

Make it integrate better with Cynap. Faculty 

Nothing, I just don't like zoom classes UG 

Put a closed caption. Updated the Zoom automatically because I have to re-installed the 

latest Zoom that blocked me to update. Zoom is controlled by UTK that provides free zoom 

for staff and students. 

Grad 
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What is OIT doing well with the support of Zoom? 
137 Responses 

 

Restricting users with SSO is good. Faculty 

lots of available information for support Faculty 

They stopped requiring a complicated sign-on process for students Faculty 

Zoom is working well Faculty 

Thank you for making the licensed version available so there is no time limit for meetings. Staff 

It seems fine Faculty 

They are always ready when you need their services Grad 

Incredible training and support Faculty 

I like Zoom now that I've gotten used to it. Staff 

Mary Lee has been an amazing resource for learning new tips and tricks for using Zoom! I 
try to stay on top of feature updates, but I know if I have questions she will either already 
know the answer or be glad to help with finding out what it is. 

Staff 

Helping us log on. Staff 

I've had no issues so all is good Staff 

Allowing UT to not have a time limit. Grad 

I have never had any issues, but feel confident that OIT would be very helpful. UG 

everything Staff 

Zoom is a lifesaver, but I am sick of Zoom! Faculty 

online walk-in help hours Faculty 

Getting everyone accounts that allow for longer zooms was very helpful Grad 

occasional superb help, other times passed off to 1-800 site Faculty 

I have not asked for Zoom support before, but maybe I should for the unstable connection 

problems I have had. 

UG 

I troubleshooted myself whenever I have had Zoom difficulty; although if future support is 

every necessary, I certainly will ask for assistance. 

Staff 
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I have not had any issues with Zoom. Faculty 

TCE's OIT supports my use of zoom 100% and promptly get's my account adjusted as 

needed for larger meetings. 

Staff 

Most of the time Zoom works pretty well. Providing Pro Accounts was extremely helpful. Staff 

Normally seems very stable - most issues seem to be with internet providers. Staff 

zoom is a tool that we can use in extreme cases like the pandemic but is no substitute for a 

class in person 

Faculty 

They are super responsive and always help quickly with any issues. Staff 

Having a Zoom room for support with Zoom is great. Quick help getting accounts upgraded 

has been great. Help setting up webinars. 

Staff 

paid accounts for TAs Grad 

I appreciate that I can have my own pro account and that I don't have to share an account 

with another person or try to schedule around other people needing to use the platform. 

Staff 

They gave us plenty of resources UG 

Everything! Faculty 

Seems to be working great even with so many students using it Grad 

I'm very grateful that OIT has provided staff as well as faculty/grad instructors with Zoom 

Pro. 

Staff 

So many trainings! I am really good with Zoom. Staff 

It is helpful for class sometimes UG 

With so many staff, faculty and students using Zoom, OIT is doing a fabulous job keeping it 

all possible. 

Staff 

Training about how to stay safe online. Smooth connections, regular updates. Faculty 

Doing fantastic! Staff 

Great -- could not function without. Faculty 

Pro account availability is greatly appreciated! Staff 

I never had any issues at all, so I am not sure what could be improved. Faculty 

Zoom pro Grad 
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It's been very easy to use and upgrading my account to Pro was easy. Staff 

Stable connection UG 

The only times I have ever had problems with Zoom, they've been related to my local 

connection -something over which OIT has no control. I expect Zoom to work, and it does. 

Staff 

Keeping it from crashing over the last year is an amazing feat that no one seems to have 

noticed. Bravo! 

Staff 

Just keep it up. I've not had any issues. It works! Haha, if it ain't broke, don't fix it. UG 

You're doing amazing. Especially with the constant updates the past year and the increase 

in useage. 

Grad 

Zoom itself was a good choice because the client is so light and has a lot of functions. 

Please, please, please don't switch to Teams 

UG 

You helped us into it and then kept up the availability of consultants during the week days 

and through the Computer Help Desk 24/7. That is very fine. If there is a way that OIT can 

develop addons for things Zoom is not willing to build in, that would be excellent. 

Faculty 

The transition to heavy Zoom use has been handled very well. Faculty 

Did a good job with preparing me for transition last Spring to online. I had never taught 
online or used Zoom, but had no issues using it. 

Staff 

It's all good! Staff 

Updating to Zoom pro has been very helpful. Faculty 

So far so good... UG 

It is amazing how quickly the entire campus was able to pivot to online teaching. thanks 

goodnesses for. Zoom---it. is so user friendly. 

Faculty 

Zoom Pro is key. Mentioned this earlier. Staff 

It works great UG 

Zoom works well in the office, just not at home due to WiFi. Faculty 

they've been great in outfitting zoom to fit our special needs Faculty 

nothing at all UG 

I found zoom support to be superb, especially the 1 on 1 coaching this past fall. Faculty 

Keep supporting Zoom pro features! Faculty 
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Your service is great. Zoom is decent. It would be better if pre-assigned breakout rooms 

worked flawlessly -- time is wasted in class working with the system. 

Faculty 

Trainings and new information has been very helpful Staff 

Improve the ZOOM connection on the podium's computer, in each classroom. I hope that 

is possible. 

Faculty 

Keeping the lights on, works fine. Faculty 

training videos on teaching in's and out's of zoom. Staff 

Great support in Zoom. Can’t get any better Staff 

THANK YOU FOR GETTING US PRO LICENSES! I am very grateful. Faculty 

Zoom has been a life saver. We have had no problems in any of the meetings that I have 

coordinated or participated in. 

Staff 

Thank you for making this platform available. Faculty 

Everything except maybe support on classroom kiosks, which is finicky. Faculty 

I hosted a national meeting with 100+ attendees, no issues at all. I also requested help in 

setting up polls and got fast, accurate, helpful information from the OIT team 

Staff 

the support for zoom has been great. The issues I have had are related to internet signal, 

etc. 

Staff 

nothing terrible product Grad 

Adding the captions/transcripts was a great thing. Faculty 

Zoom has showcased itself to be a very useful tool in working/attending class from home 

and it works smoothly 

Grad 

I have had audio problems with my laptop during Zoom meetings so it doesn't always work. 

OIT has provided tremendous support in diagnosing the issue. 

Staff 

Everything is good Grad 

Most everything Faculty 

Providing access to trainings for individuals to learn how to use Zoom or features within 
Zoom. 

Staff 

I have never needed support for Zoom itself...it just works, and the tools are self-

explanatory 

Staff 

I love the UT program! Faculty 
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Love this platform which works really, really well for large classes and small meetings. 

HIPPA big improvement. 

Faculty 

great support staff Faculty 

Offering Zoom Pro to all UTK individuals has been infinitely helpful for those of us working 

from home during the pandemic. 

Staff 

Great support. Very user friendly Faculty 

It's nice to have staff accounts. Thank you for allowing live captioning as well. Staff 

Doing a good job. Staff 

I had never used zoom in 25 years of working at UT. Then with Covid I became an overnight 

user. I cannot tell you how many hours I have logged in it, but love using it. 

Staff 

gave me pro account Staff 

Incredibly well. Anything less would be a disservice to my students Faculty 

Zoom has been improving the use of cameras and virtual backgrounds. I love the new Blur 

background. I like that I can modify my settings and don't need to require a password or 

waiting room. 

Staff 

Enabling staff to acquire advance licensure. Staff 

Zoom always works and there is very rarely a disconnect. UG 

My Zoom works great Faculty 

Providing information on their OIT page to help answer questions I may have, and offering 

trainings when updates affect usage. 

Staff 

very good service - I had a computer problem with ZOOM but IT person corrected it. Faculty 

Zoom is good, but several clients aren't allowed to use it due to security Faculty 

Quick in getting the updates I needed. Staff 

Had a problem with Zoom after Microsoft update, but it was resolved by OIT Staff. Staff 

Excellent support. Love Zoom! for teaching, research/scholarly activity, and service. 

Essential! 

Faculty 

Thank you so much for all the security advice you have given us. Faculty 

works fine Grad 

Not much, just make it available and don't screw it up. Staff 
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OIT let me complain about it in that survey box right above this one and that's the only 

pleasant thing that's happened to me with Zoom in all my use so far, so, thank you! 

Grad 

I've gotten great and speedy help with any Zoom questions I've had, big and small. Grad 

Zoom has worked great. Trainings are available, we were able to upgrade our license for 

our temporary staff and we hope that the University will continue its license for the 

foreseeable future. 

Staff 

Many, many people have become adept at using the software. Staff 

It works seamlessly, so OIT must be doing things well. Grad 

Zoom - Love it, love it, love it. So much better than MS Teams. Staff 

The support must be in the background, because I have not had a personal need for it. 

Sound cutting in and out appears to be a poor remote user connection, not Zoom itself. 

Faculty 

OIT is doing a great job supporting Zoom. OIT is responsive and does their best to predict 

issues with Zoom. Very pleased with the support. 

Staff 

Enjoyed the zoom security training. Staff 

They answered every question I have ever had in a timely manner! Faculty 

I think the Zoom support is about right. I haven't had any issues except to the need to make 

a few personal investments in lighting and green screen. 

Faculty 

zoom works very well and i've been surprised I haven't had more issues with it Staff 

People. Faculty 

I was taught very fast and efficiently to use Zoom. It has be very positive for me. Faculty 

It has worked well from the nearly the beginning and got better as it went along. Staff 

Thanks for the unlimited minutes. Very helpful! Sometimes meetings go long. All things 
considered, Zoom is okay. 

Staff 

It has been great for the HelpDesk to be able to help more with Zoom and this has helped 

me learn and feel more confident in my knowledge of it. I always appreciate Mary Lee 

Stewart for her willingness to help when needed. 

Staff 

everything... it is a breeze Faculty 

It is working for all my needs which are usually small meetings. Staff 

in general, support is very good Staff 

Everything is perfect! Faculty 
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OIT has been incredibly responsive since March in entertaining requests from myself and 

faculty I know who have found ways to improve Zoom but require admin to allow access. 

Thank you. 

Faculty 

thanks for the zoom pro access. absolutely essential for us. Staff 

The test flight was really helpful. Faculty 

Upgrade of Zoom accounts; helpful Zoom room staff (Jonathan Kelly) N/A 

Easy to download app and bring online. Faculty 

Everything! Faculty 

When I was really struggling with my personal laptop to access Zoom to teach, an 

operative from the department spent the time going through my computer remotely to 

figure out how to make it function at the level necessary to keep Zoom running during my 

classes! 

Grad 

UT's Zoom platform is excellent. Far superior to what I see other schools using. Grad 

I LOVE ZOOM! Grad 
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How can OIT improve customized help with developing course materials and 

lectures for online teaching? 
6 Responses 

 

I have recieve some help developing courses and the support has been great. I think there 

are still more tools available but there are too many for me to investigate. 

Faculty 

OIT was not particularly helpful when I had to meet with them. I already knew more about 

Canvas than the assistant that was assigned to me. 

Faculty 

stay with one person or group of people until development is done Faculty 

Do another Boot Camp. Faculty 

The expectation is for faculty (who are extraordinarily busy) to meet OIT's schedule. I 

understand that OIT has to plan, but you should be accommodating faculty, not the other 

way around. 

Faculty 

Listen to what the user wants rather than trying to push features that are not desired or 

helpful 

N/A 
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What is OIT doing well with customized help with developing course materials and 

lectures for online teaching? 
20 Responses 

 

I received support for developing a virtual service learning assignment that was extremely 

helpful. 

Faculty 

quick response, easy to set up meeting to get specific instruction on aspects of Canvas such 

as new quizzes 

Faculty 

They do very well. The Respond to instructors need Grad 

The JumpStart program is excellent. Faculty 

The support team I have interacted with while I was teaching is great. Meg Erlewine is 

amazing! She also helped me with a website for my program. She deserves an award! 

Staff 

Providing stable connection UG 

If you are talking about OIT support,; it's excellent. Great. support from Rosie. Sasso and 

Steve Chastain. Most of my tickets usually end up. going up the chain to them. 

Faculty 

Keep offering these services...they are so important for people making the transition to 

online learning. Even post-COVID, we anticipate to continue online learning activities on 

many fronts. 

Faculty 

If you are talking about OIT support,; it's excellent Faculty 

Jumpstart was a great experience. The staff were very helpful and knowledgeable. And 

patient. 

Faculty 

Pleasant experience Staff 

Rosie Sasso worked with me one-on-one to transfer all my on-line training to Canvas. She 

answered my questions patiently. 

Staff 

UT OIT has not only professionalized my course content, but has assisted me in presenting 
a first-rate product to my students 

Faculty 

Staff are so knowledgeable. They take time to understand what I am trying to accomplish. 

Offer options to consider and then guide through making whatever is decided happen. 

Kind, patient, respectful, invested/caring. 

Faculty 

SPECTAULAR HELP. Above and beyond the call Faculty 

Rosie and Jason were awesome Faculty 
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Faculty fellows were fantastic Faculty 

Some helpful consultants N/A 

I attended "summer camp" that provided information from Teaching Learning Innovation 

Center and OIT. It was very beneficial 

Faculty 

Update the course materials well Grad 

 


